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-VSW, Mobile (157-2578) 12/11/70

Director, D 1OO-448006) . /L'O
*EX-106 S&e 1

OINt'LPRO -1BIACK EIWIISTS -
RACIAL !TERTT11S

Reurlet dated 12/4/70.

To properly evaluate your counterintelligence
proposal, you should promptly submit specifics regardlng, it.

11obile should indicate to ihom an approach would
S n.±* prevent r . . theschool facilities by

and vhat would be the
content of your approach. Also you shld advise vhat your
office files indicate concerning the individual or individuals
to be approached.

You are reminded that in the event information comes
aD to your attention indicating the reason for the instruction in

I o ; -karate in for use in a civil disorder, it could be a possible
9 W-4 violation of Section 23 (a)(1), Title 18, U.S. Code. If such

0 information now -or later becomes available, Bureau should be
advised under appropriate separate caption and appropriate

C investigation instituted.

SL TIFOMATION CONTAINED
IIE:sef (6) mIt tsUNCLASSIF.IE

ECEPT WHERE 88OWV
IIOTE: OTHMWIS*

Referenced letter indicated that 101 member
is att ti to establth a ru n

liontomery aaa.

aflame-r ty to implnent counterintelligen
.*-* -- measure through liaison with Mlontgomery Police Department

and Board of Education, Montgomery, to prevent further use.
lin of scho9l premises. No 'pecifics were given.

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT[

I
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UNITED STATES C$ .RNMENT

Memorandum
To : "DrRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FRou AC, MOBILE (157-2578) (P)

SUBJECT:

7.11*

9

DATE: 17/4/70

.j77
LCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re M1et to BU, 11/30/70.

1's)
It is believed that a counterintelligence measure

could be taken through liaison with the Montgomery PD and
Board of Education of Montgomery, Ala., to prevent the further
use of these premises, which are the property of the Mont-
gomery School Board. This would disrupt these classes and force
the NOI group to find another location in order to hold classes.

Bureau authority is requested to implement this
counter-intelligence measure in order to disrupt the NOI
attempts in Montgomery to establish a mosque there.

Bureau (RM)
.- Mobile (9-157-2578) (1-157-3405 F2)
CG:jh/w (5) C3

I,' *v~*i~
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.Air ltel1

To: SAC, Cleveland 5)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) - 2 /

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTR8iISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtel 12/4/70.

Although your suggestion would cause friction
between the National Comittee to Combat Fascism (NCCF)
in Cleveland and Black Panther Party (BPP) national
headquarters, it is not being authorized due to possibility
of embarrassment to the Bureau.

WHA: sef ALL 1rOAuTI0ti CONTAIE

(4) IIEPEUI !s UtlCLASSIF1ED.

EXCEPT WHERE S1W

N' OTE: OTHERWIS. ..... oo.

Cleveland osed a Negro Agent impersonate
_ppoe__nt__eawho generally picks up BPP newspapers

apped into Cleveland from BPP national headquarters. Cleveland
proposed that he sign name to the air bill and take
possession of newspapebrseng shipped into Cleveland. Cleveland
stated it receives advance information concerning arrival of
newspapers and indicated investigation revealed air freight
clerks are not acquainted with and would not in all
likelihood recognize the Agent as an impostor. Cleveland
felt this tactic would add to recent arguments between national
)-eadquarters- and local NCCF regarding the shipment o paper into

.i- Cleveland and the payment by Cleveland to national headqua ters
.u ...- for such papers. This proposal is fraught with danger to
.( fBBureau and as result it is not being authorized. COINTELP 0

is code name for counterintelligence program.
_____MAILED31 .
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Spectwtqjeat in~charqe
*U IL OMUSMWhT USD11. OP= 1294

FD*SS (Rev. 5-22484)
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Date: 12/4/70

Transmit the Hawing1 an(Type in phraess or code)

Via AIRTEL

Via (Prteesy) 1

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, CLEVELAND (157-1189) (P) WP
r)

RE: COUNTER-INTELLIGEDCR-2OGRM
BLACK EXTREMISTS

Re Cleveland letter to Bureau, 8/25/70.

The Cleveland Office proposes the following plan whict
the office believes will disrupt the Ohio Chapter of NCCF at
Cleveland, Ohio, and which plan might also.be suitable for use

against the Toledo Chapter of NCCF, The plan would consist
of the use of a Negro Agent in the interception of the delivery
of the Black Panther News to the Ohio Chapter. Prior investigation
has shown that the Panthers receive their newspapers via Air
Freight through TWA, UAL or American Airlines and that the
Cleveland Office had advance information concerning the arrival
of these newspapers. Cleveland proposes that when such advance
information concerning the arrival of the newspapers is received
a Negro Agent proceed to the appropriate airline freight office
with sufficient other ent nel assure his
security and :ho has usually
picked these p e pas . ec ga on at the
airline termi as reflected that the freight clerks are not
familiar with and would not in all likelihood reco nice the
Negro Agent as an mpostor. This Agent would then sig
name to the air bill. It is felt that the above tactic w
disrupt the Ohio Chapter because of prior complaints by this
Chapter of not receiving newspapers and of recent arguments
between National Headquarters and this Chapter regarding the
payment for these papers.

1 OIWMATION CONTA DEC.* 1970 . *

EXCEPT WFIRS104

Approved: M Per 'e
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CV. 7-189

Cleveland then proposes after these papers are
sue essfully intercepted that a letter be drafted to the
National Headquarters of the BPP anonymouslystating that the
writer is a loyal member of the NCCF and wants to bring something
to the attention of the National Office but is fearful of being.
identified as having informed on the Ohio Chapter. The letter
would o on to so that this indi dual learned that

had conspired to4 R W
vw money y cam ng ey did not receive a shipment of

papers and refusing payment because of this, thus keeping the
proceeds for them j g Iletter would also inform National
Headquarters that lan to blame the "Pigs" for
their not receiving the newspaper

This letter will be sent on paper without a water mark
and will be enclosed in an envelopewithout a water mark.

It is felt that the above-described counter-intelligence
measure would greatly increase friction between the Ohio Chapter
and National Headquarters and would be a very strong disruptive
influence regarding Black Panther Party activities.

- 2-

F. if.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
I DIRECTOR, FBI

.9

(100-448006) uIMz: 12/1/70
SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520)

O
COINTEIRO..-JRLACKEXTREMISTS

Re: BAlet, 9/4/70.

1. Operations Under Conskbration

It is well known that the primary source of income
to the various Black Panther Party (BPP) chapters is from

the sale of their newspaper. Consideration is being given
to some method of depriving the BPP of their newspaper for

at least one week.

2. Operations Being Effected

A number of local labor unions and officials were
selected for anonymous mailing of the VICTOR RIESEL article,

and a number of rabbis and Jewish congregations wee selected
for anonymous mailing of the New York Times Anti-Zionist
article. A number of religious congregations, primarily
Ne§ro, were selected for anonymous mailing of the "Like It
Is leaflet.

3. Tangible Results

No tangible results from operation of this program
at this time.

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

Activity of informants presently reporting on
activity is being fo1 owed closely and ev

US d to discredit
who has shaken a organ a o w purges

ozrTeral members and otherwise causing animosities.

- Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) pEg9Baltimore(#P /
JJG:1eb.**
(3) (LT N'YOMIATION CN aB-

=illI is UNCLSSIFLZO.
t X ICEPT WHERE SHOWN >-

oTMWISIC.P

DEC7 Ie~r~ .. 1IJ
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F 8 1FBI. 1
Dote: 11/30/70

ransmit the following in . .. .. .
(Type ie plaissed or coderl

AIRTEL AIR MAIL (REGISTERED) U

TO: D RECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

ROM: SA F nRnANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJECTto-wCOINTELJPRO.x B&&A.CK EXTREMIST 4
RACIAL MATTERS 1)-I10

ReSFlet 8/31/70.

Counterintelligence in San Francisco Division under
above captioned program is limited to Black Panther Party
(BPP). Following is counterintelligence activity since sub-
mission of last quarterly letter 8/31/70:

1) On 9/14/70, BPP Coloring Book was mailed anonymously
to the management of drive-in restraunts Jack-In-

The Box to attempt to impede their contributions to BPP
Breakfast Program.

2) 0 anonymous letters were mailed
.. complainingof HUEY NEWTON's

stand on reatn o omens Liberation and the sens' Gay ,j
Liberation Leagues '
3) On 9/21/70, xerox copies of a "New York Times" 1 !~

article showing BPP anti-Zionist stand mailed to/L 7
six Bay Area Jewish leaders..

vious y *een a erted by this o ice =*: a vities the.

Y~ uC1)RE C 71. __ 'r
fSan Francisco *.

LS jr a.**DEC 20 970

031 . ,f- *, ArM% Woaturromnsr

- *~~1 mruals usla

Approved: e/ t M o

;7DEC10 1970*o*l Ae*t ino...



0~.

157-601

0,

I 1I
5) 11 6 70 anon ous lett mailed tar nes San Franc sco,
advising premises en e as pa

6) On 11/7/70, anonymous letter mailed to HUEY NEWTON
complaining of ELDRIDGE CLEAVER's association with

LSD adherent TIM LEARY.

7) On 11/17/70, xerox copies of VICTOR RIESEL's article
uPanthers Urge More Cop Killings" mailed to officials

of the Transport Workers Union of Americia - AFL-CIO and the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters in San Francisco.

~.iwj

C OIWD
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.4 UNITED STATES -/ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : 'lector, FBI (100-448006)

FROM AC, New Haven (157-785) (P)

/'SUBJECT: OINTELPRO-BLACK.EXTREMISTS-
/CIAL MATTERS

DATE:

References: New Haven letters to Bureau 6/4/70, 8/7/70, and
10/8/70; Bureau letter 11/10/70.

The following is a ninety-day summary of activities within the
New Haven Division relating to captioned program:

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

New Haven is presently preparing to submit under separate cover
the following proposals for the Bureau's implementation:

A. New Haven proposals of 6/4/70 and 8/7/70 re leaflets
depicting prominent black persons from various walks
of life carrying slogans that relate the idea that
violence was not used in their climb of the ladder of
success.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

A. The leaflet entitled, "BPP Ten Point Program" and "Like It Is'
has been distributed to all offices with BPP chapters or
splinter groups.

B. Mailing of anonymous Bureau counterintelligence article
of 11/10/70.

C. Mailing of anonymous letter to Bobby Seale at Montville
State Jail.

2-Bureau (RM)
2-New Haven
IMG/rrf

(*(4)7

i 970F.Y 1970

Bey U.S. Sov

'1 DEC 4 1970
ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN.
EREIN IS UNCLASSIFILED. r----

EXCEPT WHWB 80WNOTHERWISE. k
is Bod Regailaro on tbs PayrelI Saings Plan
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Ni 157-785

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

During the month of November, 1970, sources of the New Haven
Division advised that the counterintelligence measure entitled
"Ten Point Program" and "Like It Is" was being circulated
in the black community but could not give any reaction by the
BPP regarding same. Other offices given this information have
not as yet reported any results regarding this matter.

The results of counterintelligence measure taken as depicted
in B of Part II above has been so recent that results have
not been obtained,

auviseU on 11/or7u tnat BOBBr BEALE nad neen quite aespondent
for the past few weeks and on that date did, in fact, cause a
disturbance at the prison by breaking up furniture and other
items in his cell.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTERESTS

it has been noted that recently the turnover in Black Panther
personnel in the New Haven area has been considerable and that
the leadership of this chapter Is not considered effective
at this time. Due to the lack of understanding between the
present leadership and the new members, consideration is being
given to mailing anonymous letters to these individuals
belittling the present leadership in order to drive a wedge
between the two factions. These proposals will be submitted
in the near future.

2.*.

C

I
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At present, the openiu or on neauquarwut- can oW unU so
the advantage of identifying militants coming to the head-
quarters and of placing sources In contact with militants at
the headquarters, It is believed that the headquarters can
be permanently closed at any time through effective counter-
intelligence measures and such measures are under considera-
tion.

2. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED
,.*.

Tampa is closely following the activities of the
JUNTA OF MILITANT ORGANIZATIONS (JOMO) in St. Petersburg,
Florida, and the NCCF and BLACK YOUTH FCR PEACE AND POWER (BYPP),
in Tampa, and during the continuing investigation will remain
alert for cointeipro.

In accordance with instructions set forth in re
uartel, reproductions of a column written by VICTOR RIESEL,

regarding the BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) will be mailed to
appropriate unions, police organizations or other individuals
who could encourage a boycott of BPP newspapers.



7-3213

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS ..

As set forth in re Tampa airtel,
was arrested £nSt. tersburg,

Fresu o a mationfrom an informant, which
information was furnished to the St. Petersburg Police
Department, As a result of discussing the arrest with the
Intelligence Unit of the Tampa Police Department, the results

In -Vycna acho, ia, during ara i. Mient,-recovea
publicity in Tampa newspapers through a discussion with the
Tampa Police Department Intelligence Unit of the arrest of
TUCKER,

4. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

There have been no additional developments
of counterintelligence interest within the Tampa Division.

I

I I
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UNITED STATES GO GOVERNMENT

. memorandum
(1  DIDECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAT: 12/4/70

SACALBANY (157-231) (P*)

r: COINTELPRO * BLACK EXTREMISTS
RM . .. .-

Re Albany letter to Bureau dated, 8/31/70.

The following quarterly counterintelligence
letter is submitted in accordance with current Bureau
instructions:

1. Operations Under Consideration

Efforts are being made to organize a National
Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) Chapter at Ithaca,
New York. If such a chapter is, in fact, organized
vigorous investigation will be conducted to identify the
leaders. When identified, Bureau authority will be-
requested to conduct a survey'to determine the feasibility
of installing Misur and/or Tesur coverag=1

REEINZS UNCLASSIFIED
2. Operations BeinR Effected CEPmWHmsoSHq

OTHERWISE, *
It should be noted that the persons involved

in this matter are reliable, established sources, who
have been in intermittent contact with the Syracu
Resident Agency,

(2 Bureau
2- Albany
JWH: lew

4 Ii 9

(Encs. 2)

irs work 2n'the internal securty
Lsited the Syrase resident ency

11

lop -IA



L 157-231

and requested recent material prepared by the Bureau
concerning SDS, the New Left, the Black Panther Party,
etc. They were furnished the Director's Testimony
'before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on
April 179 1969, regarding Communist, racial, and ex-
tremist groups, together with other statements made

he Director concerning the New Left and the BPP.
tated that he was especially anxious to

e well versed on such matters, since he hadxrcrently

The

committee desires to rase involvement on the part
of " I" _ not only in the Syracuse

aea, ut rougouto te United States. It is desired
that certain firm answers be received from the adnin-
istration and Student Government, as to how student
activity fees are allocated, including the identities
of all organizations and individuals e"
from Student Government._I_"
specifically interested in earning of the identities
and or anizational affiliations of all speakers appear-
ing and a preciseompilation of funds paid these
spea It was view that the Student
Government, guided certain faculty members with question-
able motives, have provided an imbalance, insofar as
the political philosophies of the speakers are concerned.

ati onfl

universityty were really

lso related that the sum of the
cials did not desire active part-

in exploring University operations.
n discouraged somewhat by i nl

C...
-2-
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wwAL 157-231

In addition to the above public information,
was furnished a copy of a flyer dated, 5/26/70

ca toned "Dear Colleague" which had been circulated a
The flyer contained details concerning the fc on

- an Ad Hoc Committee to raise funds among the"
faculty for Black Panther defense.

It is noted that a LHM has been furnished the
Bureau concerning the 48 faculty members who have
pledged money.to the Black-Panther Legal Defense Fund,

stated that it would be perfect
rma or V1*a gian access to such a flyer since

Since it is public information, they
sid hat s information could be very useful to them
in their discussions with the Chancellor and other ad-
ministration officials. They were both cautioned, of
course, that under no circumstances should they reveal
that the flyer had been received from the FBI.

3. Tangible results

wroxrme o. ,

the flyor.

AddLnTnally, it is expecceuone
will continue to apply pressure to
in this matter, particularly

b n determined that
66 6 __has been

action and has received a copy of

It is not recommended that any additional r
action be initiated at this time, a ife ont that a
significant step has-been taken b:in con- a
fronting SU officials with some of the nefaris

d -3-



AL 157-231

activities of certain radical students and faculty,
stated that he intended to recommend that

student newspapeDut hat they aLso attendopen
meetings which feature controversial speakers.
He noted that with this exposure, he felt that parents
could then deal in s ecifics when the discuss their
gripes with

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

Not applicable at this time.

S

(7
*4-
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UNITED STATES * RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : IRECTORs FBI (100-

FROM : 'AC, CLEVELAND (157

SUBJEar; 1:OUT1TERINTELLIQENIME
SUBJEC_'MISTS
RACIAL I1T2R~

Re Cleveland l

OPERATION UNDER CONSIDE

(A) The Bureau
interception of the Blac
the Cleveland Division.' upon arrival in Clevelan

4/ew this would caue a loss of
$2000 based on the number
anticipated that this *ou
Black Panther Party as' th

*P would certainly be criti
. California for lack of se

9

448oo6) DAT: 12A4/70 U 010o-1189) (P)

PROGRAM

better to Bureau, 8/25/70.C" Airtel 12/4/70.

RATION

u is requested to consider the
k Panther newspaper by Agents of
The newspaper would be intercepted
d and Toledo. Cleveland anticipates
f revenue in the neighborhood of
r of papers received weekly. It is
uld create dissension within the
he Cleveland and Toledo Chapters
cized by National Headquarters in
security.

2
*o-

a)A'

No formal plan will be formulated by Cleveland until
Bureau consideration of the proposal.

(B) Clevelard also is in the process of formulating
a plan whereby ads will be placed in Suburban newspapers using
Black Panther Party phone numbers. It is contemplated that
constant incoming phone calls will disrupt the normal course
of business at local Headquarters.

(C) Cleveland is also trying to utilize information
regarding criminal activities of individual members of the
Black Panther Party. Information will be leaked to news
sources pointing out Panther Membership of those members
arrested for serious offenses. Care would be taken in these
programs to insure that the.Bureau cannot be identified as
the source.

1 *"'*fireau (RM)
2 - Cleveland

S/gsJZ

jD70EG 14 1970
B.7 U.S. s

ccfh;3C
eC') 40.00 r ./0d&4

* . DEC 7 170

U1.7.rro IVIAO3CONTA IIm
I "ZIN IS UWCASSIFIZD MEEM
XICZpT WJIZIISBO1
01fwhVsze

fainp stBead, Rrgldveox te Ptyroll Savixgs PIh
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Clevel idt the present time has n, approved
rintellience..prorams being effected.

BLE RESULTS

No tangible results have been achieved by Cleveland
r this program since submission of referenced letter.

ELOPIMITS OF COUITERINTELIGEN1CE INTEREST

Infrrmatinn being developed from is being
aluated and its use in developing .counterai .. nec
asures shows some potential. Information already received

rom this source inspired the proposal submitted in (A) of
his letter.

As quality informant coverage in Racial groups
improves the information developed will be evaluated a. to
development of further counterintelligence measures.

-2
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OUTE IN ENVEP.jE

New York (100-161140)

i( tor, P 100-448006) ,

COINTELPRO BLACK EXTREME STS
RACIAL HATTERS

1I-

RefTairtel with enclosures 11/18/70, no copies
furnished San Francisco.

Enclosed for San Francisco are single copies of
referenced New York airtel and enclosures.

The counterintelligence proposal as submitted by
New York is not beirg approved. This proposal offe a 00
counterintelligence potential with respect to
It does, however, offer some potential as a counter gence
measure to be directed at disruption of existing relationships
between the Student National Coordinating Conmittee (SCC)
and the Black Panther Party (BPP).

Now York is instructed to resubmit the proposed
letter rebutting Bpp's attack on ibut to delete
any reference to sexual LzI Pser hs. The re itted
letter should beartwetyped signature of M ____M_

of SNCC' s Revolutionary Political Council. New York, in
resubmission of its proposal, should indicate the BPP leaders or
organizational chapters to which the letter should be directed.
San Francisco should furnish its observations and/or
recommendations in this matter.

Take no positive action with respect to the above
without specific Bureau authority.

1 - Atlanta
1 . Cincinnati
,fm- San Francia( co (Enclosures m 3)f

- ALL TPIflR1ATION CORUAIUEE jv= EpA(E
IIE Iit o1 .' rV'ASSIFIFZD 

W

3.XCEPT WHME SHOWN .
IV OTHERS&

to(7JA
TELM1'PE UNITD

I- - .9

I

ILI
f . j - _ _
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9

(tter to SAC, New York
S COINTELPRO - BLACK 11>STS

00-448006 .17
NOTE:

New York has roosed a letter be mailed, over
the signature of SNOCM to various BPP
and SNCC members attafing tfor a criticism ofi

ihhich appeared in an article of the BPP mevspaper
aut ore y Eldridge Cleaver calling a do-nothing
revolutionary. Proposed letter defe butcontains
a reference to his romance with This
is not in keeping with SNCC's current mora co o
members. Counterintelligence proposal regardi.1111
indiscretions handled separately.

I

'C.~gg..w2*C
.0.



[Type is ptsiew or ecdel

9
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via (Prw"Cy) sL -

DIRECTOR, FBI (100.448006)

FROM: SCs-NEW-YORK (157-6024)

SUBJECT: GOINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RM

ReBu airtel, 11/12/70.

Eniosed for the Bureau and receiving offices are
two Copies each of a news--rticle proposed etter relatin

~'to _M____

It is suggested that Atlanta may wish to utilize
such proposal in responding to referenced c. t **
The draft has only rnobsc eference to
co-habitation with in order len* as PRn10iy
since such relationrIJp wuT no not be one of concern
to the alleged author

Atlanta may have more detailed or more timely
information which should be part of the letter.

The letter should be signed by
facaita es of whose signature are available to Aana n

,*fac~iW-

LLt INFORMArION CO~rAUIID
=REIN IS U1ICLASSIIID
IXCEP? Wl-ru SRO"

., -

17 NOV 10

Special Agent in C
Sent M Per

r*3S (Rev. 6-22*4)

Transmit th following in

mf A EL

F81

Date: 11/18/70

TO:

E
*l I.
I £
I I

V

I'
k
j

I

p.

a

47T

Approved:

R-

2 - Bureau (Encds. 2)(RM)
- Atlanta Encls.2)(RM

I - Cincinnati (Ends. 2) 1.M)
1 New York

\TB: eps
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1f7-16024

the SNCC and/or Ale. Copies could be mailed to
various BPP off'i"cs SNCC members and other so called
revolutionaries across the country utilizing t e NY SN(
letterhead and an Atlanta postmark in view of
residence there. .

NY can furnish Atlanta with names and addresses
of SNCC associates across the country If the proposal is
accepted.

F

-2-
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346 West 20th Street '
Now York, Now York 10011

Del 0omrade:..1"

I Attached is a reprint of an article in the Black.*
Pantl-er, Saturday, June 20, 1970t Pageo 9.

This article cotilS attack by Eldridge
Cleaver on SwGCC&rthra agur revo3.utionarye
Pbil will ascumo the posi Alzr fInoternational
Affairs for SNOC upon comipletion of duties witb the Third
Veoerewos Brigades

fldridgo Cleaver, now enjoying a self-Impozed exile,
Is an Intellectual pimp. 'Ale believes that his Pautber ?ussys
are the only relevcznt revolutionary Group In Balbylons

SIMC disputes his claim of' leadership and UIs right to
loads

There woeo idel, Cho, Kim 11 Sung, ""co Tilee bng r-
7atrioe Lumuboo wen revolution inns beirg ade?. They were wit
the people, not 4,000 Ellea from the front.

So,. 'r. Modlbe Tsbunbe Cleaver, before you cook to
criticize those of us ifho are enanee~d inpauftkin4.vouton In
.4erie you =jet establish your ri~bt to prize. You =Sut
obow. ,by exzple act exiles bow to wage revolution. You =unto

in ohort, become a credible revolutionary.

S

* (S..

too - god *

* - -~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~4q.eS .a/f' h .t * ~ st .* ~ ~
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# - SNCC believes strongly that the lackeys of the
b st are as dangerous as the beast and the masses of
b cks must be educated to recognize real leadership from
t mere allegation of leadership on the part of certain
c rlatans.

has recently returned from Cuba with
rinade and in living Sn Atlantawith

in struggle by sister revolutionary
engaged the enemy once again,

Until Eldridge returns to the wilderness of North
America and joins in the day to day battle in Amerika we
will continue to regard him as a coward.

Love and Revolution
Yours in struggle,
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UNITED STATES OC . .RNMENT

oo'Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

-SACs NEW YORK (100-161140)(P)

>COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

a Ts. DEC 2

ReNYlet to Bureau, 8/19/70.

1. Operations Under Consideration

The NYO is aware that one of the mcst active
blacK nationalist operations in the NYC area is the distributius
and sale of the BPP newspaper "The BlacK Panther".

The NYO ratizes the importance of negating the
financial benefits coming to the BPP through the sale of
their newlaper. Continued efforts will be made to derive
logical and practical plans to thwart this crucial BPP
operation.

2. Operations Being Submitted

On 8/24/70, Bureau approval was given to mail
anonymous letters described in NYlet to Bu, 8/11/70. These
mailings were accomplished during a period of 9/7 through
9/14/70. *

On 9/14/70, 25 copies of an article appearing in the
8/14/70 issue of "The New York Times" were mailed to select
individuals and organizations in the NYC area as so directed
by the Bureau in letter dated 9/9/70. .

REC 7.4I

- Bureau (RM)
New York
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On 10/20/70, Bureau approval was given to a
suggestion submitted by NY by airtel on 10/7/70. This
suggestion was implemented by the Legat, Paris, as per prior
Bureau instructions.

On 10/29/70, NY was authorized to implement a San
Francisco country intelligence proposal set forth in SF airtel
dated 10/21/70. This proposal was handled on 10/29/70.

On 11/3/70, the Bureau approved a NY proposal set
forth in NY airtel to Bureau dated 10/29/70. The anonymous
letters described in the aforementioned airtel were mailed
from NYC on 11/30/70.

On 11/20/70, the NYO set out 50 reproductions of
a column written by VICTOR RIESEL which was included as an
enclosure in Bureau airtel to NY, 11/10/70.

3. Tangible Results

Inasmuch as the majority of NY proposals were
submitted near the end of the period encompassing this letter
it is impractical to attempt to determine the tangible
results emanating from the aforementioned proposals.

4. Developements of Counter Intelligence Interests

The obvious failure of the BPP to successfully conduct
the Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention in
Washingon, D. C, on 11/27-28/70 as well as their well
publicized dispute with the officials of Howard University
at Washington, D. C. over the use of the University facilities
for the aforementioned convention are examples of the source
of future NYO counter intelligence proposals.

The NYO will immediately inform the Bureau of
a y situations or devdopements that occur where counter
ihtelligence Uachniq may be-used.

No action will be taken on any counter intelligence -
proposals without prior Bureau approval.

-2-
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UNITED STATES £jrRNMENT

Memorandum
DAT: 12/1/70

'PHOENIX (105-2544) (P*)

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS ( ,

A
/ . '" 0.' r o

Re Buairtel to Albany, 3/4/68, Phoenix letter
to the Bureau, 8/27/70, and Bulet to Albany,
10/30/70.

In connection with the above-captioned program,
the following is set forth:

1. Operation Under Consideration

U

None.

2 - Bureau (RM)
3 - Phoenix
t" (I - 157-735)

(Ym :/gjk
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r FBI (100-448006)

DEC101

UAfMcfveu uaL AALL D M aA.UDL R4U DveC
dropped. However, shortly alter thueTflTT -.a ben
dismissed, new warrants were issued charging
three counts of forgery of a stolen credit ca
was released on his owngrecojzance to his attor y.
trial bearing was held No trial date has been '
set. (

In addition, investigation by the Phoenix PD
disclosed that the stolen credit card owner's name was
forged in an effort to urchase gasoline for an automobile
in the possession of ut registered to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD,

Phoenix will follow this matter closely in an
attempt to develop derogatory publicity and will consider
sending ELIJAH MUHAMMAD an anonymous letter regarding this
matter. Any action considered by Phoenix will be submitted
to the Bureau for approval.

2. Operations Being Effected

-- e-) 
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32 . Tangible Results

None.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None.
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- UNITED STATES cWRNMENT

Memorandum
To : ( DIRECTOR FBI (100-448006)

FROM : (100-324) (P*)

suBJECT:

9

DATE: 11/27/70

4,

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re COlet to Director dated 8/28/70,

I. SUMMARY OF CHANGES SINCE REFERENCED LETTER

There have been no changes in the Columbia Division
since referenced letter.

The-following are known Black Nationalist Groups
in South Carolina. All are connected with educational
institutions except the NOI and the NCCF:

1. Black Awareness Coordinating Committee (BACC),
South Carolina State College (SCSC), Orangeburg, S. C.

2. BACC, Voorhees College, Denmark, S. C. w
3. Association of Afro-American Students (AAAS),

University of South Carolina (USC), Columbia, S. C.

4. Student League for Black Identity (SLBI),
Clemson University, Clemson, 8. C. (not active).

5. Nation of Islas (NOI).

6. National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF),
Charleston, S. C. - t

- Bureau (RM)
2- Columbia
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Ci 100-324

UI. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

9

A.
& -1 -

It was also set forth in referenced letter that
members of the NCCF in Charleston would be checked to de-
termine if any of them were receiving welfare checks; and,
it so, authorization would be obtained from the Bureau to
attempt to embarrass that group. Investigation determined
that no member of the Charleston Group is on welfare.



Columbia continues to maintain contacts with
officials of educational institutions who are established
sources and who are in positions of authority concerning

.f student activities.

These officers are extremely valuable contacts
and keep the Bureau advised of all activities of militant
Black groups on their respective campuses.

The NCCF in Charleston has only five or six mem-
bers and two of these are informants who furnish excellent
information to the Bureau.

IV. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None known.

V. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

f
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UNITED . STATh@ 'VERNMENI

Memorandum
TO :- DIRECTOR, F1 (100-448006)

FROM C, OMALA (157-272) (P)

Ll
SUBJECT: COINTfLPIO - LACK ENXTEII1ISTS

RACIAL UATTERS L

DATE: 12/1/70

Re quarterly letter submitted in captioned
program dated 8/27/70.

1. Operations under consideration

2. Operations being effected

Re Bureau airtel dated 11/10/70.
Entitled, "COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
MIASURtES - BLACK PANTER PARTY."

3. Omahn will report any tangible
results from mailing of column
by VICTOR RIESEL.

4. Developments of counterintelli.
gence interests
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UNITED STATES IRNMENT

Memorandum
To : IlECTOQ FBI (100-446000)

ox -' SPRINGFIELD (157-f02) (P)

: COINTE 110- BLACK EXTREMISTS,
RACIAL MATTERS

.DATE: 11/30/7

Re Dureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/60, and
Springfield letter to Bureau dated 3/31/70.

racial matters it) LIc LasL Lt. Louis, Ul1inois area; and'
his activities and those of his organization have been the
objects of vigorous investigation.

Regarding possible counterintelli ence atons
under consideration the activities of

ilach United Front, a ro, nos,an
prnIndex subject, continue to be followed

closely for any possible counterintelligence action that would
be feasible and worthwhile.

Since submission of referenced ltter, Springfield
suggested that logical informants contact Black Panther Party
offices expressing confusion whether they should attend
11/20/70 Black United Front activities in Cairo, Illinois,
or the 11/27 - 29/70, Rtevolutionary Peoples Constitutional
Convention in Washington, D. C.

This matter continuesto be followed closely and at
such time as effective counterintelligence operations can be
instituted they will be submitted to the Bureau for approval.

1'Drcau (1O-44;006) (RM)
4-Upringfield (2-157-"02)

(1-157-:,72)
(1-157-2026)
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UNITED STATES -.. 4NMENT

Memorandum
TO :IRECTOR, FBI (100oo4 4 8o6) mrs: 11/30/

Mao A , HOUSTON (157-1210) (P)

suBJECT:COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RM

ReHlet, 8/31/70.

I. Operations Under Consideration

No specific counterintelligence operation currently
being effected against bladk nationalist elements in the
Houton Division.

The main potential problem as regards black .7
nationalist groups in the Houston Division continues to be
Peoples Party II (PP II) which was effectively disrupted (
by the Houston Police Department (NOPD) in July, 1970 and
which subsequently has been unable to generate enthusiasm
among the black community to reorganize. Several indi-
viduals continue to make efforts to organize; however, they
have been relatively unsuccessful and the organization continues
to exhibit a lack-luster posture and little interest in the
black community.

II. Operations Being Effected

Because of the lack of organizational knowhow, the
lack of money and the apparent animosity between various PP II
members, the disorientation and state of semi-chaos continues
to exist and, with the effective utilization of informants,
it is anticipated that the PP II will continue to be neutralized
in the Houston area.

III. Tangible Results

It is felt that due to the actions of the HOPD,
their Intelligence Division and informants of the Houston Divi-
sion, the PP II will never again become a formidable black
nationalist group in the Houston area. . ,

- Bureau (RM4) Ra sCCf to DEC 4- 1970- Houston
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UNITED STATES G00 ARNMENT

Memo-randum
TO ot 01 FBI (100-.446006)

:(Drnn100-84) (P
Ri$SACI, jX!ZrO

SUBJECT: Col-iria ?,o - BLA:C1"F MXntr2nIS-TS
phlI

DaT: 11/30/70

Re Sacramento letter to Bureau, 8/26/70.

The overall black nationalist movement remains
unchanged from referenced letter.

1) OIPRATIOITS UDR CONSIDERATIONI

Black extremist activity in this division
remains at a subdued level and as such reduces the
possibilities for a meaningful counterintelligence
program. Therefore, no additional counterintelligence
programs are under consideration at this time except
for the operations act forth below.

2) OPERATIOUS B1 21FFDCWTED

Bureau approval has been received to send
anonymous letters to the Director of the Economic
Opportunity Council in Vallejo, California, and other
Vallejo civic leaders re':ardinR Black Panther Pars..

Sacramento is also in the process of Mailing
copies of VICTOR RIESEL's article regarding the Black
Panther Party to officials of appropriate unions, police
organizations, and other logical individuals.

t 14r/ -. L/C/ 7.) '
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UNITED STATES G(1RNMENT

Memorandum
*o :J -0 - DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC* CHARLOTTE (157-6109) (P)

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXrREMIST
RACIAL MATTERS

DAm: 12/2/70

I,
Re Charlotte letter to Bureau, 8/20/70.

I.. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

At the present time Charlotte has under consideration
at the Bureau a proposal for a continuation of the "News of '

Interest to the Black Citizens of Winston-Salem" newsletter,
a series which has been extremely successful in the past against
the BPP at Winston-Salem, N. C. This letter attacks the BPP
attempting to discredit them in the eyes of the community and
thereby decreasing their support on the basis of their failure
to pay their bills, pregnancy of the female workers, and failure
in the organizing for the Revolutionary People's constitutional
Convention RPCC . In addition,

*M determination o a correct approach,9
. - a proposal will be submitted in order to widen this gap.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

Two newsletters under the guise of the "Committee of
Twenty-five" have been submitted. These newsletters, under the
guise of a responsible black church-oriented group developed
in opposition to the BPP, have attempted to cut off BPP funds
and reduce their newspaper sales. In addition, pursuant to
Bureau instructions, a letter was reared and ed from
Winston-Salem, N. C., to a _&_MHUEY NEWTONg
to assist San Francisco in a cOerintelligence operation to
plpnt the seedsof doubt in HUEY NEWTON's mind concerning his r
satus within the BPP. "**==M

ALL NFORATIONNTAINQ 2DEC
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TANGIBLE RESULT$ L
I in connection with the previously mentioned newsletters

which were basically directed to a decrease in the BPP newspaper
sales and a decrease in community donations, it is noted that
during 8/70 the BPP group was receiving 2,600 copies of the
newspaper, however, sales decreased and during 10/70 they were
down to receiving 1,500 copies of the newspaper. During 11/70,
on three occasions they were unable to purchase their weekly
supply. InaA* on, information was received m

andscte* *esre

to join the "Committee of Twenty-t ve and it was suggested to
him that he start his own group in opposition to the BPP until
such time as he could locate the *Committee of Twenty-five.

had the opinion that the newsletter would
sway people who were on the fence in their thinking concerning
the OPP into opposition to the Panthers and considered it a
good idea to generate resistance.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OP COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

Noting that BPP members from Winston-salem traveled
throughout the state advertising for people to attend the
RPCC reporting that they would pay all expenses for trans-
portation, meals, etc., this ultimately resulted in the Panthers'
transportation being a Hertz Rental truck and private automobiles
along with poor food and accommodations at the RPCC which was
very disorganized. Charlotte will submit additional counter-.
intelligence proposals in this regard as the opportunity arises.

I .1
I
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11/30/70
T0 (Field

artel

To: SAC, WFO

From: Director, FBI
<0)
COINTELPRO - BLACK ZTRMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

Reaoairtel to Baltimore and selective offices
including WFO, dated 9/9/70 bearing the counterIntelligence
caption.

Referenced Bureau airtel enclosed 25 copies each
of an article which originally appeared In 8/14/70 Issue
of "The New York Times" entitled9 "Jews Fear Anti-Zionism
of New LAft." By letter dated 9/23/70 you advised these
articles, were mailed anonymously to 25 individuals or
groups, Identities of which are maintained In your office.
Enclosed herewith Is an additional copy of this article

* which you are authorized to anonymously mail to the 7 Looks
Jewish Community Center, if not previously done. Insure

> o u mailing cannot be traced to the Bureau and under no0 circumstances is Bureau to be acknowledged as source of
a enclosure. Advise Bureau of positive results obtained.

9 -%n *I 1.-f. ,'* 01

Enclosure

Ioleas p- -

Soi'.m&*. CIL.

Caper

Ra.rs --

WDN:sem/rrd oa.- . -O

(5) ALL TIFPATION CONTAIm
KOTMR EIN IS UNCLASSIFIR , * D 4

EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN p

on9 WjO three representatives of the Wlf spoke
before approximately 50 persons under the auspices of 7 Locks
Jewish Community Centers Potomac, Maryland, BPP representatives
received little or no sympathy and were questioned as to why the

j1bP supported the Arabs. Enclosed article clearly points out
anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist activities of the BPP.
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(100-448006)

57-2578) (P)

GENCE PROGRAM

DATa: 11/30/70 .

BLACK NATIONALIST--'RATE GROUPS
RACIAL-NTELLIGENCE

Re Mobile letter to Bureau 9/1/70.

1) Operations Under Consideration

The only Black Nationalist Group under investigation
in the Mobile Division Is the Nation of Islam (101), which has
an active group in Mobile, Alabama, and which is currently
attempting to start a group in Montgomery, Alabama, Investigation
to date reflects that the Mobile group is relatively small and
has shown no signs of favoring or planning any violent activity.j

No counterintelligence activity has been undertaken .t A
to date although a program of interviewing NOI members has
been instituted.

2) Operations Being Effected

None.

3) Tangible Results

None.

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None.

)/i2% Bureau (RM)
(//2 - Mobile
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UNITED TAITS GO M ENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM oCHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

sUBJECT. COINTELPRO-BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

*

DATE: 12/1/70

Re Chicago letter dated 9/2/70, captioned
'VOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST - HAE
GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE" (quarterly progress).

Set forth herewith Is the periodic progress letter
concerning captioned matter.

I. operations Under Consideration

The Bureau has previously advised that it would be
sufficientto note dates on which letters have been submitted
regarding captioned matter for the period covered by the
quarterly letter.

Since the date of referenced letter, these letters
have been submitted as follows:

9/25/70, 10/26/70, 11/4/70, 11/19/70.

Chicago continues to analyze the available current
information regarding local Black Panther Party (BPP) activity
in a continuing effort to determine what, if any, such
information may be of assistance in the development of a
counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues to be considered
the focal point for counterintelligence.

II and III Operations Being Effected and
Tangible Results Obtained

Reference has previously been made to the specific
counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago and those

Bureau (RM)
2- Chicago

1 - 157-1291 (BPP)
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157-2209

in which this office participated which were Initiated by
other offices. No information has been received Indicating
tangible results of these actions,

Chicago continues to advise local authorities of
Instances where BPP members appear vulnerable to arrest on local

charges.

Information has regularly been disseminated by
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination in
instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled elsewhere.
Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in their areas
has been of value in alerting local authorities to the potential
for violence that their presence represents.

IV. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

There are no current developments concerning the
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have reasonable
potential for counterintelligence activity.

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist
groups and individuals, their activity is fragmented and
limited. Chicago continues to follow such activity in the
event information is developed which would indicate a counter-
Intelligence effort would appear to have reasonable potential.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
I ,

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-443006)

SAC, ST. LOU1S (157-5816) -Po.

DAT: 12-1-70

GO~TELPRO * BLACy. EXTrElISTS
RACIAL MATTEES

Pe St. Louis letter to Bureau, C-28-70.

The following information is submitted regarding
the counterintelligence activities (Black Extremists)
by the St. Louis Division since date of referenced
communication.

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None.

2. OPERATIONS BEINGfEFE-CTED

Third 'Iorld Rievolutionary Council (see below).

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.

4. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

Third World revolutionary Council (TH-.1C)
is nearly operational and the Bureau will be advised of
results in this cover organization. It is anticipated
that initial correspondence from this organization will -1
be sent out in the next ten days.
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UNITED STATE ' MtENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

au : AC, BIRMINGHAM (100-5492) (P*)

]wr: CUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

-c4

DArz: FWl/70

ReBusirtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

ReBuairtel instructs a 90-day progress letter be
submitted using the following captions:

Operations Under Consideration

Birmingham does not have at present any counter-
intelligence operation under consideration.

Operations Being Effected

Birmingham does not have at present any counter-
intelligence operation in the process of execution.

Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None
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Tangible Results

None
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Dote: 11/27/70

ansm th following in .
(TYPe la plaiasest or coea)

o AIRTEL

TODIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FGSAC, CsAnsorra (157-6109) (P)

SUBJECT -COINrELPROJ BLACK EXTREMIST
RM (BOP) --- --.-..

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau, 9/25/70.

It is noted that Charlotte has previously received
Bureau permission to disseminate two news sheets through the
uise of the *S.V.R.P." both of which were critical of the
urrent leadership of the BPP group at Winston-Salem, N. C.

Information from sources, the winston-salem Police Department*
nd other contacts in the black community of Winston-Sa lem

'"ndicatesthat these leaders, particularly when they point out
ither mistakes or failures, cause the people of the community

4fto cease supporting the BPP group. It is noted that previous
a 1-ounterintelligence letters pointed out the fact that half
7. 1 f each $.25 paid for a BPP newspaper was forwarded to californ

nd subsequently there has been a drop in newstr sales from
0500 to 1,500 per week, and an two occasions the group tailed

to order newspapers because the"y did not hav'emone*t'o
frhem--In one of the ievious..etters

was described as an "avaricious businessman an is
ause e people in the area to laugh at him and his rea tion
further lost him respect.

Due to the success of the previous letters and the
current situation within the BPP nationally concerning the
evolutionary People's Constitutional Convention (RPCC), the
ollowingproposedj1*_erK.Al..submitted.contingent upor.t it..
COE tecancellaton..of. the ~C~ j

Bureau (R) cCJ 3
2Charlotte i C
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Ttnsmit. 2fol.o*iIng ,
FBI II

I
Date:

Tranismit the lifiwing an(Tp mpd tu rsd.
(type in plasess or codel)

Via

CE 157-6109 fpLwi,)

"Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Black Community News Service
Volume I, Issue 3

"NEWS OF INTEREST TO THE BLACK
CITIZENS OF WINSTON-SALEM

"The S.V.R.P. is submitting the following bulletin
to let the people of Winston-Salem know the truth about
the pretenders on 14th Street who claim to be helping
the people:

"Since they won't pay their telephone bill, the
company removed the phone. There is no way to contact
them in case of an emergency situation.

"Of the five or six girls who sta othe
BPPHedures-olon a I

Snt pregnant, u
all the rest are lin a family way.' It appears that

are keeping up with everyone's
homework ut eir own. Keep your wives, girl friends,
and daughters afay from that place!

"We have heard all this talk of the big Revolutionary
People's Constitutional Convention which was to be held
last weekend in Washington. D. C. Panthers have been
all over winston-Salem and for that matter, North Carolina
telling everyone they would pay all expenses for anyone

f wanting to attend. They are speaking of spending
money for buses, trains, food, and rooms, when they azp
being evicted from their community center on Wilson 5

Approved: sent - M Per
.v Special Agent to Charge I. a M..r rs aM e0-Mft"
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FBI
I

Date:

Transmit the following an
[ Type de platasess or codel

Via -_.

CE 157-6109

"Street for not paying the rent and can't pay their
back phone bill. Their national leaders must have
the same delusions since the black officials at
washington, D. C., ask for their money in advance
for use of Howard University buildings and shortly
the convention was cancelled.

has talked of traveling to
Georgia, South Carolina, and Tennessee for the big
failure known as the Revolutionary People's Constitutional
Convention and attending staff meetings in New York.
Maybe a lot of the money meant for the Convention and
other things was spent onand other leaders
trying to be the 'Big Nigger.

"A word of caution, watch out for your women
and money when in the presence of a fool who calls
himself a 'Panther.'

"S.V.R.P."

App

It is hoped that the above will point out the
failure locally of the BPP and continue to decrease their
community support and finances with the blame being placed
on the danSoi i nh2jp Vanguard Revolutionary Party (8.V.R.P.)

.
il

As in the past, if Bureau authority is received*
,pharlotte will mail the letter to addresses in the area of
the BPP Headquarters, Winston-Salem, N. C. The newsletter
will be reproduced on unwatermarked paper and mailed in
plain envelopes with stamps affixed.

.3.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:

I

FRos : 78AC, NEWARK (100-49654)

r: - COINTELPRO - BLACK EITREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS --

Re Newark letter to Bureau 8/31/70.

I. OPERATIONS UWER CONSIDERATION

Newark has no operations under consideration at this
time*

II. OPERATIONS BEING DEFECTED

Since referenced letter the Bureau has furnished
copies of two articles for anonymous mailing, and New Raven
has furnished one Bureau-approved item for reproduction and
anonymous mailing.

The mailing on the first article furnished by the
Bureau pertaining to anti-Zionism by the New Left and BACK
PANTHER PARTY (BPP) has been completed. Mailing of the
second article furnished by the Bureau, a column written by
VICTOR RIESEL, and the New Baven item pertaining to the
10 Point Program has commenced.

In addition, since referenced letter, Newark has
made seven suggestions, three of which have been approved by
the Bureau. Mailings on two of the three have been completed.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

Tangible results cannot be directly attributed to
any specific counterintelligence operations effected based
on information presently available.

. DEVEWPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGBNCE INTEREST 14

There have been no recent developments; however
Newakk will remain alert for counterintelligence opportuaitlesf..
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UNITED STATES G *-fRNMENT

MI IP d rf 7A11

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:November 24,91970
ATTENTION: SA GEORGE MOORE

moO C, SEATTLE (100-29488) (P)

SUJECT: RACIAL MATTERS
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL-INTELLIGENCE (VISUAL AIDS)

Reference Seattle letter to Bureau dated 9/21/70.

Enclo ed he wi a two 7 o e 8 b a
photographs o
Black Panther Par y, ate o as ing on, s owing is Uenthusiasm for selling copies of "The Black Panther"
newspaper on a local street corner in S attle Washin ton.
* The photographs were taken by use of a

This technique is used almost eeK yitnge-T
ucce by the Seattle Division to aid in identifying

individuals selling "The Black Panther" newspaper. 

On September 23, 1970, made available
various photographs, slides and other visual aids of
miscellaneous bombings in the Seattle area. The material;
was made available for use during a current series of
state-wide FBI conferences on the matter of bombings and
arsons.

When the conf rences are over, the material will
be reviewed for possib e submission to the Bureau under
captioned program.

The Seattle DLvisipn remains alert for events or
items rendering opportunities to obtain visual aid examples
of militancy and will submit such items as received.

a(2 - Bureau (Enc. /2 o G)r, : a
2 - Seattle

fCRS: jI b
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UNITED STATES'OVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

RoM $ PITTSBURGH(100-15780) (P)

SUBJECT: OINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RM

ATE: 11/30/70.

ReDuairtel to Albany dated 3/4/68, and Pittsburgh
letter to the Bureau dated 9/8/70.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION:

09- Buro
2 - Pit
LaC/saf
(4)

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED:

This office has recently completed the
mailing of an article which appeared In
the 8/14/70, issue of "The New York Times,"
which article highlighted the fears of
Jews concerning anti-Zionism of the New
Left and Black Panther Party (BPP) which
article was furnished by Buirtel dated
9/9/70. f*l.c /

This office is presently effecting the
anonymous mailing of a column written by
VICTOR RIESEL, regarding the BPP, which
was furnished by Buairtel dated 11/10/70.

eau (RM)
tsburgh AZfIORLMATIONCONTAT-Wa o 21 7
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PG 100-157.80

This office has furnished toC table source, a e
hep form cen

a,..if appropriate, willj **I*I
preparing an article to exposed m
conviction in view of his recent appointment
as Executive Director of a Drug Rehabilitation
Program.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS:

There have been no tangible results from
the Counter Intelligence Program during
the current period.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTER INTELLIGENCE

The National Committee to Combat Fascism
(NCCF) Office, which bad been established
by the BPP in Pittsburgh, was vacated in
9/70. At the end of 10/70, a BPP repres-
entative from Philadelphia, Pa., returned -

to the office for a short period of time
and obtained a few items from the office
and then closed it permanently. The NCCF
Office. is now inoperative in Pittsburgh,
and there is no indication that it will
be reopened in the near future, or that the
BPP will attempt to reactivate itself in
the Pittsburgh area.

I
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Date: 13L/24/70

Tirosualt t following in.

U. AtTELa

(Tyipla imadexr ma' e.

AIRMAIL

I TO :D13E=CGI*781 (200-448006).

FROM t UAC# MILWAUXKEE (157-459)

(7
I I

BUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MUE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RAC IAL MAIMES

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau; 11/16/70, captioned,
9"BlACK PANTHER PARTY; 2U - BPI*, and IFO airtel to Bureau.
11/17/70, captioned, "BlACK PANTHER PARTYV ASHINGTON, DoCw#
CHAPTER; RU - DPk." .-

Referenced cowaunicat ions concerned Information
obtain ned from sensitive and highly confidential sources

established source a1 the

(i-gureau (100-448006) (A-RU) erc _70, y-:, t -)4 4
I~-Chicago (RU) (Infoa) mmm
1 -17 (AU-RU) (181o)

2 Milwaukee (1-157-459) NV2

special Agent in charge
sent U Per -

.9 --

*P A . A ~.. ~ -

rD-3S (Rev. 5-22-641 0
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tilwaukee Division, was discreetly count c regarding the
* = s * ppearance of the BPP speaker Subsequently

dv1s*d that the IPP speaker h eaon cancelled.
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Date: 11/18/70

Transmit thefollowine in

Via ALEL

I (Trype in plaistest or code)

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
(Primsly) ,

------ ----- -- ----------- -- -L -

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

OF ROM SAC, SAN FRANCISO (157-601)

SUBJECT( COINTELPRO --
BLACK EXTREMIST
RM

Re Newark airtel 11/13/70.

San Fro
matters entitled
and therefore is
submission.

t the office of origin for
or CONGRESS OF AFRICAN PEOPLE
ition to evaluate Newark's

Yb.
I

4.

(9- Bureau (RM)
1 - Newark (100-49654)(1
1 San Francisco
L /jr

RM) REC7V,,jr

~I WORMATION COITAINAb
=WEIN IS MtCLASSIFIA' 9 NOV 20 i
ZZCP? WHERE SU~oW"
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FBI

Date:

Transmit he following in

(ARTEL
Via

11/25/71

(Type is plimewor code)

I

I
. g

I
0 a

I
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006.8SibnP!

FROM : SAC, DENVER (157-l99)(P*) 4'-
SUBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS

RACIAL MATTERS

- -Re-Denver letter to the Bureau, dated 8/31/70.

(1) Operations under consideration - None;

(2) Operations being affected - One.

On 11/18/70, Denver anonymously mailed a
column written by VICTOR RIESEL to various unions and
police organizations as instructed in Bureau airtel
11/10/70.

(3) Tangible results - None to date;

None.

(ctoL
(4) Development of counterintelligence -

Since the last quarterly letter, the authorized
chapter of the National Committee to Combat NCCF)

s been inactive and

nier sources advise that a renegade group
not authorized by BPP headquarters has a minor breakfast
program going under the name of NCCF, but due to the lack
of the support of the community this renegade group.......
will probably be disbanded in the near future.W

e NOV .19 h70
Because of the problems being encountered by

e BPP in Denver, no counterintelligence proposal masn.
ade during thi last quarter as it appears that both
NCCF groups arl disintegrating because of lack of support
of the community *

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS!IL- . -- -P-'I)-i ry T
.2-4 Bureau (RM S
1 - Denver
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UNITI.)E STATJ*OVERNMENT

Memorazndum
TO :R TOR, FBI (100-448006).

FRO. SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-38) (P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MEASURES
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: November ( 19/0

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/68,
Alexandria letter to the Bureau dated 8/13/70, and
Bureau airtel to Alexandria 11/10/70.

During the past three months period, the Alexandria
Division had one spontaneous racial outbreak in the rural
Cum Springs area of Fairfax County that led to a week of
racial disorders by local Negro youths. The situation in
Gum Springs has presently returned to normal. BPP sympathizers
attempting to organize and gain support in the Alexandria
Division have been unsuccessful to date.

Alexandria has determined that BPP newspapers
for the NCCF Chapter in Washington, D.C., are delivered to
the area via TWA and United Air Lines. Copies of the
editorial entitled, "Panthers Urge More Cop Killings"
by VICTOR RIESEL vere anonymously mailed-in unmiakd:
'store bought"envelopes on November 25, 1970, from
Arlington, Virginia, to:

Chief of Police
Dulles International'Aikport;
Chief of Police
Washington National Airport;
TWA Air Freight Office, RE
Dulles International Ai rrt.
United Air Freight Offici14
Dulles International Airport;
United Air Freight Office,

0 Washington National Airport.

Bureau (By Courier) aiaTaITnnoNCoNAZNm
AexandrisREREIN IS UNCLASSPIED

SZECEPT WHERE 880178Alex ndria zx

.;el 10

all)~i

0 -
s

Bu U.S. Savings Bonds Reularly on t Payroll Savias Plan
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14



AX 157-38.

The local Teamsters Office is located in Wsign
D. . andwill be covered by WFO.

No other counterintelligence programs are in effect
due to lack of black nationalist activity in the Alexandria
Division.

Alexandria vill remain alert for black nationalist
activity and will institute appropriate counterintelligence
measures as needed.

.2
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Date: 11/24/70

Transmit t following in

Via AtIRTEL AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
I
I

~1
(Priouty)

-..---.-----..------...--.-----------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: FRANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMIST
10 RM

/~~4~.~~'

The Bureau has been advised that HUEY P. NEWONo
Minister of Defense of BPP, has recently rented a luxurious
lakeshore apartment in Oakland, California.

San Francisco is aware of the potential counter-
intelligence value of this move when the apartment can be
compared to the ghetto-like BPP "pads" and community centers
utilized by the Party. However because of the value of pendingM special investigative techniques no suggestions are present
being considered toward leaking this information to cooperative
news sources.

RECO56V 2A74970

WI OV 211910

Bureau (RM)
San Francisco
/jr

(3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN
OHEURWIS2.-5I cj 1 I I

Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STA. -OVERNMENT

Memorandum
Rt~OR, FBI (100-448006)

ACp CINCINNATI (100-16921) (P*)

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL-MATTERS

ReBuairtels 3/4/6,8 and 9/9/70,

DATE:11/27/70

and mylet 9/1/70.

1. None.

2. Referenced Buairtel 9/9/70, enclosed reprints
of an article which originally appeared in the 8/14/70,
issue of "The New York Times." Instant reprints have been
anonymously mailed to selected individuals at Cincinnati,
Dayton, and Columbus, Ohio, and the results are still being
awaited.

3. Results of item two above have not yet been
determined.

4. None.

There have been no changes in the overall Black
Nationalist Movement in this Division which have not
been previously furnished to the Bureau.

2'-. Bureau (RM)
2 - Cincinnati

BCK:jms

:1
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UNITED STATES CO-e"RHMENT

Memorandum
DIPi;"CTOR, FBT JDAT5: 11/25/70

SAC, SAO4 FMICISCO (157-601) (P)

-COLUtILRI."ITELLIG1rCE PPOGRANI
BLYC!-' P~akH-h1R PARTY - M

F
bureau dated 5/27/70.

Efforts to isolate by the San Francisco
Division to determine her potenti'a~s source hiavo Pat Vwiti,
negative results.

The above travel iirf ormnin~n was poil-

-raveling alone enr~uc fl , .C~ 46i%

This information is 43ing provided Los Angeles
for information. I/

I *

I - o
S.

iDureau (Rif)f(
-'-Los Anglres (11-7-4054) (IiWrO) (I-1)
3-San rncisco

NSIOVso 19~

ALL TVFOMEATION CONTAINED
IA1ZEIR IS UNlCLASSIFPIED
XzCLrPT WH=-SHowO
OrnzMWxSi.
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12/1/70

rtel

To: BACs, Detroit (157-3214)
San Francisco (157-601)

Iron: Director, FBI (100-448006) -

COINTELPRO - t,
BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

RoSFairtol 11/23/70.

Detroit was advised by Buairtel 11/24/70 that
suggested letter directed to Huey Newton from Born,
Switzerland, should not be sent at this time. In view of
submission of similar letter recently sent from overseas to.
Individuals at the national BPP headquarters, the Bureau
felt that submission of an additional letter would only
weaken the effect of the previous letter.

In view of the above, no action being taken on
San Francisco suggestion in referenced airtel.

I -

GTT:maz -p''
(7)

PAAILED 9,A

whow - - .-- . ..

.. COMM-FBI
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FD*38 IfRev. 6.22-44)

FBI

Date: 11/23/70 -

Transmit the onlwinn in
(Type d plainsess or code

Via A l RTEL AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
(Priority)

------------------------------------------ 1.--------

TO: DI TOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: (' C, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO -
BLACK EXTREMISTS
~RACIAL MATTERS

Re Detroit airtel 11/16/70, setting forth a suggested
.. letter that might be directed to HUEY NEWTON from Berne,

Switzerland.

San Francisco is of the opinion that the Detroit
letter is well conceived and excellently phrased. San
Francisco would offer the following suggestions:

It is the opinion of the office of origin that
has never been in a position to have come in possession

o 10 *v*00 and the letter might possibly be better received
if an amount of $13,000 was mentioned. The attention of
Detroit and the Bureau are also directed to the fourth line
of paragraph 6 on page 2 "the pigs are vamping on the
Panthers". That phrase does not appear to be congruent with
the remainder of a letter obviously written by a cultured
individual and it is suggested that this vernacular be removed
for the same reason San Francisco would suggest that the closing
of the letter be reduced to simply "all power to the peopleO.

Bureau (RM)
1 - Detroit (157-3214)(RM)
1 - San Francisco
LSB/jr C /0/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAID
13IREII IS LNCLASSIFIEQ 9"44W13.0
-- EXCEPT WHERE SHOIN

Approved: ______lAgentinChargesentMPer

Special Agent to Charge
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTT

Memorandum
&

TO (D IRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DArE: 11/23/70

eo SAC, NEW HAVEN (157-785) (P)

stAJC-: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MEASURES
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RM

Re: Bureau airtel to Alexandria, 11/10/70.

The material which was received from the Bureau has been
mailed to the following list of individuals and organiza-
tions in and around the New Haven area where it is felt
that the impact of the leaflet would do the most good.

The Bureau will be advised of any positive results obta eA
as a result of the mailing list.

Brotherhood of Railway Clerks
1098 Chapel Street

Communication Workers of America
AFL-CIO, District 1
200 College Street

Connecticut Council of Police Union
No. 15
185 Church Street

Conn. Union of Telephone Workers, Inc.
3055 Dixwell Avenue
Hamden, Conn.

Truck Drivers and Chaseur's Union
Local 443 C.
200 Wallace Street

REM4
S2i) Bureau (RM)
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N1 157-785
URCL & PWA Local 93 CIO
614 Campbell Avenue
West Haven

Police Departments -

Bridgeport
Cheshire
East Hartford
East Haven
Hamden
Hartford
Madison
New Haven
New London
North Haven
Orange
Waterbury
West Hartford
West Haven
Woodbridge

American Airlines
500 State Street
Bridgeport

Eastern Airlines
152 Temple Street

Flying Tiger Air Freight
Bradley International Airport
Windsor Locks

Mohawk Airlines
Tweed Airport
New Haven

21.



H 157-785

Northeast Airlines
Bradley Fild

Clipper Cargo Information
Bradley Field

Pilgrim Airlines
Bradley Field
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ROUTE IN ENVEJLOPEirtel
1 I1 -

11/24/70

To: SAC, Detroit (157-3214)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtel 11/16/70 transmitting copy of proposed
anonymous letter to be sent to Huey P. Newton of the Black
Panther Party (BPP).

Although it is realized that careful thought and
research has been undertaken on your part in connection
with this matter, the Bureau feels that the timing is not
right for the submission of this letter. -In this connection,
an anonymous letter was recently sent from overseas to
individuals at the national BPP headquarters and it is
felt that the submission of an additional letter would
only weaken the effect of the previous letter.

... You should continue to give thought to counter-
intelligence measures against the BPP, both locally and
on a national leveland submit such recommendations for
Bureau aproval.

GTT:ae f(5)pI-
NOTE:

- -. 0INTELPRO is recently approved designation for
---- counterintelligence program. Letter submitted by Detroit

u.*e though containing merit does not appear to be timely as

INI
1111111I milar letter recently from Paris, France.

. _____ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
""rs -- EREIN IS UNCLASSIFI

ad****----- ECE'PT HERE SHOWN
: ",,WI OTHERISE.f.,*

sndy MAIL ROO TELETYPE UNIT(]
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Transmit th(folowing in

* Al IEL
Via I

__~1~-~
I.
I"p

FBI

Date: 11/16/70

(Tipq in plaSngest or Ged.J

I

*1~*:
I.,

------------------------------------------------------ A -----

T02 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: AC,'DETROIT (157-3214) (P)

SUBJEC LGOINTELPRO - BLAK sX7EMISTSr.
lIA~mATTRSim-.

Re Detr
letter accusing
Detroit, 10/8/70;

1 L30/70, discussing anonymous
of theft; Bureau airtel to
isco airtel to Bureau, 10/13/70.

Z2)- Bureau (Enc.-2) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (Enc.-2)(157-601)(RM)
2 - troit
T .ah AIL INFORMTION CONTA1if CLO URE REEIN Is UNCLASSIFIEZ

EXCEPT WHERE S8OWU -'

AtRuwERR II

-r-

15 f.-V4 _t.)197

*1

Z4

Sent M II
a& M rPOTer r= IO o Mtl

,

D..

SpiAA4*t in Chorqe

ISIA L O-- , -

I

I

hammmigw

Enclosed for the Bureau and for San Francisco
are two copies of a let ning allegations by
anonymous source that Black Panther Party
(BPP) Chief of Staff, as a secre numbered bank account in
Switzerland. It is to be noted that enclosed letter varies
from original Detrott suggestion of 9/30/70. Changes
brought about because of suggestions contained in San
Francisco airtel 10/13/70, which highlighted possible
credibility problems contained in original idea.

Further, it is deemed advisable to use the main
Ministry of Information address as contained in the BPP
newspaper. N

Should the enclosed letter be accepted, it will
by typed on plain unmarked typing paper using a small
portable typewriter. It will be in a double envelope,
the inner envelope to be marked "Personal, to be opened by
Huey P. Newton or his personal secretary only." Letter and
envelope will be free from any Bureau fingerprints and all
due security precautions will be taken. Letter will be
mailed by Legat, Bern, Switzerland.

-R'%'0 04-
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Ii- -~Bern, Switzerland

Mr Huey P. Newton
41 sister of Defense,
Black Panther Party,
Box 2967
Custom House,
San Francisco, California 94126

Dear Mr. Newtons

Please allow we to introduce myself, I am the
"Nigger" or the "Uncle Tom" which I read about so frequently
in your publication, "The Black Panther."

I regret to admit that I am part of the "establish.
ment". The "establishment" which you hate so much.

Even though I am not one of the Blacks openly
. working for the revolution, a revolution with all its

"u against the wall" elements, I do support you and the
revolutionary movement. Even more than the continued
repression ^f the Black people by the white fascists, I
am vehemently against the exploitation of Blacks by other
Blacks, particularly by those who preach reform, dedication,
and revolution.

In this regard, I have come on to some information
which I want to call to your att tio Much of what I am
goin to sa will be vague.

This is to prevent you rom trac ng
source of this information, and possibly exposing me.

I do not want exposure for even though I hate the white man
and his repression of my people, I need him, at least
temporarily, for his money and his influence. Further too,
it is also quite possible that the situation I am going to
relate is beLng accomplished with your knowledge and approval.

Let me just say that during the past year I have
been working at a high echelon level for a federal governmental
agency which has been involved in negotiations with a large
Swiss banking establishment and their secret numbered accounts.

st of these negotiations is to expose for income tax
e sion top hoods and gangsters in the United States; to
g ,the mafia.

I



There have been many articles in the "New York
Times" concerning this, particularly concerning the efforts
of former U.S. Attorney Norgenthau in this area before he

replaced by Nixon.

What the public does not know Is that the U.S.
ernment has been successful with some individual banks

in'Switzerland in these efforts to get the names of U.S.
citizens with secret banking deposits in that country.

In this regard, some time less than one year
ago during the course of these dealings, certain numbered
accounts were secretly revealed to representatives of the
U.S. Government. Because of my position these names came
a desk. Included among the names wa

your trusted side.

Although I am not an activist on the political
scene I do know what i

In any event, less than six months ago I vent
to Switzerland in my official capacity and as such was in

direct negotiation concerning the continued flow of this
account In .o * While in Switzerland, I verified the
fact that oes have a secret numbered
account withfl a -T-uff~-er $100,000.

As I have mentioned previcuslyin this letter, it is
quite possible thd this storing of funds is being done
with your approval. Certainly in light of the current
repression, the pigs are vamping on the Panthers, it would
be wise to have certain funds beyond their reach. It is
also possible that these funds are in fact being transferred
to Eldridge Cleaver in Algeria in order to fund the inter-
national revolution of repressed people.

Frankly negotiations are not going well concerning
the further obtaining of these numbered bank accounts, dis-
pite massive political pressures of the U.S. Government.
Because of this, I could not determine the number of deposits
or the method of deposit.

-2-1
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It should be fairly easy for you to check the
truth of this information and a careful accounting of
your Party's finances.

I would suggest, however, that you attempt to
straighten the matter out if there is an irregularity
within the Black Panther Party. I have reason to believe
that the U.S. Government, should it be able to independently
identify the method of depositing these funds, without
compromising the fact that certain Swiss banks are giving
out the information, would like to use the information
to discredit the Black Panther Party and the revolution.

Regretably, I must remain anonymous, should I
be exposed, I would be liable to criminal action from the
pigs and my career would be ruined.

I hope that in some small way I have aided the
revolution.

All Power to the People
Death to all Pigs and Traitors

( -3-
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PSBI Sir. Capa-8~
Jmr. C~c.~Date: 11/18/70 ~

Transmit t{ 1 ollow~f9ing -n..1
(Type in plail*.st or cudc) IU-r. Va

ViAIRTEL I,Jr E- -

TO: DIRECTOR* FBI (100-448006)

SACS UFO (157-1292) (pk)

COINTELPRO
RLAC R"RH ST

Ir

to

ReBuairtelt 11/10/70oO

Column written by Victor Riesel regarding Black-
Panther Party mailed anonymously 11/18/70, to 46 selected
unions and police organizations*

WFO f ile.
Co 'of those sent article being-'aintained in

EX-105

IEO-'51 /0_ 4 W f-i5

alR~fgV ~25 1970

Bureau
WFO

ff~

*HGE: tdl
f(3)

ALL MrTI~ON CONTAXNED
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* UNITED STATES :ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 11/20/70

oM: SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

SUBJEar: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM-
BLACK EXTREMISTS

7 RACIAL MATTERS

Re Miami progress letter dated 8/24/70.

The Black Afro Militant Movement (BAMM) re-
mains inactive in the Miami area and there have been no
new militant groups organized other than Cry of Black
Youth (CODY), which is active In the Belle Glade, Florida,
area. No new militant black leaders have come to the
attention of the Miami Office since submission of relet.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The Miami Office Is currently
operation under this pro "rd
among Black Activists.
Bla ilitant I er w in eM vi n .

considerable

.[is acceptance
0 e es a a men as again brought about rumors among
the Black Militants that he is possibly a "Government Agent."

Miami Division is considering various methods
t take advantage of this situation prior to the time

can reestablish himself with Black Militant
gr ups * S.. a R EC-57 *-* *,I . -

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED.

Miami does not have any oper e As -wder-WAy at
the present time other than the continuance of its aggressive
I erview program. t N0V 251970.

- Bureau (RM) ..... ---- ""N""

a y-RMWEZrgI S ?NCLASSX"JA

C3 1970
Bly U.S. Savings Bnd, Regularly en the Psyroll Savings Pla
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III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

The Bureau approved program whereby the Miami
Division assisted a local television station in preparation
of two stories regarding the activities of CODY, according
to officials of the television station, resulted in their
receipt of numerous favorable comments concerning the
program.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTFLLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bureau authority has been requested (Miami
irtel to Bureau 11/5/70, captioned "CONGRESS OF AFRICAN

S PEOPLES (CAP), MIAMI DIVISION; RM" MM file 157-3679)
/to initiate contact between Miami's informants and black
militants in the Caribbean area who are known to be in-

-- terested in CAP.
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trtel1
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11/24/70

To: BAC, Baltimore (157-2520)
REC 76

From: Director, FBI (100-44800681. 7<
COINTELPRO - BLACK H&EXAISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

ReBAairtel 11/18/70.

Bureau authority granted to contact established
state sources relative to the Black Panther Party planning
to secure state owned college buses for transportation to
the Revolutionary People's Constitutional Convention.

The Bureau should be advised of tangible results.

JOI:rrd ,u
(5) 1

NOTE:

Baltimore requested Bureau permission to inform
appropriate state authorities of Black Panther Party plans
to utilize state-owned college buses for transportation to
Revolutionary People's Constitutional Convention in
Washington D. C.011/27-287e sub ently

Calaobaf - 0
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Date: 11/18/70

Transmit the lowing In

- i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(Type i pl~aimseVor cde) '1
I
a

RTEL
Vin -y

TUs UZITOJ FBL

FROMs SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520) -P-

SUBJECTs -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RM - BPP

Re Baltimore airtel and LHM to Bureau dated
11/13/70 captioned "Revolutionary People's Constitutional
Convention - Organized by Black Panther Party (BPP) RM".

Information in referenced communication reflects
that transportation to above Convention on 11/27, 28, 29,
1970, is being secured through State owned buses via various
colleges in the Baltimore area.

Bureau permission is requested to contact.Stotea
authorities relative to the DPP obtaining these buses under
the guise of bonafide student use.

Should permission be granted for ab ve contact,
it will be discreetly handkegda :.

- Bureau (REGISTERED
4 - Baltimore

(1 - 157-4906)
(2 - 157-2520)
(1 - 157-3241)

LFSatah(6 -
Approved:

J.

t4,2I7 Ill IS MCAS FFW ~
EX.C EPT Wb U~ UTA,

Sent M Per
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11/24/70

Airtel

To: Newark (100-49054)

From: Director, FBI (100-48006) "

COINTELPRO -
BLACK EXTREMIST
BM

I
~)i:: '1/

Rourairtol 11/6/70, San Francisco airtel 11/17/70
and Bureau airtel 11/19/70.

In view of San Francisco's observations regarding
proposed counterintelligence, your proposal Is denied.

Your Interest in forwarding this suggestion Is
appreciated.

CEG: ac ..

Newark'suggested sending telegrams allogedly
from Black Panther Party (BPP) headquarters to BPP
offices that some food collected for the BPPsa Revolutionary
People's Constitutional Convention had been poisoned and
should be destroyed. San Francisco has recommonded against
proposal because of danCer of compromise to Bureau in
sending multiple telegrams from BPP ministry of information.
The food coordinator of the RPC would be immediately aware
that the wires were a hoax.

i1u"

Talm MAILED 9

4' elaha. -COMM-FBI

Ilevl ____ 9

(5us 1 _____ AIL OOMO TELETYPE UNTMt

AM I CrT-, T 'r::
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FBI

Date: 11/17/70

Transmit the blowing in

IRTELVia IFTL

4,.

I.

*Ii
0

- (Type in plaimsexi or code)

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
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I
I
I
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* I
I
I
I
I
I

-4 I
TO: I , FBI (100-448006)

FROMs S4 , SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

COINTELPRO
LAII EXTREMIST

Re Newark airtel 11/6/70.

San Francisco recommends Newark suggestion this
matter not be approved.

In addition to obvious danger of compromise to*
ea through attend nia -tend i *erea . .. **

_______ ___ RPC(
Id be immediately aware the wirs wreaoax.

ALL INYOJ'JPATl(flJCOIUTATI'%'

EXCEPT WIMIZLT)

lo () -LfLUgo(1

Bureau (RM)
- Newark (100-49654)(RM)

1 - San Francisco
jB/ijr

)fJyi

I -

Special Agent in Charge
Sent -. M Per
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ROUTE IN VELOPE 1
1

11/24/70

To: Nowark (100-49654)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) - ;

COINTELPRO
BLACK EXTREMIST
am

RE-71

ReuraIrtel 11/18/70.

mail proposed letter to
in such a manner that the
the letter.

Advise Bureau of any tangible results.

CE:C

on 11/11/70 the Student.'Senate at Rutgers.
University, Newark, New Jersey, campus approved grant
of $800 to defray costs of a group of students to
attend the Black Panther Party's Revolutionary People's
Constitutional Convention in Washington D.Co
p r es sndi an -no yj etter to

New Je
o es on a po as out that this state

university is indirectly subsidizing the killing of
policemen by making this grant.

*diahu - - AlILD 24 1

solar" Jr
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FBI

Date: Ll/16/70

Transmit t following in

A RTEL
Via-F

(T~pe £s plaestSor code)

(rirityi

T: 

FROMN:

DIRECOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEWARK (100-49654) (P)

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO
BLACK ETREMIST

According to the 11/13/70 Issue of the "Rutgers
Observer", a student paper, page 2, col. 2, the Student
Senate at Rutgers, Newark, approved the granting of $800 to
defray costs of a group of students to attend the Revolutionary
Peoples' Constitutional Convention, to be hold In Washington,
11/27-29/70, a BPP organized affair.

WWeWaW"INloate in Bssex County am
critic of articles appearing in the p

"Dear Sir:

"I would like to le
Rutgers Newark, the Stat
now obliquely subsidiinv
policemen. Now? Because
1970 (Memorial Day) the1

2- Bureau (RU)
3- Newark

(1- 100-49194) (BPP)
500 ld 8-2 Desk)

(8)

t you know that Pu.t6: '

e University Is sp.
g the killing of . . . *

e on November 11,,
Student Senate at

REC- 77/ ' /

NOVY 1970

RAC A .SECT.

Sent M Per san *4S S
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100-49654

3RM voted to give $800.00 (coerced
would be a better word) to a group of
black students to go to Washington, D.C.
to attend the Revolutionary People's
Convention to be bold In Washington, D.C.
11/27 & 20/70.

F
"It you want to know about this

"convention" just get-the copy of the
. Black Panther paper dated 11/14/70; the

one with the guns on the front page &
the words "Death to the Facist Pigs" &
"Shoot to Kill" & read about it. I'm
too well known to RN & no name is used.
I value my health."

The letter will bewritten by an agent in longhand
on "5&10" store paper and all precautions will be taken to

- protect the Bureau as the source.

e2
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(21 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE

To: SACs, Chicago
Denver
Kansas City
Springfield (157-802)
St. Louis
WFO RE(-34.

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) -/'

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RM

ReSlairtel 11/18/70.

11/24/70

-.owed

Wes.
GUN-.

, "k 

a~ 
Q~

1) -

Due to a lack of sufficient time to properly
formulate recommendation mentioned in reairtel, Bureau
authority is denied to have logical informants contact
Black Panther Party offices expressing confusion whether
they should attend 11/26/70 Black United Front activities
in Cario, Illinois, or the 11/27-29/70 Revolutionary
Peoples Constitutional Convention in Washington, D. C.

*~ * .. . .

ILGB:sef '(14) A

0OINTELPRO is recently approved designation for
'counterintelligence program. Reatrtel requested Bureau
Authority thA logical informants in Chicago, Denver,
Kansas City, Springfield, St. Louis and WFO contact local
BPk offices to express personal confusion as to which activities
mentioned herein they should attend. In view of a lack of

me to properly coordinate this matter and instruct logical a
formants, it is felt above instructions are necessary. .

/ .r,4,b/Coe

r..y ____MAIL ROOMLZJ TELETYPE UNT=J
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FBI

Date: 11/18/70

(Type in plamsest or code)

AIRMAIL
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------------------------ ------ -- -- -- -- - -----------------
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I
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VI
I

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-802) -P-

C)
SUBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS

RM

Re WFO airtel and LHM dated 11/4/70 captioned
"BLACK SOLIDARITY DAY, 11/2/70, WASHINGTON, D. C.; RM".

Referenced LHM furnished information that on
11/2/70 a Black Solidarity Day rally was held at Rawlins
Park, Washington, D. C., sponsored by the Black United
Front (BUF), Washington, D. C. At this rally the Reverend
DOUGLAS E. MOORE, Chairman of the BUF, requested that the
black community of Washington, D. C., support the BUF In
Cairo, Illinois, and contribute clothing, money and food.
MOORE announced that on Thanksgiving Day groups from such
places as Denver, Wichita, Kansas'City, Washington, D. C.,
and Chicago will be arriving in Cairo with supplies that
have been raised.

another speaker, noted
that he wou * v ngor airo and arriving Thanksgiving
Day and he urged all to join him on the "pRgrimage" to
Cairo.r.

2)- Bureau (100-448006) (RU)
2 - Chicago (RM)
2 - Denver (RM)
2 -Kansas City (RM) REC34
2 - St. Louis (RM)
2 - Washington Field Office (RU) /
4 - Springfield (2 - 157-802)

(1 - 157-1053) (BPP)
(1 - 157-2108) (RPCC)

BC/ssj
(16) (ALLT INFORMATION CONTAINED

WEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT WFI".'41 SHOWN
OTHERWISE.

w

SP NOV
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Sent M Per
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w E.
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Approved:
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68T7802
It is to be noted that the Revolutionary Peoples

Constitutional Convention (RPCC) organized by the Black
Panther Party (BPP)-is scheduled to be held in Washington,
D. C., from 11/27-29/70. It is felt that individuals
desirous of attending both the convention and traveling to
Cairo would have some difficulty due to the fact that
Thanksgiving Day is the day prior to the convention in
Washington, D. C..

It is believed by Springfield thmt telephone
calls could be made by appropriate informants of recipient
offices to local headquarters of the BPP showing confusion
on their ar er w ether to travel to Cairo in support of

or to travel to Washiton, D. C., to
en e us ng ack of funds for not attending both.

Cairo, ito-
- not held in high respect *y many ndivi*ua a

black extremist movement and has in the past been referred
to by a Chicago BPP leader as a "pork chop". It is believed
that these telephone calls could plant further seeds of
suspicion in the minds of BPP leaders concerning
loyalty to the black movement in general.

Based upon the above information, Bureau authority
is requested to have recipient offices instruct logical
informants to c et local offices of the BPP with the hope
of discrediting and creating some dissention between
the BPP and the o .t

2-



FBI

Date: 11/4/70

Transmit there wong in -

TXR TREL

(Type in phainsi of' coe)

I R N A IL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

or )

FROM: /4 /SAMPRANCISCO (157-601)

01
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - .HATELGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .,

I OF

Re Sacrame o at 10/29/70, suggesting a
mailing concerning and New York airtel 10/29/70, C4
suggesting mailings concerning HUEY NEWTON.

San Francisco is of the opinion that both suggestions
have merit and knows of no reason why they should not be
approved. I

(2)- Bureau (RM)
-New York (100-161140)(RM)

1 - Sacramento (100-894) (RM)
I - San Francisco
LSB/jr
(5) ALL

0C8

EX113

TI tois UICLAS1FIEW
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6 aPLe~l3 g~ent in Charge
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DATE: 11/19/70 f.7

Re New York airtel dated 10/29/70; Bureau airtel
dated 11/3/70.

Chicago has prepared and mailed the anonymous
letter proposed in referenced New York airtel. Precautions
were taken to insure that this material could not be traced to
the Bureau.

The Bureau and interested offices will be advised
of any positive results ascertained as a result of this action. .

I s2 - Bureau (RU)
1 - New York (100-161140) (Info)(RM)
1 - San Francisco (157-601) (Info) (RU)
1 - Chicago

JPM:pas

I

I

9I
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UNITED STATES GOVERELNT

Memorandum
DIREtTOR, 1BI (100-448006)

&C CHICAGO (157-2209)(P)

COINTELPRO-BLACK EXTREMISTS
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UNITED STATES GCL ..LRNMENT

Memo ra ndum
TO :IfLC~=OR FBI (100-448006)

,SEATTLE

DATE: 11/13/70

(157-721) (P)

COINTli'LPHO - I3LACR LXTR~I4ISTS
RACIAL W'Irl~3

Re Seattle letter to Bureau,

IOPERATIO14S UcaDLR COSDRTO

bsonc.

I.OPiMTR~ IO:IS i L-WF~FLCrED

10/15/70.

None.

II.TAAGIi1LE iCSUL.TS

noe present results received as a result of a
nailing conducted by this office as mentioned in above
referenced letter.

IV. LhAWW'LP;,wI?.aTS Oxr- CLITERIiCELLIGi.4Ck:L IITEMa..T

lonc .

The next
December 15, 1970.

SER: cmf
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ROUTE IN
9-V 70(157-1292)

D tBtor. FBi(100a448006)-,*O&5

COINTELPRO *BLACK ExTREMISTS
RACIAL HATTERS

December 2/1970

ReuF0let 11/18/70.

mation to
concerning the Cter foriBlack Education and the
Spear Bookstore as 'requested in referenced letter.

Action as outlined In referenced letter could result
' in severe criticism and embarrassment to the Bureau.

WCP:ekv
(4)

NOTE: R
nature conc
Center forI
be furnishe

'elease of
criticism a

Tlelr

lHusinp - -

u....e .

Mate. - i

camdy MAIL ROOM

elet recommended that information of a derogatory
earning the officials of black extremist organizattoris,
Black Educationaar Bookstore be

_nese ue.Cremsz gvups.
information sucha fashion could result in severe
nd embarrassment to this Bureau.
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UNITED STATES ,RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : clW..CTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 11/18/70 if

FROM :'SAC, WFO (157-1292) (P*)

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO
BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

ReWFOlet, 10/30/70.

The 63rd Episcopal General Convention held at
Houston, Texas, was recently concluded. At the Convention, the
controversial program of funding black organizations, which
was undertaken by the Episcopal Church three years ago, came
under heavy attack by conservative members attending the
Convention and resulted in the adoption of several amendments
which, if properly exploited, could result in the cut-off of
funds to black extremist organizations.

One amendment of particular interest which was
passed by the House of Bishops and the House of Deputies
gives the Bishop of the Diocese in which a black organization
is centered, the power to refuse to allow the National Church
to fund a group of which the Bishop disapproves.

IN In the Washington area, the Center for Black
Education (CBE) received $60,000 and the Drum and Spear
Bookstore $50,000 from the Episcopal Church last year. Both
of these organizations would be hard put to operate without
these funds and the CBE would be force to close 1i netr
funds were cut off.

Of paramount importance in combating tne errectiveu/
aftaptsr nuen groups in the black community is the need to
shut.off funds and thus dry up the vicious propaganda and
white hate programs they 7rThA s promulgating.

2 - Bureau ALL taoaMRUAU kI1ED is2NOV I'8
- FO MrIN is UICLASSIFIZD

aCr W Wr a So1
HGE: tdl ORWISE. ,*
(3)
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4 ~ 1JF15741292

bih this in mind WO sugests the d
eplofted

vy furnishing on -a-confidential asis, information
concerning the rum and Spear Bookstore and the CBE.

In this regard, it is proposed tha be
advised f criminal records concerning

of the CBE as well as the genera immorality
o f the CBE in that he is known at the present

to e av nillicite relationships with four females
at the CBE. would also be advised of the use of
CBE funds to ouse girl friends of

Statements of in which he has advocated
buying guns and killing wto people and which vere made at
public gather aLand can be well documented would also be
furnished to as well as information concerning
the teaching oUviolence to certain select classes at the
CBE as reported by informants.

All instances in which misuse of funds is apparent
will be given to especiall those instances in
which weapons were purchased by

It would also be pointed out that the Episcopal
Church gave the Drum and Spear Press $50,000 on the under-
standing it was a community organized and controlled publishing
house established to assist with community projects in which
the Drum and Spear is engaged and that it proposed to make
black material such as short papers available at no cost to
individuals, community organizations and other groups, and
to p ublish selected titles, including a paperback edition of
Thef~ouse of Bondage, a photographic essay by ERNEST tCLE,
a black South African in exile. 1

- 2 *
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The will, thereafter, be in possession of facts
concerning the above mentioned groups whichh he car
sound deIsions concerninR fundino
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11/19 /70

I

lam
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To: Sir., ?ievrk 100-401354)
EX-ils

From: Dlrectoa M* I UOO1-4480 )-07 / . -

CO!NPlOwDUACK 527318BT
RACIAL IMATTEIS

retirvirtel 11/13/70.

Your counterfatellfgenco proposal regardinL
WWId Jnnair and the Black Panthor Party/is approved, lmuw.

that the letter #out canaot be traced to the Dureau.

Advise the 3Dueu of all positive results f&on
thls proposal,

I - Can Franisco

*bo sent to the ?lowark newspapers and a lot cr ohcarn
fthe Con rens of African People in which

T!his proposal will cause d erupt on n
Iion*ch3 o n 4opbut also to the DMuck Panther Party[
foriaf. .. ent isnmeippociabl following In ev Jeruoy who v11-'

______ N 24 1.

____ -. N V19 1970.

(,.On*AIL ROOM=J TEL~Typz uNJTrfl
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FD*36 (Rev. S-22-64)

Transmit th following in

A ELV in - I -

I

I

.1

jq~

-.3

4
'I

'C,
.1 -

4
I

FBI

Date: 11/13/70

(Type in. plamet orcode) I

~~~~~1

I 
(Preeriey) - -- -__ __ ___ _

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

PROM: SAC, NEWARK (10049654) (P)

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMIST
RM

The following counterintelligence proposal is sub-
mitted for consideration: It is recommended
seiiwith a Jersey City, N. J.,o stark to

and the -war ..
4ewspapera. Uosuerai onigh80aiso be given to wider distri-
bution. It should be signed "Ministry of Information, BPP,
Jersey City, N. J."

The letter should read similarly to the following:

re ou ionary. He ask people not to buy the Black
Panther Newspaper bcasehe want the people's
money for himself. uses the people's libera-
tion soul power to a a pockets. His heavies
threaten Panthers selling papers and people trying
to buy them.

"Now )trie t imself on a thrones
like maybe you He an -l
self the- raonn

ve Va.sokYur
country, then the

une n(nR co (Info) (RM)R41

(4 3-2oaFa~finI AZ INFORMk
(8~~zx REEI s (i

xMCEPT Wf

e worlds

*- IhmfV 17
'"OR CONZ'A [MZD
WCLASSplo a-wo
I SlioW#i

z"f
Approved: - 4I tot Sent M Per

Spe tol Agent in Charge
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K 100-49654

his shoving hias.

idea down the throa s *BRo Pre and sisters
He hustles them his "religion" to
aves. ne think he's black Jesus,

and he should be put on his own cross.

* A ioans laughed abl
in New York.

o owark wake up and see
playing his king role andy

L rFUx UUU &4auU&5e

papers, or oven If the papers will not print the letters as if it
were smuggled out of Newark by a loyal CAP member within
organization who agrees with the letter.

It is pointed out that conflict between the BPP and
has risen and fallen over a period of years. This letter

attempts to t tage of the currently renewed conflict
ered by ati-BPP propaganda, to both be
In CAP an eps the Panthera' resentment ofii

I 42- I*

I --I- -

I
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11/25/70

1 -
1 -

SAC, Richmond (105-5096)

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COINTELPRO
BLACK EXTREMIST
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurlet 11/13/70.

Authorization of your proposal in relet is
denied. Any such complaint as contained in your proposed
anonymous letter would almost without exce tion be expected
to come from the Nation of Islam (N01 and

would be aware of
t s. a wou ine ate y icate t that the letter
is a hoax and one more incident in a series o rassments
directed at him thus minimizirg the effect.

It is suggested that you consider directing a
letter to NOI headquarters in Chicago, Illinois, either
anonymously or with a fictitious nme, complaining that the
Black Panther newspaper is being sold in conjunction with
the NOI newspaper in Richmond. It can be indicated in this
letter that the writer considers the selling of the two
papers to be a joint venture and the writer objects to the
take-over of the NOI by the Panthers since what he has learned
about the NOI does not indicate that the Panthers have anything
to offer the 101. *.. I

ralsisl ~ -

SellBra

AX(toT WIRE

wales -- - OTHflZWI$E*.

Trip. E.l

6;OmK f NOV VLI ET~ypz uNT=f

ION COUTAU4ED
,LAS?3JFIEIJ.

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

I
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EXq15
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From:
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Airtelto SAC, Richmond
COINTELPRO
BLACK EXTREMIST

100-448006

It appears that a letter written in this vain
would have more and wider counterintelligence impact than
that proposed in relet. ,

Submit your observations and your proposed letter
for authorization if deemed feasible.

NOTE:

The papers-of the NOI have been sold for years
in downtown Richmond. With the recent organization of a
National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) Chapter (Black
Panther Party affiliate) in Richmond the NCCF has started
selling Black Panther papers in the same area. Those
selling each paper have exchanged views. Richmond
recommended a.n *oymous letter from an NOI member to the

omplaining about the Panthers cutting
in on the OI paper sales.

-2
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Tro :DIRECT0110 FBI (30-

.s -~

0
DATE: 1-1/13/70

MiOM S RI(T 11w4-OND (105-5096) -P-

SUEJ~cT~,V1 TiRf1TEILIG'S ICE PROGRAM
BACK WAT1OIALIST - RAE GROUPS

/ RAiL fLTkEJL.Ic-E1:iCE
(1:ATIoINIAL C01-ITTEF. TO COLM!AT

I ,'FASCISM - RIO111i4O:ID DIViION)
/1

.fT

lRer-lllet to Bureau,, 9/3/70.

Referenrced letter sbts forth inform.*tn-oCC '!-.'I.
anonymous tel~ephone cdtt1s attribu~ted t

w ho is in charge of __ _ _ _ __110__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ /

To date, F. Rchmnd N ha.U32.-cnt;c A y .r6"8
Sence proposals related to the adfLoreraeorstioned telephonec call,.

However, the follotiing is beine suggeested as a
couxi terint-3lliretcc proposal cencerninj; the 11CCF grct.p being;
orGerizcd in Richtmon:1 and M~uhamm~ad 's Mosque #f24 of the Islat ion
of XIslam in Richniond, Virginia.

rd by virtue of, tnis pa-.-t ra1'ITiLation he is iwn to
41. U CdC 5oi, CKM k21 . Members of 1114 #211 have, Tc" a r.''ntbor of

years, sold Issues of "Xxuhammad Speaks" in the dc;;nto*wjn area
of Broad Streets Richmond, Virginia. As cart of the 11=74
orean izat onal efffort in Richr.-onds several mnd vidua s involved
with N~CCP activities have recently begun sellinG issues of
"Thle B1ec'.P Pantbier" ir, the same downtown area of Broad Stree
OXi tbe lest occasion, Within the lest two weeks, individuals
selling "14;ThaI:rrn Speaks" and other Individuals selling *'Tne
Blach Parither"? exchanged views concerning the respective ideolot~ias.

'a ) Brcau (RCG:
5 -Richmrond

2.105-5095)
1-3-57-295)

1p .- 57-2733I1-15-29

istered Ma ily.l

Rr' z /. - - -i omo
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, 5096

With the foregoing in mind, Richmond believes
t Fatan anonymous letter worded in such a way as to make
it obvious that the letter emanated from 1401 ranks could be
directed to r The lette. would center on the sale of
BPP papers c ,Tno into the sale of '94uhammad Speaks" news-
paper. This lett'.r may cause these respective groups to
direct their hatretl toward one another.

The proposed letter could read as follows:

"Dear Brother

As-Salaam-Alaikum:

You boys is sellin panthre papers on Broad
Street and there cuttin in to our teritory
and hurting our selin papers. Thema black
panthres got the rong ideas any way. You
should no better. You cant deel with this
devil."

The above'letter could obviously be thbasis for
future counterintelligence letters attributed to and
the NCCF group, directed to the M.1#24 and vice versa.

Richmond - will take no action on this suggestion
until specifically authorized to do so by the Bureau.

1---..

-I



11/19/70

FAIrtel 1

To: SACs, Newark (100-49654)
Ban Franciseo

57.
From: Director, FBI 0-448006) .2 ;2 6
COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMIST
RACIAL MATTERS

ReNKairtel 11/6/70,

The Bureau cannot authorize the treating of
fruit to be shipped to Jersey City, New Jersey, because
of the lack of control over the treated fruit in transit.

However, Newark's proposed telegram regarding
food collected for the Revolutionary People's Constitutional
Convention has merit.

Ban Francisco's observations are requested concerning
this proposal.

CEG:lgr/cae f

(7) jl

NOTE:

Newark suggested counterintelligence operation
to cause confusion, distrust, and suspicion within the BPP
by indicating in a telegram allegedly from DPP headquarters
that some food collected from the Revolutionary People's
Constitutional Convention had been poisoned and should be
destroyed. It suggested that the Laboratory treat food
using a mild laxative and that the food be shipped to BPP

., headquarters in Jersey City, New Jersey.
fTilegmeSuflevan ... 0
th4v_____ - **--

re...c. TLL FlORMATIN COTAINE.
c.Ii~an~.. . It!PFIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

S.........EXCEPT WHERE SHOWS
f. -uMM-F OTHERWISE.

g V 24 170 . I
T~MeT

Hle MI..__....s. ./
Ic..me MArIL T~E TPE UNITf

-- -U---- -- -- -- - II



&Re. 6-$22441

dod

Transmit t4"oloing in

Va Al, RUZL~

D . /

FBI

Dole: 11/6/70

(Type in plakst or code)

I.

I

I

I

. I1
T -(Priorisy) -

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: . AC, NEWARK (100-49654) (P)

SUBJ: COINTELPRO -
BLACK EXTREMIST
BN

The following counterintelligence proposal is submitted
for consideration.

It is proposed that a tlegram be sent from Oakland,
California to the Jersey City, NJ, BPP Headquarters, 93 SuMit
Ave., (and to all BPP Headquarters). The text of the telegram
should read similar to the following:

0
L. (1mb

p-s

gw~

"Word received food donated to Party by anti-
Liberation white pigs contains poison. Symptoms cramps,
distrhea, severe stomach pain. Destroy all food donated
for convention suspectedcf poison, however, still required
you meet quota."

"Ministry of Information"

It is suggested that the Bureau then consider having
the Laboratory treat fruit such as oranges with a mild laxative-
type drug by hypodermic needle or other appropriate method,
and ship fruit as a donation from a fictitious person in Miami,
Florida, to Jersey City headquarters.

&aBureau (RM)
1-San Francisco (INFO)(RN)
-WFO (INFO)

4-.ewark.1970
-100-49194).,..0cu v ue
-S-2 DESK) *

RI/Meg ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
(8) HEREIN IS UNCLASSIBIAR

~24; ~
wrrr~iw-"- --

Speci~fig-nrT n Charge
Sent ______ Per

5. . ~msMtT ~mP 2mWU 0UW- sU411,11, 0 )
Approved:

2CQKX O

4 0 ,

10

qw&ALW&oa A Wigmjw
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9.
SNIL 100-49654

This plan will at first cause confusion and suspi ion
thin the BPP and will cause a time-consuming search for t14

a under of the telegram. Even after Oakland denies sending te
telegram, some BPP members will fear poisoning by donated food
and the Jersey City Headquarters will be hardpressed to make sure
donated food Js not poisoned. When some Jersey City members
react to the laxative and suspect poisoning, Oakland will
suspect that someone at Jersey City to a spy since obiously
some foreknowledge of the event was present at Jersey City but
not at Oakland. Confusion, intra-BPP distrust and hunger
at the upcoming convention would be the results. It is noted
the Jersey City Headquarters has been given some responsibility
for food collection in connection with the convention.

C



UNITED STATES 9.ERNMENT

Memoranidum
TDO ector, FBI (100-448006)

PR : C9 Memphis (100-4542)(P*)

$UJEC: COINTELPRO - SLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

91 ,
il~

Re Memphis letter to Bureau 8/24/70.

90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER

The Memphis Division has two black militant hate
th4n th4 A4 4onn at thIa t4mo A(no 4a the-

The Memphis Office is continuing efforts to
identify all members of these groups and to determine the
extent of their militant activities.

The black militant organization known as We The
People currently has an active membershipgof ividuals.

At the present time there is no counterintelligence
activities being considered by the Memphis Office.directed
against these two organizations in view of the excellent
informant coverage afforded and the fact that the Memphis
Office is continuing to identify and develop information
on members of these organizations.

Bureau (RU) 1DAOg .*
- Memphis -. e .. .

. C:18 AIL.TINFORMATION CONTAINED-'~,
(4) REEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED' EOL

EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN -v

O U.S. S Ben.thePo

- I

I .10o

N

*'

"C

I I

* *R

IDATS: 11/12/70
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("'LME 1004542

The Memphis Office will continue to remain alert
to any counterintelligence operations that will disrupt the
activities of these two groups and the Bureau will be kept
advised of all developments.

C
job

N 44.# I



11/13/70

1 -

SAC, Los Angel s (157-4054)
DFI C08 0

Director, FBI (100-448006) -p

-II.

I l s__ _-.

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

ReLAairtel 10/27/70 captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence
Black Panther Party (BPP) ," Bureau airtel 11/6/70 dually
captioned, "Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist
Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence - Black Panther Party (EPP);
Counterintelligence Program, New Left - Security Matters,"

d San Francisco airtel 11/3/70 captioned, "Counterintelligence
rogram, Black Nationalist " Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence
lack Panther Party (BPF)."

Since New York Office has been authorized to send
anonymous letter to BPP leader Huey Newton com lainin

r the press coverage afforded to white radical
rather than to the BPP, Bureau feels letter similarin
content to be sent to Newton as outlined in referenced
Los Angeles airtel 10/27/70 is not warranted. Bureau feels,
however, there is definite merit to Los Angeles suggestion
that a similar letter, altered to criticize Huey Newton's
lack of aggressiveness at the aforementioned press coverage
be sent to Eldridge Cleaver. Los Angeles is requested to
submit such letter for approval simpler in format than that
outlined, for this purpose.

1 San Francisco (157-601)
Callahas
****--- J :ses/drl%

Fell 5 (6)

***O MAIL 1OM E UNIT[=

,AL,6!rnpPA1,FJTIflI1COCTAIRED.
ImEW 15Is
ZICEPT W'vr lUOZ1
IDTHLP.Wzzr.o

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

.s,*

To:

From:

.. ;UTE IN ENVEL9P
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4.-' 4?

rte1 to Los Angeles
R F:COINTELPRO - Black Extremists
100-448006

NOTE:

Recently, Eldridge Cleaver, fugitive BPP leader,
led an "anti-imperialist del ion" of Ne and white
extremists, including New

Left-type magazine, to Korea, China, and North Vietnam.
BPP leaders have indicated their annoyance and upset at
Scheer who upstaged a New York City press conference upon
group's return to the exclusion of the BPP. We have been
tr in to exploit this situation to create a rift between

supporters (the New Left) and BPP and have already
approved a suggested note as indicated to Newton complaining
of oversight of BPP. Los Angeles has offered a similar,
more detailed suggestion which could be altered to be sent
to Eldridge Cleaver with the additional appeal of possibly
creating dissension between Cleaver and Newton also.

4
9 w
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9.
FBI

Date: 11/3/70

Transmit the alinwing in

u- (ITEL AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
(Pa'ii.rdly)

-----------------------------------------

TO: I CTvQ BI (100-448006)

, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERI D LIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NAI NALIST - RATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

I

-I

.rI'

Re Los Angeles airtel 10/27/70, suggestin mailin
of anonymous letter to HUEY NEWTON concerning
press conference in New York City.

San Francisco is of the opinion that Los Angeles
letter is extremely well written but fails to see where any
counterintelligence result could be accomplished by mailing
the letter. If NEWTON takes the letter seriously it would
only tend to make him more aggressive in the future.

It is not believed that we are going to accomplish
anything in this field by pointing out NEWTON's mistakes..J) to him in order that he can improve his performance.

REC ss IPW9
6)2 Bureau (RM)
1- Los Angeles (157-4054)(RM)
1 - San Francisco
LSB/jr

ALL INFOPmATI
EREIN IS UN1CL

ECEPT WHERE S
. IOTRERWISE.

*'b4I-e;
MAW*e

mlON CONTAINED
ASSIFIED
HOW4

- Approved: Sent _M Per

(Type I plaintex or code)

(C
I',,

I

Special Agent in Charge 10q

34 Ift 5.2244)

I .I
via
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11/10/70

F
To: SAC, Boston (157-631)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)
0

COINTELPRO - DLACK ETREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

Rourairtel 11/3/70 under the Bia
caption reporting information furnished by

counterintelligence maneuver aimed at neutrAlising
effectiveness as a BPP functionary is most dngarnb
in view of Informatinn that

14w __Boston discreetly ascertain Ii is currently
receiving welfare from state or local we1ae cy in
Massachusetts. After verification of this information, submit
counterintelligence recommendations along lines suggested in
Bureau airtel to Baltimore dated 8/20/70 captioned "Black
Panther Party - Racial Hattere," copies of which were furnished
to your office. Take no counterintelligence action without
prior Bureau authority.

1 - New Havon (157-785)

N
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FD.SS (R.v.J4244)

)

F8BI

Date: 11/5/70

Transmit thefhoing Ina

'I

)

(Type in plalsess o ecde)

(Pneeiiy) I

----------------------------------------------

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-2414)

CuUNTER INTELLIGENCE PRORM*
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
DISRUPTION OF RATE GROUPS

ReBusirtel to Miami, 10/13/70.

ReBuairtel authorized the Miami Division to
coo erat throu h makin aila e public souron
to
Fla., a connect tonWaraT.on of
a news program highlighting activities of Cry of Black Youth
(COBY), Belle Glade, Fla.

Such information under the Counterintelligence
Program was made available and television station WCKT-TV
prepared in two segments of approximately 7 minutes each
a film depicting the activities of this organization In
Belle Glade, Fla., with particular emphasis on the alleged
extortia and fire bombings perpetrated by members of this
organization.

These two segments were aired by WCKT-TV on two
consecutive evenings during the regular news program.
WCKT-TV is viewed from West Palm Beach, Fla., to the
Florida Keys.

The first segment of the program emphasized
interviews with members of COBY and other-black citizens
of Belle Glade, Fla., setting forth their complaints.

Bureau LO R P3
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The second segment dealt principally with interviews
ith local citizens, including the Mayor of Belle Glade, Fla.,
in which the extortion activities of the fire bombings
allegedly attributable to members of this organization were
vividly Bet out.

I The program, over-all, pointed out activities of
such an organization as COBY, but at the same time did point
out the conditions that oftentimes give rise to the formation
of such groups.

The Miami Division feels that this was a worthwhile
undertaking and that the program did serve a definite purpose,
not only pointing out the fact that such organizations can
flourish, but also pointing out some of the conditions that
give rise to such organizations.

Television station WCKT-TV has indicated that
they have received a number of favorable comments relative
to the presentation of this program.
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Date: 10/30/70

Transmit th follwing in

Vin 4RTELil
viaM

(Type in plauises or Coel

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED_

lob

I i Pnri ityi - - T--

t- - - - - - --------- .- a - - - - - - - - 4

TO:.

FROM:

150e

DIRECTOR, FBI (eer.I8~

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054j~) (P)

BLA9ID~iLL~4~AT..GOUPS,
RACIAL IWTELLIGENCE
BLACK PAN~THER PARTY

,09P

He Bureau airtel to New York, 9/30/70 and Now
Haven letter to Bureau dated 10/12/700

I

'0--'

I

0

0
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rD-3S (Re. 6-12244)
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rD-36 Rev. 6-2244)

Transmit thejnilowing in -

AIRTEL

(Type La piatest or code)

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
(rioraiity

-.--.--.--.....-..--..-..-..-..-..-..--..........- L--- -

[R, FBI (100-448006)

N FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERI T TfLI GENCE- PROGPAH--, 4re*/'
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Newark suggestion for the use of Skatole on *The
Black Panther".

For the information of Newark, San Francisco has
previously pointed out that use of this substance in the plant
where the paper is printed would ol est In the work being
takento another evintinn 1ant.

The only other place where this office could pursue
such a project would be at the airlines freight terminals at
San Francisco International Airport. Here again the airlines
would have to reimburse the BPP for any loss they.would suffer.
This office has surveilled the transfer of papers from National
Distribution to San Francisco Airport and has ascertained that
the papers are moved in a covered van with the back door closed.
Inside the freight compartment of the truck there are always
several BPP members.

Sucst no actinbe taken n hisimatte.r,

P- Bureau (RM)
' - Newark (157-49194)(RM),,
1 - San Francisco

ALL TIRFOIUSiATT"np (

MEREIN IS UiT?.A'
EXCEPT WHERE 5 Ol

1 -06 
00,

C'U a ______v ig

.:f:m PA Ii

Sent M Per
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Date: 11/2/70
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11/6/70
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To: SAC, Pittsburgh (100-15780)
REC 19 q0

From: DZD7(t*, FBI (100-48006) 0,$ d

COINTEIJPRO - BLACK EXCRMISTS
RACIAL IATTERS

RePGnirtel. 10/23/70 Pnd LSpirte! 10/311/700

You are Puthorivzed to furnish
coc erative A i tA C~W o i

public sourc-t Li
_n ormt (ri concern~ng ths- convictinns of

for vialistiensof Sect I en5*'XTtT
CeMd" Cj~ss',ssloii7 one gellon moonshine whiskey) oond Title! 18,
Section 922 G (interstate transpoftion of P firearm after
having been convicted of a felony). You or also authorized
to tactfully explore the possibility of 'r considering
the publication of on article vhich woulodIxpose thrae

tien is being furnish,3d on a co te1bssndisr
Uhl does not rv~a1 our Intere~st In this mattr,

Bureau 4hou" d

We".A. (5--MINI

Eeflah2m -UXXCzrr WHJ
ad - TE: ~hWS

lid. Cointeipro Is
TeM counterintelligence prol
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F 1 to Pittsburgh
Re: Cointelpro - Black Extremists
100-448006

NOTE rxONTINUED:

s on unffiliated black extremist
in Pittsburgh aroa vois included on the A itator Index.
Pittsburgh reported ho een re ent tc"Mte

tn cuaV e ver y aove-re erre to convictions of
and that following verification it be At

urn sh datA concerning such convictions to a
thet could consid ng on articleTor publication
which would highlight*envictions.in relation to
his recently appointed e hive position with a drug
rehabilitation program. hsprviouslybeen utilized
In the counterintelligence program and hpa-provento by
extremely 'cooperative and discr is suggestion is

f-E1akeni and-shouTd embarrass 7t could also
influence his retention in this program. There is no
chance of embarrassment to thee Bureau.

-2 -V -2-it
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(LS157-1128

Re Pittsburgh airtel to Bureau and fouisville.,
10/23'70, bearing first caption.

Re Louisville airtel, 7/15/70 to Jackson and
Pittsburgh, bearing second caption.

Be report of dated
10/20/70, at Cleveland, eari~ngthirdcapion,

e RcrT c v, urnished the following Informiation

was indicted by
a Federal ra ury, YLouisville, Kentucky, alleging
violation of Title 26, Section 5604 Al, USC, (possession one

gallon moonshine whiskey) and violation of Title .18 Seciton
922 G (Interstate Transportation of a firearm after having
been convictedj f lon The Federal charge which had
beenat Louisville, Kentucky,
agait3 Carging conspT y to violate Title 18, Secti
922A3, U was dropped.

Subject was tried to District Court, Louisvills
Kentucky, on 10/21 ,7Twith respect to the above indictment.
After a jury trial, he was found guilty. Sentence vwa
withheld pending a pre-sentencing investlRation by the United
States Probaion Office, Louisville, Kentucky. Sentencing

was released on $5,000
bona.

The above indictment and trial-of received no
local publicity.

The pre tous felon convi ton for which wAs8
Onvict ed was on

Pa. r ., v
o the effect that oni

iPittsburgh, Pa., and charged

ow2.;

I



LS(157-1128 .
him with Armed Robbery and* at a
non-jury trial was held on
Criminal Court resulting i r *T n: oun* gu*
the receiving stolen goods charge and sentenced to line
months probated.

ed that during ATFD's investigation
of Mississippi wV ini

was in ) Vississippi

eseves se Us en cation to
purchasewo .30 cal carbines and the .38 caliber
Smith & Wesson described in Louisville airtel to Pittsburgh.
6/R/70 issued for to testtfy at

however, wan not served
colntbe locate he

was ppose0d to be in , tOS an
trial on narcotics charges fat o appear.

made available a copy of some articles concerning
Which ap wared in the Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh,

a..,n January and February, 1969. These are enclosed
for Pittsburgh.

For the information of Cleveland, the following
is noted regarding the dis osition of charges in Louisville,
Kentucky, against subjec

advised that the Federal charge
against charging aviation of Title8Sec lo
922A3, ,9a s se

determined the follows;'a
from a chocM o records at the Jefferson County, Kentucky
Quarterly Court, Louisville, Kentucky.(It is notedjjpration
Previousiv urniqhed reflected thnt when subject was

EW1tn _CCW , ae gave In name-Tr aM

3.1

I

I
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157-1128

LEAD

LOUISVILLE

AT LOUISVILLE, KENTUCK.0

After 11/20/70, determine what sentence
- BOWZE receives on his 10/21/70 conviction.
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ROU*
ROUTE IN~YNVLOPE

To:

prom:

November 13, 1970

1-

SAC, Neway. (100-49194)

DiUar , FBI (100-448006-0

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL HATTERS

Reurairtel 10/28/70 and SFairtel 11/2/70.

The Bureau cannot authorize the technique set out in
your airtel 10/28/70. Your interest in fonrarding this suggestion
is appreciated.

CEG:elaf.

(5)

SIOTE:

Nevark proposed use of foul-smelling chemical on
the Black Panther newspapers to disrupt distribution.

IllnInuv cm
41111111b" .Comm-FI

Teim. --

I4.iy 3 P9UNT

ALL IfIF 'nT'?R C011TATHER

EUCL7 ILERE SHOWN
OTMEV1SE.
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Transmit t following in

IRTEL

0
FBI

Date: 10/28/10

[Type I la inUseor d.el.

I
I
I
I
I
I

-I-HF:
(P$.rity) 

- j
---------------------o----y-

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (:om-k e membmSa3.

SAC, NEWARK (100-49194) (P)

C OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM*/
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) ,,
RACIAL MATTERS ' -

I

It is believed that this measure was previously
considered as a move to affect distribution of "The
Worker", but it is Newark's understanding that it was
considered inadvisable at that time. Inasmuch as Newark
does not have specific information re reasons its use
was not approved, it is suggested the Bureau review previous
use against "The Worker" for background in this matter.

II.,

2-Bureau (RM)
)-San Francisco (Info) (RM)
3-Newark

(1-5-2 Desk)
DO/jng
6)

ALL yRs;C'ilAI
* S1i IS UP
]lCEPTW1M

Approved:
at in Charge

RC~4U/ ... b

"l's
EX113

- w**
CLASSIFIED.
ts #-oOk

SM **y .r . 2
Sent _______ Per

Re Bureau airtel, 5/15/70.

Newark submits the following as possible measure
to disrupt distribution of BPP newspaper.

In the light of known BPP procedures at San
Francisco re handling and bundling of the paper prior to
shipment to local chapters, an opporutnity might arise to
spray the papers with a chemical known as Skatole, (Cg n N)
A very small amount of this chemical disburses a most offensive
odor on the object sprayed and its potency is Ruch that a
large amount of papers could be so treated in a matter of second
It could be prepared by the FBI Laboratory for use in a small
aerosol type dispenser.

I1046 (Rev. .1-64)
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:UNITED STATES NMENT

Memora ndum
O .- C. D. Brennan

FROM Go. C. Moors;l4V,

SUBJECT:ARACIAL COFERENCE
OCTOBER 22-23, 1970.

01
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIOAIST - HATEGROtPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

I-Mr.
I-Mr.
1-Mr.
DATE:

1-Mr.
1-Mr.
1-Mr.
141r.
1@

Tel.aseu.fl

W. C* Sullivan
J. P. Mohr 4 c..ow .
C. D. Brennan I

10-29-70

w. M. FeltI,
J. J. Casper E's

W. S. Tavel ""

jjoYc:it

To endorse recommendation of field racial supervisors,
who attended specialized conference at Bureau on 10/22*23/70,
that the field be advised on a regular basis of new techniques
utilized and successes achieved in our Counterintelligence
Program directed toward black extremists and that the title
of communications prepared regarding such Counterintelligence
Program be abbreviated.

Our experience over the past year and the growth
of our knowledge regarding black extremist activities have
resulted in utilization of increasing number of sophisticated
techniques, some of which have involved a number of our field
offices and occasionally Legal Attaches in Canada and Europe.
Among highly successful tangible results realized during the
past year, as a result of this program, were the disbandment
of a Black Panther Party (PP) front group in Cleveland,

i Mississippi; the transfer of an energetic organizer and key
leader of New Haven EPP chapter to a less influential post/ in North Carolina; and the complete disruption of a planned
conference of the violence-prone R!epublic of flew Africa in

, Jackson, Ilississippi.

Field supervisors felt discussion at the conference
f counterintelligence techniques and successes materially..

benefited them and for this r ason recommended the field b

Enclosure , EX ...C4AMR..ow . .
1 0 0 4 4 8 0 0 6ALL CNFox)ATf It17WHA:djw EEIN Is t'NCf.ASSII **NOV 9

(10) EXCEPT WHERE .CQINI D * OVER

I
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: Racial Conference

"October22-23, 1970

Counterintelligence Program
Black Nationalist - Hate Groups

furnished similar information on regular basis. This suggestion
should materially stimulate ingenuity and illustrate to
field the significant results which can be realized through
an imaginative, dynamic but Bureau-controlled program. For
these reasons, it is felt this recommendation should be
implemented.

The currently used caption for Counterintelligence
Program relating to black ,extremists, set forth as second
caption in instant memor d , is lengthy and cumbersome.
For these reasons, field upervisors recommended it be
abbreviated. Recomm edfi4eld be instructed to henceforth
utilize the captiodNOOiN RO- Black Extremists - Ragal

atrs" in place of the pieBent cptlon. Recrds ranch,
Files and Communications Division, has advised this caption
is not otherwise being utilized. Adoption of this abbreviated
caption also has advantage of affording additional security
to this program.

ACTION:

1. That the field be advised on regular basis of
new techniques utilized and successes achieved.

2. If approved, attached letter will be sent to
42 field offices participating in above Counterintelligence
Program with instructions to utilize above abbreviated caption.

£j/

2f C. i,



*SACUj " Albany

I gEC-47.
ILrector, FBI (100-448006)2C,

U(.11 3
CXIITTEIPRO - BLA £EoISTS
RACIAL HATTRS

I-Mr. W. C. Sullivan
laftire . Fe . hr

* 104040T

luffte c. Do
I-Hr. We H. Felt
101r, . Jo 3.Casper
l"'Hro We S. Tavel

Refuartel 3-4468 captioned "CoMEterI
Program, Black Nationalist ft Rate Groups, Racial
Intelligence."t'

I Ev45 Tflj3

As a result of a recoizmendation mado by field
racial supervisors at a recent Bureau conference# instant
abbreviated caption should be utilized henceforth.

2 -Atlani

2 -Baltir

2 -Birmir

2 -Bostor
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6 ;N,
Letter to Albany, el al.C:-.u.Cintelpro * Black Extremists00-448006

See memorandum G. C. floore to r. C. D. Brennan,
dated 10-29-70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23,
1970," and counterintelligencee Program, Black Nationalist *
Hate Groups," prepared by WHA:djv.
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To: SA

1

From:

Cs, Alexandria (Enes - 50)
Atlanta (Encs - 50)
Baltimore (Ence - 50)
Boston (Encs 50)
Buffalo (Encs - 50)
Charlotte (Encs - 50)
Chicago (Encs - 50)
Cincinnati (Encs - 50)
Cleveland (Ence - 50)
Columbia (Encs - 50)
Dallas (Encs - 50)
Denver (Encs - 50)
Detroit (Ence - 50)
Houston (Ence - 50)
Lndianapolis (Encs - 50)
Jacksonville (Encs - 50)
Kansas City (Ence - 50)
Los Angeles (Encs * 50)
Miami (Encs - 50)

SMilwaukee (Encs - 50)

Director, FBI (100-448006)"T.115

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MEASURES REC 83
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

s. r-We V. buJLIvan
x .r J. P. Mohr

Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 -. Mr. J. J. Casper
1- Mr. G. C. Moore

11-W70

1-
1 -
1.4
1.-

Newark (Encs - 50)
New Haven (Encs * 50)
New Orleans (Ence * 50)
New York (Ences 50)
Norfolk (Ence - 50)
Omaha (Enca - 50)
Philadelphia (Encs - 50)
Pittsburgh (Encs - 50)
Portland (E cs - 50)
Richmond (Ences - 50)
Sacramento (Enca - 50)
St. Louis (Encs - 50)
San Diego (Encs - 50)
San Francisco (Encs - 50
Savannah (Encs * 50)
Seattle (Encs - 50)
Springfield (Encs - 50)
Tampa (Ence - 50)
WO (Eiacs - 50)

cC

)

- . 9/)3

a NOV 18s3 lK,
Enclosed for each office are 50 reproductions of

a column written by Victor Rieseltegard Black Panther
Party,(BPP)...*romATIoN CTAINED

.u .EREINa IS UNCLASrSIFU I/ NCLOSURE IZXCErr WHERE SHCUW4 $ '
:1w.. 'in. r BERWISE

:bqd (88) ASEwo
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Airtel to SAC, Alexandria
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MEASURES

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
r U 800 6

Portion of column deals with proposal thatunt
members refuse to handle shipments of BPP newspapers.
Obviously if such a boycott gains national support it will
result in effectively cutting off BPP propaganda and finances;
therefore, it is most desirable this proposal be brought to
attention of members and officials of unions such as Teamsters
and others involved in handling of shipments of BPP newspapers.
These shipments are generally by air freight. The column also
deals with repeated calls for murder of police that appear In
BPP paper; therefore, it would also be desirable to bring
boycott proposal to attention of members and officials of police
associations who might be in position to encourage boycott.

Each office anonymously mail copies of enclosed
WZ to officials of appropriate unions, police organizations or

other individuals within its territory who could encourage
such a boycott. Use commercially purchased envelopes and take
appropriate measures to insure mailing cannot be traced to
Bureau. Make no dissemination of this column other than
anonymously.

Handle promptly and advise Bureau of any positive
results noted. Any publicity observed concerning proposed
boycott should be brought to attention of Bureau.

Be alert for any other opportunities to further
exploit this proposal. Submit any suggestions to Bureau
for approval prior to taking action.

NOTE:
By memorandum G. C. Moore to C. D. Brennan,

10-28-70, cAptioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23, 1970,
Recommendation for Counterintelligence Action Against Bltck
Panther Party" the reproduction and annymous mailing of
ttached column was approved.

* 2- /
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INSIDE LABOR
Panthers Urge More Cop Killings

By VICTOR RIESEL-.- ..

WASHINGTON-There is an
amateurish impression that
he Black Panther Party

(BPP) needs
the rickety

. ... American
C om munist
Party as a
crutch and
cash box. The
reverseis
true. The
"C.P. - USA"
is feeding off
the black rev.

RESEL olutionists for
heer desperate want of any
%ther racial base - especially
imong the youth.

So unique are the Panthers
-s a guerrilla strike force,
they've been sought out by the
Mdaoist Peking Central Com-
nittee as "equal brothers"
ind the Chinese Communists
'American Section". There is,
n fact, a Black Panther sub-
-idiary International, launched
ecently in Pyongyang, North-

"rn Korea, dubbe the New
World Liberation Front. It is
'he Maoist avant-garde In the
U.S. and can easily be con-
Irolled because it has but 750
hard core members in 27 ac-
live chapters-down from the
'.rifinal 41 chapters, many of
whichh were wiped out when
the party's central committee
in Oakland discovered the "or-
4anization" had en Infiltrat-
vd.

Thus, the bla strike force
ran be easily financed, con-
trolled, directed and put ged
at will-though the thousands
of sympathizers are less dis-
ciplined and get themselves
caught up an the killer rhetor-
ic.

THE SYMPATHIZERS get
on the hook. like an addict to

a needle, by taking the Black unobserved by big city police
Panther. official party publi---especially such as those In
cation. Trouble with the "out- Los Angeles or New York City
side" world is few ever bother (where the 25.000-member po.
to read it and thus can't an- lice union, Patrolmen's Bene-
derstand its deadly impact. volent Association, has learned

As recently as Nov. 22, that new Panther literature
1969, Panther leader Eldridge soon will be flooding streets
Cleaver, now setting up a under the swinging title of
BPP embassy in Algiers, is "Pis Today, Bacon Tomor-
quoted as saying, ". .. we will row ').
kill Richard Nixon. . ." Mr. Well cops are brothers, be
Cleaver is-officially-Minis- they black or white. And their
ter of Information. brothers are Teamsters, con.

There have been vicious struction workers as well as
anti-Semitic attacks. There doctors, university people and
have been gay and ghoulishly bricklayers.
gloating reports of the killing And each week, brothers of
of police. As, for example the brothers are assailed by 180,-
shooting of a Cleveland cop. O copies of the Panther
The Oct. 3, 1970, issue of the newspaper-"assailed" being
Panther newspaper sa y s: a euphemism for outright calls
4. . .one pig dead, one pig for their murder.
wounded at the hands of the Late this summer some
Lumpen." Meaning the lum- West Coast authorities were
penproletariat, an old Leinst approached by a brother of
word. brothers. He was--and is-a

So the people now are the black union Teamster. He had
"lumpen" tn the new uptight with him some of the Panther
guerrilla community. - material being distributed to

This cop was shot when he his community. This black
rushed to help his partner - teamster was tough-and mili-
who had been hit by bullets tant-but the "literature" was
in the mouth, chest and groin. not his thing.
The rescuer was thrown into The authorities listened, and
the gutter. Then, says the In turn pulled out sheafs of
Panther newspaper, "after a editions of "The Black Pan-
scuffle with this pig, the lum. ther." They leafed through

ao (in the correct manner) pages of vituperation, threats
locked the pig down, took his to national authorities, happy

gun and fired into the pig, reports of police killings and
bang, bang, dead pig!" the ubiquitous cartoons. They

Each week there are car. read the rules, one of which
toons, such as the one showlag prohibits a Panther from Join
a worker with three sticks of. nmy "other armed force
dynamite in one pocket, a ether than the Black Liber-
shovel in his right hand and tion Army."
an old-fashioned "Colt" in the They read attacks on labor
other. Or there Is a drawing and urgings by the Panthers
of a man about to bit a cop that unions be seized and used
over the head with an axe. The for revolutionary action.
patrolman has his back to the The Teamster asked how the
assailant. Little of thi s copies were distributed

to and inside the nation's m:
Jor cities -- since at 25 cen:
apie 180,000 sales week
can develop quite an income'
The Teamster, an air freigl
handler, was told much of 0t
distribution was by air.

0 0

HIE RECALLED reading rc
ports on the East Coast Inte:
national Lengshoremen's A
soclation (AFL-CIO) boyco
ting the Soviet merchant an
passenger ships for some .
years. So be returned to h
fellow unionists with the sul
gestion they refuse to hand.
or help airlift the Panths
newspaper.

The boycott may or may n
come off. It may turn out t
be little more than a one-ma
counter-revolution. That's n
as important as the fact th;
some men of the "outside
world have read the Panthe
strike force agitational mate
lal. Those who have no
haven't the slightest cone;
tion of Pantherism. More
the pity. The Panthers print
right out a the open. Not eve
In the days of ancient ana
cho-syndicalism 'bas there
been such tough talk, su
blunt calls for blood and kil
ings as In the Panther liter;
ture. It's Maoist all the wa:

I write this with strain
Some of the provocati
quotes are unprintable an:
where but la some unde
ground press. But the sarr*
restraint will not be show%
sooner or later by those who
brothers are killed on u.
streets protecting others.

At least.lel reason preva
among the public. regardle:
of race, color or creed. Ileast let the public be aget
of the force srikng rfro
within. 1W I
* / _
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(Airtel

4o

November 12, 1 0

Guidance

To:

From:

SACs, Atlanta
Cincinnati
New York

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COINTELPRO - BLACK RETREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

ReATtels 11/3 and 4/70 captioned "Student National
Coordinating Committee, RM - SNCC," and "SNCC, RM - SNCC,"
respectively.

in retels concerning activities of
in Atl an taIn rnn-

Atlanta should 'coordinate efforts in this r
he New York Office. Cincinnati promptly reinterview
odevelo additional pertinent data regarding

relationships with females involved for p

concerning
For Informa~t ont iinta,

KI.,n,.PEV'ekw

NOVjff1'7 1970
Gmad AIL IROOMEJ TELETYPE UIE1

ositive counterintelligence action
without prior Bureau authorisation.

ureau file fail to reveal receipt of

a NOV 121970
SEE NOTE gi SQ...

ALL INPOWIATIOR CONTA INE
REFF!N IS UN1IASSUSFIED!y ?
EXCEPT WHERE880WI .
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Airtel to SACs, Atlanta et al
g ERO- BLACK EXTRh2STS

1 -448006

a communication for dissemination under'

4

caption.

Bureau files contain no identifiable datn concerningm M on the basis of available data.

Atlanta initiate in-depth investigations their regard
-for purpose of developing complete background data together with
information concerning the nature and extent of their activities
of a black extremist nature. Submit results of investigation!
concerning under individual caption. in form
suitable for *.seni na on. Include in cover airtel recommen-
dations on additional investigative steps to be taken.

NOTE:

4.
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FBI

.Date:

Transmit th following in (Tjpe iailde

Via IRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTE
(P

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4(
6)

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PRO
BLACK NATIONALIST RATE (
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE-BLA

Re Bureau airtel to Los
Los Angeles airtel to Bureau date

Enclosed for the Bureau
television editorial entitled *BLJ
presented by GEORGE PUTNAM, Newcg
on 10/7/70.

Enclosure, provided toI
PUTVAM's office on 10/15/70, is a:
PUTNAM attacking the BPP.

On0 4 ,PUTNAM was
and PUTNAM et

(n eno r broadcasts

ontent of FPUTAMIs futu

- C-I

9
10/23/70

-- -I

I
I

* I

I
I
I

se or code) 1
I

.1
F

054) (F)

GRAM
GROUPS (
CK PANTHER PARTY (BPF)

Angeles, 5/27/70, and
d 7/30/70.

is one copy of a
ACK PANTHERS AND REVOLUTION"
aster, KTTV-Los Angeles,

the Los Angeles Division by
n editorial presented by

telephonically contacted by
ated on future dates be
regarding the BPP.

up& editorials n fd any
%OW&4W4A At.4,a W 6 - .--- --- -,

results received will be provided the Bureau upon their
availability.

- Bureau (AM-REGISTERED) (Encl.-1) / . -f 2 - Los Angeles C7 . . .
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(4)f-1.970
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BLACK PANTHERS AND REVOLTION

By George Putuam
October 7, 1970

It is this reporter's opinion that the black extremist
organization, known as the Black Panther Party, is now
spreadiing its hoodlum type revolutionary activity to
the point where it must be considered to be a serious
threat to the international security of our nation.

Criginating it 1966 in Oakland, Calitornia, it expanded
its activities all across the country, forming nearly
forty chapters. And then, following a purge of its
members, it deliberately reduced its chapters to approxi-
mately thirty.

But again, it is steadily growing. Its hard core
guerrilla type members, with thousands of supporters,
are now concentrated in the major urban areas of this
nation.

The Black Panther Party has as its immediate target,
law enforcement in America. The Black Panther now shouts
openly, "Kill the police!" Black Panther publications
abound with cartoons encouraging physical attacks on
police, depicted as pigs. Youngsters in the Panther
schools do their exercises as they chant, "There is a pig
upon the hill--if you don't kill him, the Panthers will."

recordingg to J. Edg- ~0Hoc Chief of the FBI, tcsti-
fying March fifth of this year, "These are not idle catch-
words, because the Panthers mean business--revolutionary
business.

"Police have been lured into ambush by Panthers carrying
..out cold blooded assassination plots. Negro and white
police are treated alike, because the Panthers make 4o
distinction between the black and the white policemed."
Mr. Hoover continues, "The Panthers' ferocious attacks
on law enforcement officers are understandable, since it
is the police that stand between them and their attempts
to rule by terror."

ENGL OURAi-
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BLACK TllERS AND REVOLUTION -2-

But the attacks are not limited to the police. While
. falsely claiming.,their intent to protect the black
community, the Black Panthers have assaulted and
threatened Negro citizens who have tried to assist he
police. Nieghborhood stores are forced to contribu e
food supplies and money--blackmail, under threat of
Panther violence.

During 1969, 348 Black Panther Party members were
arrested for serious crimes that include murder, armed
robbery, rape, bank robbery and burglary. Among the
Black Panther leaders arrested for violation of
federal and local law are:

Huey Newton, for killing a police officer.

Eldridge Cleaver, on charges stemming from a gun battle
between Black Panthers and the Oakland police.

Bobby Seale, on charges growing out of activities during
the Democratic National Convention in 1968--and later in
connection with the alleged Black Panther Party murder
of a Black Panther suspected of cooperating with police.

David Hilliard, charged with making a public threat
against the President, November fifteenth of 1969. And
on that occasion, Hilliard stated, "We will kill Richard
Nixon, or anyone else who stands in the way."

It is documented that in raids and arrests at Panther
offices over the past two years, authorities have
uncovered 125 machine guns, sawed-off shotguns, rifles,
hand grenmle', thousands of rnunds of ammunition, wolotov
cocktails, homemade bombs, gunpowder, bayonettes, swords,
and machetes.

An edition of the BLACK PANTHER, the official newspaper,
cautions Panthers against the use of small caliber

. weapons, and recommends instead, a high powered rifle
with enough killing force to "knock the pig out of his
shoes" at a distance of three or more blocks. And tihe
BLACK PANTHER article concludes with the statement, 'The
only good pig is a dead pig.



BLACK L..NTilERS AND REVOLUTION *3-

But now the Black Panthers, who have proclaimed their
-revolutionary intentions, have called for assassin on
of the President and called for overthrow of the

government, are moving internationally and aligning
themselves ever more closely with wuch organization
as Al Fatah, the Palestinian guerrilla organization.
And according to a House Committee investigator, the
Black Panther ties with Al Fatah have now gone beyond
talking stage. The Panthers are reaching out more and
more for support and assistance to anti-U.S. forces
overseas.

The Black Panther Party is fast becoming a desperate
force tc be reckoned with, internally and externally.
And it is well to note that Black Panther Party speakers
made 189 appearances at secondary schools, at colleges
and universities within the United States during 1969.
And for these appearances, in which they have told our
students the ways in which they plan to bring down our
government and bring down our way of life--destroy us--
for these appearances, they were paid up to nineteen hun-
dred dollars, plus transportation, for each such appear-
rance.

It is this reporter's opinion that we are subsidizing
our own destruction if we allow this to continue.

Four and ten p.m. news reports, KTTV, Channel Eleven

I



UNITED STATES G.RNMENT

Memorandum M1 - r. w.c. Sullivan

'CoD..B
T0 : (.Ir.iC.D. Brend z(

FRaQi: G.C. Hoo9

SUBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL HATTERS

1 - Mr. T.E. Bishop

DATE: 11/3/70

1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan
1 - Mr

1

:.
AN 7

b) .

All

This describes recent television editorial

critica f the rty (BPP) presented by
N__"_W6_Los Angeles. COINTELPRO

s recn y approved abbreviation for Counterintelligence (
Program. s

As part of Bureau program, was suggested
by Los Angeles Division as source in te eIsion and/or
radio field who might be interested in preparing a I" '
counterintelligence-type program on Black Panthers.
Contact of him for this purpose wasepproved and he sub-
sequently expressed his willingness to present the true
facts about BPP. .

has furnished a copy of an editorial
entitled "BacPPTanthers and Revolution," which he re-
sented on his televised newscast on 10/7/70. " refaces
his editorial with the opinion that spread of Panther
hoodlum-type revolutionary activity must be considered a
serious national security threat with law enforcement as
its immediate target. He then refers to the Director's
comprehensive testimony on the BPP before the House Sub*
committee on Appropriations on 3/5/70 and using that excellent
guideline almost exclusively, he presents the revolutionary
and terroristic threat represented by the BPP and its

I leaders. He concludes with the opinion that "we are sub-
sidizing our own destruction if we allow this to continue."
A copy of the Director's testimony had been furnished to

ALL IFOPJATION COT gl op
HEREIN IS UNCLSSTFIEVL-C41

ACTION: on ss info* 11970

K one. For information. 2MU

JFM: drl_ 10 '
fl/if)
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I *1

4 - _________________________________________________________________
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11/6/70

rtel

To: SAC, San Francisco (157-601)

From: Director, FBI

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK P PARTY (BPP)
Bufile 10-448006 -- "

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
NEW LEFT
SECURITY MATTERS
Bufile 100-449698

ReLAairtel 10/27/70 captioned "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence -
Black Panther Party (BPP)"; SFairtel 10/21/70, and Busirtel
10/29/70 dually captioned as above.

San Francisco is requested to submit its observations
and recommendations concerning suggestions contained in
reLAairtel.

Handle promptly* AT. ,Tyr1 r-ype ?r'T.41tUED

ERE I ITSI'M- 1ASS1FIE

1 - Los Angeles (157-4054) EXCEnTwA:S no.
.OTHERWISE S . ."L *

JFM:drl ' -R.
To.... _(10) (' ( /

s..CA -- In July and August, 1970, Eldridge Cleaver, fugitive
- P leader, led an "anti"imperialist delegation" of Negro and

_ fite extremists, including New" k
_ Left-type magazine, to North Korea, China andor e am.

TAld

.O.[OV 18 197(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO
Gaway..._ MAIL MOOMZ TELETTPE UNIT[ "]
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rte1 to San Francisco
Counterintelligence Program

BlackNationalist Rate Groups;
Counterintelligence Program
New Left

100-448006; 100-449698

NOTE CONTINUED:

EPP leaders have indicated their annoyance and upset at
who mishandled a New York City press conference upon the group'a
return to the publicity-wise detriment of BPP. San Francisco
and Los Angeles were requested to submit proposals under
captioned program to capitalize on this upset. Bureau has -

already approved a suggestion by San Francisco concerning a
note to EPP leader Huey Newton complaining of oversight of BPP
in relation to described delegation. San Francisco is origin

. in Newton and national Black Panther Party case. Its observations
and recommendations should be obtained concerning Los Angeles
suggestion to assure maximum counterintelligence yield.
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Date:- 10/27/70 g

Tranemit allowing in I__ine_
10 (Trype in pieatest or.codel

Via RTE_ _ _AIRMAIL REDISTERED

*

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, 1 VS ANGELES 1157-4054) (P)

RE: 90UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAHA
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) 4

- ReBuairtel to Los Angeles, 10/13/70, entitled
"COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS,

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP); COUNTERINTELLIGE
PROGRAM, NEW LEFT, SECURITY MATTERS".

Regarding the dissension wbich' arose following the
New York press conference held 9/16/70 hbralding the return of
BPP Minister of Information ELDRIDGE CLEAVERIa'delegation to
North Vietnam, it is proposed that the following letter be
sent to RULEY NEWTON, B?? supreme commander, on plain paper
from a fictitiouspersqp with return Post Office Box in Los
Angeles:

Dear Brother Newton,

Though I do not number myself amongst your
membership, I am compelled to convey to you my
feelings as a blgck man who has waited 200 years
to stnd straight and lift up my eyes from the
ground. As you are aware, there ia's aubatential
segment of the black population in the United States
that, from the sid * watches the actions of you

- Bureau (AN-REGISTERED) REC 74 /E
- San Francisc6 (A-REGISTERED ***** ,
e Los Angeles

WH/gow AL 50tlTTSH CONTAISED ae0
(6) *gaEIS S1USt,*aeSIMIED

*Approved: A Sent M o
Spca.gn P re&I af new i.r,, .,G. ..n

U
I ,I
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S157-4054

and your comrades. You are proud and you are strong,
-but you are not the first of our peopleto pick up ou
fallen flag and continue thesetruggle. Proceeding you
have been both wise men-and tools, both men whose hearts
cried out for justice and those whose sole intention was
to line their pockets with treasure, and we on the side-
line are unsure of what stripe history is destined to
paint your effort. You and your rhetoricians may elect
to brand our reservation'and wariness as "Uncle Tomish"
or even oQunter-revolbtionary, but the proper leadership
of our movement is critical and it will not be entrusted
to foolish adventurers whose true satisfaction came not
from freeing their people but from tasting of the white
woman and being lifted by the mindless praise of masochistic
Jews who hate themselves with the same intensity we have
hbated ourselves. )

Though I regretted the lack of opportunity to speak
to you on the occasion I wish to mention perhaps the
future will provide the same. I woLd be interested in
your personal reaction to my comments though, because
your representatives here in Los Angeles display an
intolerable lack of ability to deal with our destiny
and would, therefore, be unacceptable respondents. Like
the majority on the sidelines, I do not consider this
matter of my manhood lightly and do not propose to publicly
surface if to deal with the caliber of your current Los
Angeles leaderabi4.p

To the point of my writing, oh September 16, 1970,
I was departing Kennedy Airport in New York from a
business trip and heard of an impending press conference
regarding the return of a peace greup from travel to
North Vietnam. I- attended, but the result did not help
me stand straight or lift my eyes from ound. Why.
was that self-serving honky dog allowed to
dominate the proceeding, totally I re ou, and deny
the Panther Party an excellent opportunity for potentially-
Savorable publicity. It appeared that the Panthers were,
-like so many black leaders and groups in this country,

C
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L"157-4o54
p(eof white liberals and you and
stood there quietly with your eyes on

the floor at: In your hands, and acted like plantation
Niggers. *When will we stop actingg like Niggers and
rid our ranks of the Scheers in this country

Performances like that do nothing to commit us
to your leadership or program but only encourages us
to-again eit quietly and wait. You have displayed
the potential but are-you capable of coping with the
responsibility?

Sincerely yours,

-- -. (fictitious signature)

ItLs further proposed that a similar letter, altered
*to criticize Buey Newton's lack of aggressiveness to the
aforementioned press conference, be sent to Eldridge Cleaver.

As is 'pparent, it would be hoped that a possible
correspondence could be developed between Newton and the
fictitious writer.

No additionaf"'action on this proposal will be
undertaken.yithout BureAu approval.

I4
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0 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
11/6170

Airtel

To: SAC, San Francisco (157-601)

From: Director, q 4100-448006) .- 17
COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL HATTERS

ReSFairtel 10/28/70.

Your proposal to send the anonymous note to
Huey P. Newton regarding drugs is approved. Insure that
mailing cannot be traced to Bureau.

Advise 'Bureau of tangible results of this
counterintelligence proposal.

CAF:sef ALL IP T(Vl (STAIPED

(5) A Ott1T
' REESI UGA37

OE~PT WHERE SHO0"-4 l
NOTE: OTHMWISER . '....

COINTELPRO is recent designated code word for
counterintelligence program.

San Francisco proposed.atoggymous notabe sent to
Newton, BPP Supreme Commander, criticizing Eldridge Cleaver,
Minister of Information, in Algiers,tfor "playing footage"
with Tin (Leary, the e~kaged convict from California who

v.is ardent advocate of LSD and seeking asylum with Cleavir
n Algiers. The BPP has published newspaper articles

g,-g-g- blasting use of drugs. The anonymous note could cause
i -- dissentonbetWn-N ton and Cleaver over this issue.

C-d NOV V61970
COMM *

d P-13N4& 1 0OL!9TELMTPZ WIT-l
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FBI

Date: 10/28/70

Transmit te following in

AIIRTEL

(Type in plmaI~z* wor.4a1 I

AI14hA IL (PEcrsvernan

Ia piiy
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: v ,/AN FRANCISCO (1

0
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

57-GOI)

Bureau (RM)
2 San Frahcisco
LS jr
(44 AI

Approved:

ALL INPWWMAT.
HRE~IN is U~

* e r to the People"

.. T...
12

ION CONTAINS l:%lp-
ILASS1FIZD---

XZCEFI muzs SHOWfl

Special Agent In Chw'ue

Ie

TO:

b

*1~~

a-c

N

'4
IjP ~

4.

opSent .- M

As the Bureau is aware, TIM LEAP.Ythe escaped convict
from California who is an ardent advocate of LSD, has sought
asylum with ELDRIDGE CLEAVEP.in Al er' and is known to have
travelled in the Far East with Inasmuch as the
"Black Panther Party" has pub1 £*earticles blasting the use
of drugs it is suggested that San Francisco be allowed to forward
the following anonymous letter to HUEY NEWTON:

*San Francisco, California
Date

"Mr. Newton:

"Dope plus capitalism equals genocide.

"If that is true I can't believe that Eldridge Cq1eaver
andI are playing footsie with TimO"Leary. p'Leary is.,the
greatest acid head and dope addict there is. I think Cleaver
like any other Black Panther Party member should take orders from
you before he starts associating with a drugger.

as Ab &0 A A 4VA d6 46Y jv A.ObFLAa
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UFO informants have never seen such material on
display at the Drum and Spear free of charge.

WO will target one informant to Inquire regarding
the existence of such material and if it is not available,
as seems to be the case at the present time, this information
vill be given toas a clear indication that church
funds are being use or projects other than those outlined
by the Drum and Spear at the time the Drum and Spear Press
was funded by the Episcopal Church.

would also be made aware of the involve-
ment of DrMan pear Bookstore affiliates in the Pan African
movement and the use of bookstore funds for extensive trips
to various African countries.

Finally, it is believed that the Bishop should be
made aware in a general way of certain facts in the RALPH
EDWARD FEATHERSTONE case which clearly show that FEATHERSTONE,
a former member of the Board of Directors of the Drum and
Spear Bookstore, was transporting a bomb ina car dhw by
FEATHERSTONE at the time of his death near Bel Air, Maryland,
3/9/70, thereby, exposing and exploiting the penchants for
violence prevalent in affiliates of the Drum and Spear
Bookstore.

It Is recommended tha woas

MBaacquainv ewitdesignated to-
pass this Information to n a confidential basis.

-' - It should be noted that the above can be accomplished
ith no embarrassment to the Bureau a .

MA-





A 'To SAC, Sacramento
NTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

B CK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
( IACK PANTHER PARTY)
1 0-448006

"As a lay-abiding member of the black community,
I resent a person such as a Black
Panther Party worker, co : o our town from
Scisco and being

and getting our youth to rebel.
Ithink t tshe should be fired immediately."

Insure that mailing cannot be traced to the Bureau.
Advise the Bureau and San Francisco of tangible results of
this counterintelligence proposal. /

I

e 1 d asn

~j~In San Francisco she has participated In the Breakfast
o r dren ro ram s onsored b the Black Panther V.

IPM 0 1BPP
ne paper article written by Henry complains that Vallejo police
murdered innocent victim. Sacramento proposed forward ano us
note and newspaper article to individuals connected with
employment in an effort to alert these individuals to her c-
ground which might de the impetus to hasten her discharge
It being noted that rdered fired but continues to retain

The propose anonymous letter by SF changed to show
Jinassociation as a BPP worker. Also, in view that copies

o BPP newspaper appear more available to the average individual
than a Xerox machine, SF being instructed to include original
page of newspaper with anonymous note instead of a Xerox copy.

-2-



Date: 10/29/70

TransmittffoHawing n

Via R

(17,. £toplm £. e' cede)

AIRMAIL - REGISTZRED
(FrtMSI7J

- - - - - - ---- ---- --- - - - - - -

Mr. Taqlr..

Mr. Iflt

Mr. llalJ 7J
Mr. Cyreb t

Mr. CgI1haa....

Mir. ountd-

Mr.

Mr. alt u

Mr. fCyas .-

Migs Ii..hncs....

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

:SSACACRA5ENTO(100-894) (P)

COUNTRImNTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - H A= GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (317)

Enclosed for the
10/17/70 Issue, page 9# of

Bureau is one Xerox COPY Of the
the 3?? newspaper. _

rKo py or Le Page would

)6 bureau (Enc. 1) (RH)
-San Francisco (157-601)(RMO(Info) NO 17
-Sacramento .&l O 7
1- 100-894
1- 15741566 '.S

eps ZU2cgpr1 UNCLASSIFIE

Speia Agnt 1l.rumEmi jR143-lb U Per
Cpea alce ni inawww""mPOpiw a mI no 0U - 004m" 014q

C;,r
a

4"$
Zz

1
Appro(164:a

I

Enclosed page appeared in the 10/17/70# issue of
the BPP newspaper. The Sacramento Office would like to send
th4. ar 'iinelosuemarked an indicated*t

ez I



100-894

sent anonymously to the above three individuals, taking
the usual precautions to be sure that the Bureau could not
be identified as the sender. The letter would state:

"As a law-abiding member of black race,
I resent a person such coming to
our town from San Francisco ing employed
by the government, getting our youth to rebel.
I think that she should be fired Imdiately."

Bureau permission is requested to make the above
three mailings from Vallejo to the individuals mentioned,
because it is believed that the mailing of the copies of this
page of the BPP newspaper vould, in fact, put the individuals
on notice that this individual is indeed directly connected
with the BPP and possibly eight provide the impetus to

. actually get her discharged from her position.

2
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tlo.1 i0in Fnri-clitec are con-
ceris-mti w:.e ar. e:1e.1*a. Ware

Wil .. ** to V ase t* A-et the CIty
of .Ailk,o. O'**if be 1avin a

cLS1fnltmnty mosTits.$ .. Sased4-:
Occr1e 7.C *"70, . - p.m.. 13:3

Filknore, W'.. r. ,c. We wiln.
also deal vith !.tr. ad Mrs. .'I-
Sj:' dseose the yr ad iauhter

ws ster.fped .said!ea by allihIe
:nentu; p-s.ta 4WX*e ss*cl
w..o ref:sed to tr.t her (as re-
p.rres an the DI.:* PatIer,

Stck (osm:::is* !-Nov. s Service,
ol Set. 1 19i.

Saturda.. Oct. 17. 1970
1313 Pilr..ure St

Saun Frnclsco

922-40q'i

Carol VT *

I Indoctir.a.
In response to Hoovor's attart

on our consitution.trt.lts,vede-
clare our Itrtendlon to redouble
our efrorss to mob lemniMhlljons in
the streers to forcu tho Adminis-
tration to eid the war In Indoctm.hhi
now*
IHoover claims to "c dlrectine

his remark*s-orly :*i-ceretre.
mlts." that t 'me .o1terlean people
know frm bitter exi.:rle.ice that
such .cCartt. Ire red *bltlnh *a-
tacks are really' nothtra but a
smokettcret for attAcks on the
democratic rights of allettl:ent
of unions, of 9lark:-, Ci.canns
ad other oressed nlroritle.
of women, .r4 of all 2rcthrs wh.
need to erill*: their constitution*
Ut rights to '-;4t-f teir.t't.
96 p1e in . r.erlca iscitr..nd
the Artertean people are also
painfully aware that *e "ecvre-
mists" to this saelety are :nut
these utem fhtI t t) have our men
brought home fromSjutheaist.%is
now. Wnst those like Mr. !looer
who force humdreds c tMousands

of men, .gains their w'L to kill
ad ate in a war w'ich is In

the Irest of neite hLe 1Vit-
Bana s# O@c1p Wno tChe Urele9 a

t70:0.17TI A0%:C1t51S Il

s numbers untile*e:*y tats:.!
IS W iDL'NFOROM In.*chima.

in his remark .Mr. thlove et..
presses concocn atv**.t the 'vka.
spread "dthrespeer for univer-
sities, **Iawenforceere r~e

point oat tat li *t'J4.*.r ire I't.e

Ulustenred With ascah cskto.a

Is because te a uuor amt!*t hast
too long adactloned Rp.', *.r
research :psti eetrtn

aadinfst runor:t osa te.:,. If
Amertc:m:Iae sort -05.rswt :r
the vriles a d Nclir.! e:%rd it
a .'emu the diete w'ere:ea q t

been **ted to.n Ord"ra :..*e*
Kent S:ote .ad Pcor. 49.?*!c!.k-

!.e been Ausea to tre.k stus*Cx
ad Lwco 0e ;lente an cI.. a!.

ter c .Ths itte re d ra.
presshmnpcretrated .*V loever
and th f.cos he refr.ents Is
the real 9,trenmim"i La.ierekA

.and if ' oerw is real!* -onedr
Ath Jtrear wpeo* for ast'.4rity.

be should retIe that the "pro.
blem" iill Wt o stay utl ie
and Nix'an an! .e Jut A.1 end
to their astacki on time tht.4 0
th Amerikn Nob isedl until

si the t. .are breqht Loue
from Ir.oIlevs,

0:IWI S A E U DDal"V ULIJ "'f.Zi 'oilSI 1V.
3710!1.4!! OIS7in!IO::L0 .\0;! :T0 d. (h foesCneto o cte
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C%.tha".iel Wwt. -OW:.'.a.l atliie; e t' t i tre. et .. s vxna ad a o.111br thc rint at the.
142.- %s .a-4 I . '5 19@II iUos3',.'d! r.!u.4st~rjele Dozruo.1.1d Caro: ?nne 'khOffers

4 :~k,..J .~ ~l~e~~' icitty snverm od~ no sfareIli -. '7via-Jr. for its
dge IN4"t F-rtue t"s130.0171) twt~lg.e . ilo ew4 to ,,cz a orse mn1 c.'l tr ~. T-14, iII1lj3 Ptq

vcar% of sto irrniuicno F P.;P !-lifttrt:1ACornt paU:.- vala.di* sto:qj.ror btees.-
.'e :~svh..ne) War ~ t. setat.U.. Rechaer ha'o no alper..1n-U. TM3 pvultr t the* Black

I from Naos StAt o M tts n.xve bvc to fire (4) .38 c.liher coposittin~tv vO.j triod en ' jringthis
Al On .Asi j711. 1970 AMnd i~ueu CCglf a x arIno a 31z..i4sue to the ric~ftcity council

£fl'.a . word it.11cire hornee mCLa peet -lth 1 S .tCk Or 052% e hv. t 'eszvanrc,? l;J In their of.
e mdltal Ut -at 21124 Fiorl- be I-ed or bxa.I!y IntureJ him,41.eit. fn'uinl vi. "it'.L;a court

b I Vale,4u. e.4t a result fl~in sinrkgier 4 ,fie tthe cVi'm. to he "C .;&3d here,"
dta IndAu.-in in the 'U.S. total ditereg 'rd thon-.the ila4 luavo yet fnitde.:ssI@ .%?.I l'reaueut
r;.ewja espeat the trm. &I- kr ocrrpeople. 'sAlleg~a ~!e;-jac* a, tt'e S.r5~c,% t*Ra.2u
fill UM. in 4end ultof s'ent'l t* %%*!Iolknow.- for their corrne?. "Pr. --,. WjIrr, crisc ;&t te &a-
tious frum, M94 t3, Io. %. h.inarsn-sem nt AM A-1.0 - t .wi rcvp.tc fr atore acity of

th tlern"ja of Soptenmtw gasnt-t slks. FThe :'.Wv . t 11C 1Valief1o. T. '?%fttv h ill
0i1 Ge.rpeW.11.0 5 ptS full ski'ppor ' fthe ralat,:1tv #%f-.,.ill blow over am! vch0t more

I at IFUflevves' a':on a: 'UCjJ ill hathi' milr" :own £e0M.1all will be i.id
Is&MI .UnM2s.il!ts goo a JacensaMare tlfrM4 avalrase We c-,n -- j; l:cosstA ~~dby and

We S:ti. van Wtcber.4 Ws'Ol1, (4Pr405.-acther. Na.Mr . Wy ill i h t apo~~~eccInt-nie ir 
wilsth h 1014 -A , nt -CA Wares a reslkaof S3.01 Fra-vi- pe 3j-:6.A# :0,!: t11wa ie U-

The police lootsiC6IriCo. klarwdlof9( eC4h er 3-iaurdie! .n. td. vvearsr ii*sIet ac murder
wee to30wv 0hiomP-lo by Uohte'.into :he nMoo. naw the 3'.j Mo'uit!-at thle sn('aof the

real of t1uw %ty that Ser. fofla~tniq 13Y eVen tilo.kfltValle!* Pg4.
Ronahl I 1~uo.A 39 phs came uaSzio Fr~as-.odriezL- %Loeny ladlIVIJls AMi3ogala.A

I oeraity, rwi4t. 'to"to rtes lwlela.rqhe killing. Ilustthe:, tions In &m rrapec ace ecoal.
OnftJO.11.a &cArvaJoft;ires n- CeW!@onN.- to loo1C !aet r-vW111ceolsd wlthv tr.'* 'Ware
t tIh 0 mmr.1 .Aa'A 4 %Il CrlisaA trr. eahch inctuted *:It t %vgw j -L t.thle gcy

,cJ Gto . -A~r. atteVhft. terlstOi' wre.:vid intovi- *fatv .Ut~o. 7.4 -w01bo lsavin a
lt it hu elad .21 a elio cation, to Nsar..,ss 111, the racist v~metn t ae. .w.~t.aa
I 0A eti~s~11 4M.Aj41cd VSUjv rat''e~n He-raid tewrpad- Octohbc17., 9701, .w 3 '.. .13:3

tv rtor the villo.Ge-ie Mpn r o me PIZ Recti'rierseem PUL'nre. %V%. PI. %.C. We wl
I* tolenwr IP?.Ineuj to weoiy of. hi's criminal acd Leithe Aljo deal %.it% ?jr. :pJ Nt. '%1q

* k 2-11 G41#4ft trifil ey.%P Of the peeO'le. rCutth~e iOP1 sn e w~ .se fiv* yeAr old .iAuu6tte
d WMO.If fis.th V11% Mg a3M hip tto ir.: o'. trick. was stor..ed .n.i Wawaonby a Wt,

IV; '', fosrS . En.16.0tc!: Vi .- it is. Wote -Anst to @ AIIo- meig.4 ~patict &m.4 K.'&,j3er~ist:
ft to rw.t. %,c..NJ andtiiS o s ai oit -About how "or son lu te*&used to *e g. Iee rst o

~ ;~ . ww skilli. se se R cnf&*jtqelia!t%, por"I 4us tho 0i.e.* ptntijr,
servcv r , %. . J w! h" toaother racist. t, tfl ve sgtjaeL Doz ommnf. Norm Seriee.

tlsts : s ae:J.1".1 L ths 0. Nusloonave V14 s 84 s e'~d to :10 on Sort. 120, Ir. Je.
sista ot. $artn. I0.: rate hAS"URA dthe caselRe totld her thier
1111 U0?r-*'s t - s Ot-02 b A Sh&A ? Aflc 1hi s ua lt~J*Oct. 114 1970

(-.rw .d .~tl. iv r t I lno '0"d(WIa lit n t 4,7144 oroto) 1S13 FUMn.'re St

3Aawso.t 14 or 1 0: The pot:*Aftd the city -of Val- e o.;'./. r,:i 9 1Ni18

.t111 4 oAll tat. Watetv Inr '4ei Careal 1-v';r

0 dE . L jE Of [

aittuc to E-rd ?W %Wjr in Vietnam
condvos.us 1. E&elat I io-.%er'o
"Ujjenu let'r to )C3e,;eS,ezje1t-t&
6s A hia3@.'3.tJt'Cnt': o -:!lefr-e
ar'e:h and o.g'oa4cIon to tle ~tai n

Southeast %S;A. Alttuough c3s ~teq
in sufejcaed rno vt~rIon of tia
right to legftIMa-e 1 as, t
Hoover's letter I 'ialir:~a
the millions of .Anuertcm, vwevs
harv i~ted In mnostIve. petful

Nixon's CrlMinil cr~
Ins Indochina.

In responso t% ovnsAfta-t.
on our constitution itr;,i.ts, v.e de-
clan. our Itatention t% nvdot'hhs
our efforts to mobilize saraalI-,% i
the streetsto force &-.be -4In
traton to et J the war Inlnrd*-rhv~ia

itoove' cilo'bs to Ie dlro.tinr
his V*matica- onlyn1 4P7 ",--
miltr.* hut A M&.0n.fnacan people

know ft'cvnbitter 'l tht..t
suclah ~ti. oreal ,AltInat 4'-
tacks are realfr nothing il.st a
Osmo~ve -1 for etacks on 0,0
demog-ratlCic ita of 31all cltent
of unions, of 1910?Tk. c.1tans

and Other ofepressad tilror'itice.
of women. ndAof all rou ". ulas
moed to #still*:* tir cano'Jtca'mn-
U i glts to C1114stfor their. t
fi. plus, In Arevlica.-iscloe. 'n
the %rrsen roopbe a# &atoo
palntull: aware tha tiOe cre-

mWss" tp this t wty ire not
these On fl;tto Ihave our tmi

~re.t home tflSsthouIst .ala
now, twit those Uke Mr. hoover

00s forc hu:,dnodsof Usouandst
of eveno i4a11it their WIL tu ill
and Wle In a war V~IM%18 Its
the-iterest of .whiorer 81th~ e g

S T a.IT -A '. I1 1.1 .1

NMytisi ad lICIuYue r c : thase

.iamesc,' irlm ua.sIf ordt.-to
"S-2e0t I. P-o111corn.f ejinr.n6

1M.% 8.tctPle frut'. is that thol
.AsnarnI cepftmpk-k-nl" all to well

wut j. tu ox woriqs'r.ui

tt-p, ano" tit-t IS e.=.Oh,* Why
they.,.znj -.". have t~4ea to the (
stret., In the firt pla.e a .trvIl
be Inrcfte streets &ever.lnvrea'c.
Inflrumtaers Untl e.'Cy t. .
Si U1THD.AWN iaOM I ndL'ci'0a.
l1e his remark.', Mr. Iwvo xw,
pice~es Concern Atw'.t thme'W1,06.
sprea'd "isestpetc' Ice univ~r-
shites. "Wruentforveinet.. gvvizvo
And other Init 0.i. V* WtwmuIJ
poln: oat tat ~If 'cvdem"AVe' (e14.
IlleWherteJ wire idi' le Ithe n I t
Is Nleeneus te.0 unb'ereeitlegha
too*; n'sanctiloned RC.W. 'ewar

-rese-'rA' noed l scrls'naun
42dirnst r.lnor:tepAtvts Iti
%qInCc0n4 hat* litt ?eM*c"(r.2
the pe lice &and tz.21 (Murd It '

0a o'eas's theto eaI us i4 o -

been o'.ed vs airsamnalses.4 en t5
Kent Minetit mdj itha tamdt tt:
have toe^a toed to tvrk abvbes
cId awcacpy 21ttnel In ek'%at-
to elty. 19Thiloecto aal w-

preascpcrowrated ay floower
and die foreos he Wnorweev"ts
thce real 'ueuti'I ~~e'c
and a f 'lWn is naU unrwa.9

he shmaii f~e e 41the "nt'so

b'.a 0 b*11

:''~..; OT sbin! 7 rj '614p ' '~I r
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fewbrousyport, Mass. Is atn:40re-

vo.. w 8ew Eng? d town as sacally

mc1.ssed of PeoI)b! einmthe WhTK~ite

king class. MOhrIlasit Saturdsy.,ember 19, Newburyport's Only
m* tv fewe -as that! it is me o
melysadl townn; surrouding

ston WSICia ' are strtoi t 11,1fo.r
ups flka t.'Hem Oent..*1,isdh.0
fe-ing filfa oitationaries. Last
UdaShousera."'6.0t04.m in

mking la.' * ntiol uasrd Armtory
n ta*1, 1utrds of rouds oatf

Mt-aifttea i mI f, llitavy
m**.: s.:ed a' to.cn.s .sad to top it

it * I e s-"o aqin a fniot
.b *idckauf tat. AfluThoeu11 t * nM o,

the weaPons of thep g arnyil, Al-
rifins. .15 aliber pisfo!s and .30
culiber snipcrfelirms, biut w.:re n't
abue to do s-,. The act waUVs OCc'm.-
plished in one fast men tlo aid lthe
h3rofs ecUPed capture'e and onte wpok
later, "law enforcen*.'es officials" arc
still scrafch2ing their hasds in wonder-
ment.

Ard arlthougah the w. o.1.6.vs, the -
sefue.;, lools o' our libewralion ire not
libe.rcted from Usae oypsressor, the
SufcceS of lhis atios canv, eb.. denied.

As has bee'n the' cose in iebenition
no'v,.neits all over the world, thaegams

and .avvs made by and for th . -
pressor eentuallyen:.te a in the 11ivs

o' the oI.r.pPressed. ve irmporlane, tie
smknot#.n people w&ro a :**omplise4ud this
act, obtained hiaodreds of rounds of
desperatelv neded a n:" sitio.i.Again,
past experiences has shows that wite
the giass ths**'ues crn be oidned
in ample supply, the omlaennition, the
bullets, thI.3 a gently inflicts dcath t4'on
our enemy, becomes ur?*y scarce. One
of the necessities of vet straqgle is
o.ar abildy to libnrate, stockpile, and

ppp flt4t*9tp# *f 0 9 1@ ^ *

As for the military personnet
records, they COn obVioiesty be fr.rt to
gnod use. Our oppressors niwt be (
harassed and intimitd'tedudy na*aI night4 1,
They must not slvep, nr rest, tlese
are the devils wo p!ot Ize genocide
of Black people. The National Guard
Armonry In t'w small l'an of New-
buryport, like other small time t qss
.urrotwading the Black colony in Rns-
Ion is de.4-gicnd to b' used against us
in the fascist genocidal plot devised
by the treacherouas inteds qftheNixon.
Agneto-Mitchell cliqure. It is to be
carried out by tho-se men udsesnanes
and addresses are now in the honds of
the people. Unknowe n mit.makers of the
fascist majority now aplaor before th e
people's tribunal and will be Jtdged -
occoedig to their actions.

This action is just oneofnyu blws
thich11 wil be dealt out to the o)*

isressor. If this action teas intended
It help end serve th people, we wtl-
rome their kelp to our jus@W.,Nration
slnugle against the Baby/ontk*

EmPire.
AlRM YOURSP.A.
Aichauel FuFla*to . 1. . ... P . .* . .



UNITED ST 'J.S ERNMENT

Menwra ndum
*FBI (100-448006)*

FRANCISCO (167-601)

DATE:11/4/70'

ALAJCK NATIONALIST - HAIT. GROUPS
RACIAL I1JTELLIGENCt
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re New Haven letter, dated 10/12/70.

r-ecor'd of rexIII on viellare in that county.
Source also searched-records for known aliases of
with negative results.

-had searched itre name of aeJid her Jkricwf
igh files'of his derartmenwtw"th negative re-*

(2-Bureau (1Wl)
N-Iew Haven (157-785)(Rii)

S~: an Francisco

AMI INFURAT ION CO*ITAIME

Ir RIME11 IS UNCLASSUflED
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memoratldum
TO :1RECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM C.CHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

ZUBJEOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

'- (SLACK PANTHER PARTY)

DATE: 11/4/70

Re Bureau letter to New Haven, dated 9/30/70.

Enclosure with referenced letter has been
reproduced and distributed to selected individuals.

A record has been made of the recipients of this
material for possible future counterintelligence follow-up
material.

The Bureau and San Francisco will be advised of
any positive results obtained as a result of this action.

1

- Bureau (RU)
1 - San Francisco (157-601) (Info) (RA)
1 - Chicago
JPM:PLM
(4)1*

'4-

*9.. ;dK.

RtEic 771
fi.

s-p-p. e--dpp

ALL 1NMfRJATION CONTrAINED
RMElS 3 I lC'.ASSIFZ
SUL" WHERESHOWS

.5 iu Zu1910
. BM

vyU.S. Savings Bo#dsr Repdarlb eonhAsPauvrell Sauisug: lMw
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UNITED STATE. GOVERNMENT

emorandum
To Mr. C. D. Bren

FROM G. C. Moorg

SUBJECT: RACIAL INFERENCE, OC10BER 22-23
RECOMMENDATION FOR 0I INELL
ACTION AGAINST BLACK PANTHER PAR

o *,'o

- 1-Mrs V. C. Sullin
I-Mr: J.P. uohr
1 - Mr. C. D. Brenni

DATE: 10/28/70 ads

1 ~soo"

1, 1970, Iv
,IGENCE'' f Z.'rA

T 1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson

I

To secure approval for anonymous mailing of
reproduction of newspaper column critical of Black Panther
Party (BPP).

V4tor Riel, nbo.ed labor columnist, recently
authored a column highly critical of the BPP which exposed
their viciousness including cold-blooded attacks on police.
It points out the repeated calls for murder of police that
appear in the Panther newspaper. The column also tells of
a proposal by a union member that union affiliated freight

I handlers refuse to handle the shipment of the BPP newspaper.

At the recently concluded conference of field
supervisors handling BPP matters it was unanimously recommended
that this column be reproduced and anonymously mailed to select
officials of .the .unions involved in handling shipments of BPP
newspapers as well as selected officials and members of police
fraternal organizations who might be in a position to enco rage
such a boycott.

This recommendation has excellent merit. Riesel a
column is outstanding and it provides us with an ideal opportunity
to bring the vicious character of the BPP to the attention of
many officials of unions who are in a position to give impetus
to the suggested boycott of the handling of BPP papers.
,Stch a boycott, if realized, would be a most effective means
to cut off BPP finances and ro .

The anonymous m ing of the reproduced column wiL
be done from various field offices and can bA d~x6t 9*fT full
security without embarrassment to the Bureaun 6 17

ALL INFOPMATION CONTAINED

Zr~x 0 14 eVEM1IcLASSX FlED

bHE:r OTHERWISEWIS* ~ DED-OE



Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
RE: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970,

RECOMMENDATION FOR COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
ION AGAINST BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Attached is a layout of the proposed reproduction
of this column.

ACTION:

1. That reproduction and anonymous mailing of
attached item be approved.

2. If approved, reproduction to be prepared by
Exhibits Section of Administrative Division in coordination
with Racial Intelligence Section of Domestic Intelligence
Division.

a

A

I

-2-

* V.- I * -. * A

9'

-- I - -
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ROUT IN ENVELOP

AC, Chicago (157-2209),.102

director, FBI (100-448006) -- &/

COINTEIPRO - BACK EXTREI STS
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurlet 10/26/70 which recommended Bureau
consider altering and thereafter duplerting a card for
annnymenus imosilings throughout U.S. *

Encosd is copy of foldled card rhich ves
submitted to the Bureau by relat.

You did not apt forth any views as to how
your proposal yould cause disruption, dissensinn nr
defection moing Black Penther Party (BPP) members,
nor disilusenment of BPP? aupportors. The ur#tau
does not b-Tievi the rdeption of y'mar r-cormmendetien
woull lend to tangfb~e re-sults and no further considtra-
tion is bsing givnn to your recommendation Pt this time.

lesion - .. -- ,

Iltdqua. (CA. -

(..I1mbas
t dAmp

#,pigd

owe ____

ALL iwofr1. ?!TW'ON orATNED
I1ERI rvUtiL.ASSIFIED
EXCEPT r;!YRE SHOWN .

OTHERWISE. -
f

rn
card reveals a drawing of the fully opeeidW oth of a panther.
Chicago recommended Bureau consider possibility of duplicating
this card by adding "the TVack Panther' across top of card and
replacing the inside folded sheet with a yellow-colored drawing

a kitten. No apparent tangible results would be accomplished
rough adoption of this rec muahdk. If proposed card was mailed

SBPP group, it I conceivable group could engage in violence
in-effort to refute'ths indicatYfq of cowardice. 11,

.- MiAIL nOO nrrPE UNTC

V
(
'p

11/617o

1 -

4 I
II t, JP* . . -- M- I m

Enclosure'
O .

1WMA:sef (5)

NOTE:
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :OR FBI (100-448006) OA: 10/26/70

maom AC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
.su-r: BLACK NATIONALIST ,- .HATEGROUPS

. RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RM.

Enclosed for the Bureau is a folded card with the
picture of a black panther's head on the outside which,
when opened, reveals a drawing of the fully opened mouth
of the panther.

hsenclosure was made available by 4

It is suggested that the Bureau consider the
possibility of duplicating this card with the addition of
the statement "The Black Panther" printed across the top
of the cover sheet and replacing the Inside fold sheet with
a yellow colored drawing of a kitten.

Should such be feasible, copies could be furnished
to logical offices for anonymous mailings.

A copy of this letter is not being designated for
San Francisco as only one copy of the enclosure is presently
available to Chicago. /

NO OC 30,11970

*-Bureau (RM)(Enc. 1)
- Chta~go 71A

PM:pas . .4 I4J -7AT ION CITpTAINEQ.
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Transmit Ilowin an

Via A .TEL

I

I
S II

Date: October 27, 1970
1I

(Type is pamsess or code)

fTO-DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

0 p: UATPARIS (157-67) (RUC)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCEPROGRAM
BLACK~NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

I.

Re: Bureau airtel, October 20, 1970.

The letter transmitted with referenced airtel was
recopied, using stationery purchased at a French 54 and 100
store, and was sent via French airmail on October 27, 1970.

Bureau
(1 - New York)(100-161140)
(1 - San Francisco)(157-601)
(1 - Foreign Liaison Desk)

1 - Paris
REP:CAK
(6)

EX-JO2

Ex -j .

ALL !KT0P34ATIOI Cn- ITAT13ED
M.EIN IS UlZ.CIASIFILD 3.

jXCEPT WHERE SHOWAI-

/cO. ~ 0//16~ .- )0///
/V.,J jeOY2 6*19,

(V
I.

61 NOV*1 Iftecial Agent in Charge
Sent MI Per
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4; ,4*.
FBI

Date:

Transmit

Via

11/2/70

I
I
I

* I
I

I
I
I

Type is pimtest or codel
I

AIRMAIL
(Priorly) g

------------~--- ----- --------------

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.PROGRAM
BLACK ]RATIONALIST -kHAT GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Petersburg Police Department on 10/29/70,

Subsequently, was stopped by the
St. Petersburg Police Depar mentor iving a vehicle with a

Ave tail light. A search of the vehicle disclosed that
w n possession of a carbine enforcer with a folding

stoc 1 was arrested for operating a vehicle with a
" ective ht andfn~ carrying a rifle without a license.

0 !it " flhan ^^^i.man~na@ 66 .m akd4aIs

- Bureau (RU)
Tampa
lp 190

ALm INFORMATION cor.TAINED.

Approved:
gent in Ct

*~a*~ *b. ~ 
-- - IID.C
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~the he would bring this Inf oration to t
of his sources at Tampa newspaprs and would see to It that
the arrest was publicize sca yI iwof previous
statements made ct t hat he was being
harasse dby the without reason,

*~i IL.4++6klftr MA-" 6

me at ioned
usuvia u naz iuw ia wuza not as
Interests will be protected,
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FBI

Date: 10/30/70

Transmit t follwing lin-

Via FIR wTE .L

(Type in pl.aipest or cod*)

IpdS."'y) I

Mr. Mohr-.
Mr. 8,

mN.8 CDT.

Mr. Ff

NM T"w

TWRwm,._
Msak H.4megs..
Miss Gandy,

TO:.

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

'-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK. AFRO UI LITANT-MOVEMENT (BAMII)
RM

Re Bureau teletype to Miami# 10/6/70, and Miami

local authoi.±e~s re complaint againIst

Miami bas main taontact L

J

U

tter In the
at some future

'?Ec-5Z.
EX-1i13

: Bureau
-Miami

P/Jgg

(RU)

ALL IFOiArrox COPTATNED
IIMEIN IS UNCLASSIVIND
ZXCEPT WHERE SHOWN

,~$ERI.SI.

-Special Agenti in Charge

/4 mammo-

WNOV 4 1970

-0--

___ ''V
Sent M1 Per

IL IL ~MM inT FUUIVMV$CW 2W@ 9- 40 4611
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TO

* PROM

SUBJECT:

*pl lop u'-i) ' A.... .....

UNITED STATES GiRNMENT Sol M

1 M r. V. C; SullivanMemorandum sr. C. D. Brennan
1-Mr. G. C. Moore

BRENNMA onL: October 19, 1970

.o G.C. HOO~\?

'COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1 ,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

To recommend approval of a counterintelligence proposal
aimed at disrupting relationships between high-ranking Black Panther
Party (BPP) officials, including Huey P. Newton.

Through our special coverage in New York City, data has
been developed of an existing conflict between Newton and Eldridge
Cleaver, BPP official and fugitive in Algiers. Newton feels Cleaver
is trying to undermine his position and authority in the BPP. In C
Panther discussions of the conflict Newton has aarently accused
other BPP leaders, including of being aligned
with Cleaver. I New York propose that a letter be sent from abroae}to..
Newton indicating Cleaver, in concert with other BPP leaders in th4?
U.S., is trying to undercut Newton. New York suggests the name of
one of three Panther fugitives with Cleaver in Algiers be signed to
the letter. Such a letter would further antagonize existing animosi-
ties and could result in the fugitive's expulsion from Algiers, thus
disrupting operations there.

San Francisco, at the re est of New York, su ested that
the le - be s ned b either _

________________________________ JOIi J ! '.r I I , 1P LPLIJ
a a ii iII FAE IN 13I.ASIFIED

OBSERVATIONS: EXCEPT MIe SHO1.4 ,

New York's proposal has merit. Bureau has no capability
for securely mailing the letter from Algeria. A letter suitable for
this purpose has been prepared at Seat of Government (copy attached)
and will be sent to Legat, Paris, with instructions to retype on
European-style stationery and mail from Paris to Newton in care of
BP attorney Charles Garry in San Francisco, who regularly receives

1 for Newton. Due to lack of ready availability of written signa-

sach a letter, letter to be sent will not contain a written signature
but will bear the tyed initials The5T8"drMTv.1 ll indicate
the sender to be escribea.
Enclosures - 2 - -REC-470 *r

9 7MV4809870.. .X. a 3m coMUrase-mif
* 1KVPEN -akv ( 8
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dum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

1 0-448006
F

ACTION:

If approved, the attached airtel, with enclosed text
of the letter involved, will be sent to Legat, Paris, in accord-
ance with the above. Deliberate errors have been incorporated
into the letter to make it more believable and Legat, Paris,
is being instructed to include the errors in the letter which
will be seQz.. .

iIle

I

-2-

iP3

v



0,

'Huey P. Newton
Supreme Commander

Dear Brother,

m

*1

iJP~y~py.~ -F..

In the few months Sebeen here I have seen
the conspiracy. And now that you are out of the pig
jail its worse. You suffered for all us krthakzz=
brothers and sisters. Everything you do is for
freeing all of us from the vnr s ructure. But
Eldridge is rapping with to
cut you out. Watch out for and the others
that keep oinking to Eldridgc about you.

You are the man Huey and all of us are for
you but you have got to watch out. May be you can
tell everybody that all letters to or from Eldridge
have to clear through you.

I'm having a friend send this for me from
Europe because I don't trust the Algerian mail here.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
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RO W IN Ei7ELO

11/3/70

To:

From:

*111
SACs, Chicago
EX-11?"'York (100-61140)

-SFrancisco
D ,REC-208

Director. FB1I (100-448006).-;,.f

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReNYairtel 10/29/70.

Bureau authority is granted for Chicago and
New York to prepare and mail the anonymous letters pro-
posed in reairtel. Take the usual precautions to insure
that action taken cannot be traced to the Bureau.

Recipients should be alert for any results
from this operation.

w

'1-

K

p1~

*- II I,

WLS:drl

MAILED 24 EXC P T WHERE S UI yVg ,J

NOTE NO VOC 19/O A&ZaMtA

COnnela vis, top ten fugitive, was arrested by,
Bureau Agents in New York City on 10/13/70. David Rudolp.

Baisets heehinben"umlng"inte"erPoindexter, Negro-male from Chicago, was arrested with Day '
and charged with harboring. New York racial informant has

.advised that there hase been rumblingsg" in the Negro communities
that Poindexter "fingered" Davis. New York suggests that

nymous letters be mailedto Ebony magazine (postmarked f
- cago, Illinoia) and Village Voice (postmarked New York City).
bth are publications published by and primarily for Negroes.
The letters would cast Ifuy.P. Newton, PP Minister of Defense
and Supreme Commanderas the "finger man." Suggestion approved

a co Ed have a disruptive effect in the black nattonalist
-V ldOand cularly between the Communist Party, USA- New

MAILcROOMPsumNrC2 Left coalition and the BPP.



FBI
Date: 10/29/70

Transmit th ollowing in

vin AtEL

(w' irina~intezt or code)

TO: DIRECTOR FBI (100448o06)

FROM:

I --

I
I
I
I
I
I

IC1*~

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies each of
two suggested letters designed to cause disruption with BPP.

As the Bureau is aware ANGELA YVONNE DAVIS, Top
Ten Fugitive was arrested by Bureau Agents, New York City
10/13/10. Arrested along with DAVIS and charged with
violation of Harboring Statute was DAVID RUDOLPH POI*DT
a 17 Year old nra CIO 'MTLL iois

advised th 03ee
of Brooklyn that POINDEXTER "fingered" DAVIS. This same
source stated that he had heard rumors that Ebony Magazie,
a weekly negro magazine was presently attempting to determine
if this rumor had any semblance of credence. Source stated
that these rumors were not confined to Brooklyn, NY but was
under impression Ebony Magazine was receiving similar
Orumblingso from Ghicago and Los Angeles.

REC-20., - -. :--*

C reau (Enls. #)(RK)
1' hicago (Ends. 2)(M)
1 San Francisco (Enda)2)(RN)
1,New York .,

* PbU'

~

iZ~i~A.
. IJM:ems

(6)
Approved:
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mY 100-161140

NYO feels that any counterintelli ence program
di ected against POINDEXTER would be supert64 a since
PO NDEXTER's activities in the Black Nationalist field are
nominal, at the best.

In view of the fact that there is suspicion in
the negro community that DAVIS was "set up", YO suggests
that HUEY NEWTON, Supreme Commander of the BPP be cast in
the light as "fingerman". If such a ploy could be successfully:
c- grried out it night result in disruption in the Black
Nationalist field as well as divorcing BPP from CPUSA and
Militant New Left groups.

For-the:further information of the Bureau, the
BPP has taken little or no activity in the defense of DAVIS
subsequent to her arrest.

* It is the proposal of the NYO that handwritten
letters anonymously be forwarded to Ebony Magazine, 1820
S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60616 and to the Village

S .Voice, 80 University Place, YC.

If this proposal meets with the satisfaction of
the Bureau the letter designated for Ebony Magazine, which
begins with the words, Dear Brothers and Sisters would be
mailed from a negro area in Chicago, Ill. The second letter
for the Village Voice would be mailed from NYC.



r Brothers and Sisters:

As of this writing, our lovely Sister Angela
la dishes in jail and her chances of freedom seem remote.
She a got to pay the man, right? But the question I put to
you is: Who did the man pay?

You know and I know the pigs can't come up with a
Black in a Black community just by driving around the
streets and hasseling the Brothers. I tell you that
Sister Davis would still be free if her capture was left
to the federal pigs alone. Of courses it was not that way
at all. There was bread - lots of pure cash rye - put
into an eager black hand which in turn twisted the knife of
treachery in our Sister's back.

Now, the big question is who? Who was the cat
who dishonored his skin and took the 30 pieces of silver?
Some of the cats in New York and Chicago point their fingers
at Poindexter. Poindexter says no. Naturally, he says no*
You wouldn't expect him to say "yes" would you? Well, maybe
he's right. Little Davy just don't fit the picture.....no
brains, and he's a shooter,

Some of the west coast cats are looking hard at
Brother Newton. Shit, you say, Huey would never sell out
to pig country. Be's a dedicated Nationalist, leader of the
Brothers and Sisters and a cat with real soul. Maybe it's
bullahit, but let's look at Huey a little closer. He gets
sprung from a stiff rap in August. The man suddenly turns
kind and sets our Brother free. In that same month Sister
Angela is among the missing &e the result of a frame the
pigs laid on her. What did Huey give for the sunlight and
flowers? Or better still, what did the man give sweet Huey?
How come Huey's size 12 mouth has been zippered since our
Sister's bust? Nothing, he says. Absolutely nothing.
Not one appeal for justice. No TV, no papers, no radio, no
nothing. He got five grand, so the cats say. It's enough
to make a man wonder. Wouldn't be surprised if Huey didn't
split the scene soon. 1, for one, will be most interested.

A friend of Sister Angela

*. .



* 4

Sister Angela is in Jail. Poindexter is free.
y Newton is free. David P. is a dumb-head and a hop-

h d. Forget him. But Huey is smart. Gets along well
with the MAN. The question is: Did this cat bank five
big bills lately.......a gift from the federal pigs?

Concerned Brother
st

vs.
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do,



11/3/70

rtel

ILW

To: SAC, Charloftc2 04J

From: Director, FBI (100-448006) .ffERSONAL ATTENTION

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
BLACK PANTHER PART (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

ReSFairtel 10/21/70.

I

Inlosed Ise r to be sent to
Ia a counterintelligence..

meas o p an e see o ou n enonueyNewton'stind
concerning his status In the BPP. In view of information In
reference e'Lir±*Jcepcerning a logical person in a position to
know address, you are instructed to prepare a
letter p nunwatermarked bo written and
mailed in a plain envelope to address as set forth
in referenced airtel. Be certa omat s letter from
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Letter is to be anonymous.

Enclosure

Io - San Francisco (157-601) (Enclosure)

JRLR: rrd .*
(5)

/; By memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan *
captioned "Counterintelligence Program Black Panther Party"

'.-. dated 10/12/70, it was recommended and he Irecto
TW. _ a letter be directed to

" -th posee o er to
1114ba on the mind q HARqeekpn :that his-power

le ease. C...

... *.ONINUEDPAGE TWOcm.. ALL INFPATO11 CO.NTAJ.V CT E
II -REEINISUNCLASSIFIEQ

-2 9iOV7 2 or(wt)z.

n MAIL tOOM TELETYPz UNIT[" *V
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A to Charlotte
*: Counterintelligence Program

Black Nationalist Rate Grops
Black Panther Party

0-448006

NoE CONTINUED:

in the BPP Is being threatened by
of the BPP. This letter Is being * * *=* *
Inasmuch as It Is doubtful that such a letterdsec * *
Huey Newton would ever be speeived by him. Recommendations
concerning this matter were solicited from San Francisco and
referenced airtel suggests that letter be sent from
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, as individual who would
logically be In a position to know address
departed Oakland, California, for T .Letter is
to be anonymous,

2'
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FBI

Date: 10/21/70

Tiansmit foliowing in

vn A IR T EL

(Type in p1oluez5 or tog*)

AIR NAIL (REGISTEPED) I

A*rbnw.ull

1

TODRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

RL M: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-RATE GROUPS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

4rA

I

46LU.& at ' Ia , mail v be directed

wno recently aepartuMW
Iogically be in a position to k

- Bureau (RM)
* Charlotte (RM)

1 - San Francisco
jil/ 3X-,

A (4)
Approved:

RE2I/0
iz !9r I70

ALL~ flUFPrXATWVVUA&'
WIeTEJ IS UkCLASSIFJR - o_____ i
-MCLPPT WHRZ SHOW1. 4 j ______U Per

~1

-i

I
4:4

ReBuairtel 10/13/70, concerning the forwarding of an
anonymous letter to

It is the opinion of the San Francisco Office that
continues to wield a great deal of power in the BPP

not through subverting NEWTON's position but rather because
NEWTON has surrendered a portion of his leadership through
default. He only occasionally appears at headquarters and
leaders in Oakland have complained that he is not relating to
all their problems.

At the present, NEWTON also appears to be avoiding
many local speeches that are handled at the last moment by other
members. It appears that he is contented with the arrangement.

At present there are several members of the MCCF from
Dallas at National Headquarters and it is suggested that *n
anonymous letter be mailed from another branch. Why notsmail it
from Winston-Salem, North Carolina and possibly foment some
trouble with a new chapter?

Special A9 AWnike dJPbr

vluI. I



as& Goc NoR0IN ENV-JL!UNITED TAESG .'RNMENT ' *
1 - Mr. V. C. SullivanMemorandum -r. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. 0. C. Moore

To : .o D. Brennan

FROM : C. NoorA41

uA'T: 10/1770

1 .
1L .-

Call

epg.-

r a - -_

04,-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

To recommend counterintelligence measures calcuted to
create a split between top level leaders of the Black Panther
Party (BPP).

We feel that above information is a sound indication thai
Huoy Newton is being cleverly manipulated by BPP leadership. This
offers an excellent o ortunity for the Bureau to create friction
between Newton and hopefully resulting in dissension among
BPP lea ers It Isat Newton should be made aware that

a subverting his party position. Because Newton is 5o
we insulated from ajub1it is felt the most logical method
of informing him of intentions would be to send a
Bura yseeingyfm a concerned Panther
toI

Closure ,-'
100-4406
RLR:rrd (7),*

)7N0V5 19701
ALT YnF')r2.AT!er Cr'?TAIRM.WWPI

ZXCEJ'? In VRE 5&3(Arn I

4,

SUIjECT:



ndum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
e: Counterintelligence Program
00-448006

The above counterintelligence proposal can be
accomplished without danger of embarrassment to the Bureau.

RECOMMENDATION: I

That attached airtel outlining proposed
counterintelligence measure be approved and sent to

San Francisco for their comments and recommendations.

kv -

L/ /'I,

.a2-

idIT5.

CA 1 14,16 0
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ROUTE Il- ANTELOPE'
11-2-70M

irtel

To: sEK4arlotte (157-6109)

From: Directot tF 100-448006)-%,2pt/

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Reurairtel 10-26-70.

You are authorized to prepare and mail anonymous
newsletter set forth in referenced airtel. Insure the
anonymous newsletter cannot be traced to the Bureau. Advise
Bureau of positive results received.

1 - San Francisco

JOI:bad (5)

NOTE:P(d-

&IfLa21 This is a continuation of previously approved

Nry/Ogquper ntelligence measures designed to cause dissension
between the Black Panther Party (BPP) leadership and the Negro

) PP40G 1Mr y-in1.Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Charlotte has
previously mailed several hundred copies of this leaflet
belittling the BPP. Informants have reported disse ston
tile ePPrb in W -

n__.- - t ose P members having been arrested on armed robbery
charges. The leaflet to be mailed under the anonymous cap 3on

& a .C . -' F i5- r-ea 9" contains the usual misspellings and
--- IEEI IS UNCLASSIFIEDECEPWHERE Ss "CSF. NOTE CONTINUED PAGE O

Now"? EHES1OWZI,
--- 7EHWISE.* *eI.

M93LN O MV 87jTele. Reem ......

Candr MAIL ROOM TE STPE UNIT[ ).
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Airtel to SAC, Charlotte
RE* COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

LUnCK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)00-448006

NOTE CONTINUED:

other errors and it is an attack on the Panthers for commission
of armed robberies in the Winston-Salem area;

or his public refusal to work instead of going
to jail; and the fact the Panthers are shoplifting from local
Negro store owners. The newsletter also sets forth that the
Panthers are attempting to create a violent confrontation
between the police and the Panthers and this will only hurt
the black community. Concerning previous newsletters under
the same caption a local Negro pastor and leader of the NAACP
in Winston-Salem has exhibited past newsletters indicating
he believes this to be a good move by some small church grouo
afraid to speak out publicly,- against the Black Panthers. This
is another good counterintelligence measure to drive a wedge
between the BPP and the local Negro residents of Winston-Salem.

f* F
. -2-1

*Jr

I



D*34 (Rev. .-2244)

I

FBI

Date: 10/26/70 I

(Type dn plaissess or code)I
I

Via RTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FM SAC, CJHARLOTTE (157-6109) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau dated 8/17/70; Bureau
airtel to Charlotte dated 9/18/70; and Charlotte airtel to
Bureau dated 9/25/70.

It is noted that the Charlotte Office mailed out a
news sheet captioned "The Committee of Twenty-five" pursuant
to Bureau authority nso wa d:and In t -

te crs noing a e consi erVi a good move by some
small church group who were afraid to speak out publicly and
believed that the letter would sway people who were "on the
fence" in their thinking about the Black Panthers. In
addition, information from the Winston-Salem, N. C., Police
Department indicates this proposal may have caused a decrease
in donations and other community support of the Llac Panther
Party noting they are having extreme difficulties in disposing
of their newspapers.

Due to the apparent success of this operation,
Charlotte deires tts continuance; and the followlnm proposed
letter tnder the caption "The Committee of 25" 1.o presented
for the btvrcau's approval:

"The Comiftittco of 2S"

. "The Black Jan34ls of our ndighburbood Svc
again shown their complete disregard for the liv

* - Bureau (R1M)
.- Carlotto ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN

TUG:rep SERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

f . ' OTHERWISE. 4f I

Approved: Sn e
Special Agent ia Charge sen- - m per



POD*S (Rev. *S-2244)

Transmit the(1ow

Via

9
FBI

Date:

(Tiplu p1su.t or code)

frvon'71

CE 157-6109

ofblackpeopleeby th armed rob of

are In Jail a rv
Ime robb vcomm~-e

STor a vycous armeu ro ery We-re the lves
o ny black people were dangered. They don't
really care about us as long as they can grab
something off for themselves.

who Panthers say have been
steal g newspaper money said in open court
some time ago be would rather go to jail than
work for 30 days. If he would work he could keep
himself up and not be begging from uc under the
disguise of the breakfast program. This shows
he and the other Black Panthers are just one
more slumlord we have to contend with.

"This group has grown so towl they can not
t. (get members from the decent peopTo of the

neighborhood and are now takinI n unks and
>sissies like_____ __ . It is

becoming a quecr us they want
our children there for breakfastt.'

( 

"Our contributions and buying the Black
Panther paper help support these lazy bandits
who refuse to work and than rob from us.
(Watch the Black Panther member when he comes
to your store carrying a package. It.has a
door in it and they steal from us by placing
meat or close inside the package and carrying
it out. "PFRTect yourself from them or they will
steal you blind no matter what your color.)

"It is well known in our community the Black
Panthers are barricading their house and they have
guns. They plan among themselves to get something

Special Agent la Charge

$*at - 2

Sent ____~...M Per

17

I
*1

Approved:



PD-l (Rev. *-2244) .I

-* I

FBI

Date:

Transmit the allowing in (Tm. inp1aeW or cod.P

(Priorsiy) .

------- ------------------------------------- ------- -

CE 157-6109

started with the police in hopes some of us in
the neighborhood will be killed while they are
safe in their hole. They will then try to blame
the police togain our support for themselves.
Even worse if no one in the neighborhood is killed
they talk of killing one of the children there
themselves and blameing it on the police. Be
alert to this.

"We see their constant lies in the Black
Panther Party and hear their constant demands
for money and we know they are just another
communist backed Mafia as far as we are concerned,

teos anti ralors o C
W people and support the growing effort to

remove these fools from our comaunity. Those Black
Panthers we have not named may be saved and we urge
you to leave the Black Panther Party now before
the wrath of the people smashes you.

"Wrap about this among yourselves and pray for
us and our work to free the black people from all
leeches and masters."

it is noted that there are misspellings and other
errors; however, this in to make the newsletter more realistic.
It is believed that the newsletter if prepared in this manner
will be an attack n the a therILIfr commission of armed
robberies; or his public refusal
to work in c;tsiio go nuto jal; and he fact that the
Panthers are shoplifting from local stores. In addition, i

e event a violent confrontation does occur betwccn the
lice and the Panthers, no matter who provoked it, the grou d-
rk will be laid for the Panthers to lose support.

-3-

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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(Type la p5abuca or 'code)

(Primgyl .1 ~

CE 157-6109

On receipt of Bureau approval, approximately 200
copies prepared on commercially purchased, unwatermarked,
colored pape; using Inexpensive envelopes, will be mailed.

The operation will be handled In such a manner so
the Bureau will not be identified.

IT me4 -M

Pont -. M Per

I
I

I

F8 I

Date:

17

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STATES (OERNMENT

Memorandum
FBI (100-448006)

SAC, WFO (l5741292)(0pt)

saycir: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

. 0

DATE: 10/30/7

. *.*

ReNHlet to Bureau, 9/30/70.

Referenced letter made available to WFO copies
of a leaflet which was reproduced and mailed to selected
individuals and groups.in the Washington, D.C. area.

Distribution was made by anonymous mailings which
cannot be traced to the Bureau. .

The Bureau will be advised of any tangible results
received as a result of these mailings, the recipients being
selected on the criteria of their involvement in the black
power movement or their prestige in the community.

A list of those who received a copy of the leaflet
is being maintained in WFO file.

Bureau
*WFO

:tdl

197
UUMEIr. is UC!.AsI1J1m.
EXCEPT WHFW S OWp
flTWLSZtc

j4 OCT 30~

:Alt

Bay U.S. Saving: Bonds RegSlarly as the Payil Sevings Plan

.,'
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Date: 10/23/70

plaluses or Cedel

.au (Pdeorsyii .

1-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: sAc, PITTSBURGH (100-15780)(P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE. PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -,BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(SAMUEL WESLEY BOWZE)

a~ had en convicted on
in LousV I e,enmcky, believed to be in Fede *U-
from charges brought by Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Division.

For the insformtInn nf th Rure nuy as be.
recently named ____ ____

Program in Pitt& 'urghandbas received some newspaper puD-
licity as a result of this position.

is also known to associate withm I= Wac son, Mississippi, who was arrested in 3/70,
In possession of marijuana and who has a reputation in
Jackson as a drug pusher. In view of his association with

Bureau (RU)
Louisville (RU) LX.,

- Pittsburg12
(1 - 157-6% '8,O - ' O 2

LUC/map
(7) CCT 41970

II
I

Approved:

**.-

Special Agent in Charge
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irteF to SAC, Newark
: 0UNTERINTLLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK RATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

100-448006

NOTE:

Newark recommended a letter signed "Jersey City
Black Panther Party" be sent to BPP national headquarters
criticizing cartoons in the BPP newspaper which depict
children, women and old men holding guns, creating the
impression that these people are leading the "army of
liberation." San Francisco fails to see any counter-
intelligence value in this, feeling that to point out errors
in the paper might improve the product. Newark did iot
include information about the dissension in Jersey City
in its recommendation. This aspect of the situation is worth
the counterintelligence effort, despite San Francisco's
observations.

-2-
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FBI

Date: 10/19/70

Transmit e folowing in

IR TE L
(Type is.plaim.ssi vsas

AI P. MAIL (REGISTERED)

I.

I
I
I
I
I

£If
TO: DIJET FBI (100-448006)

f~v I3
FROM: %Q UJ7C I SAN FRANCISCO

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

(157-601)

I

Bureau (RM)
- Newark (RM)

1 - San Francisco
LSB/jr
(4)

Approved:

ALL !NWORMATION COkITAID
I1MEIN IS UNCLASSIF1Z
xxcm'TWHRwnz sMl
PBEMSZLJ,

4 U

~7P

5s

OP Aw

semi M Per

VIs** (ntw .- 641

'I,

Sb

K!

(V. .~

- Re Newark airtel 10/13/70, suggesting the forwarding
of an anonymous letter criticizing cartoons in "The Black
Panther".

San Francisco fails to see any counterintelligence
value in such a proposal. If the cartoons do in fact carry
the implication set forth in reairtel so much the better. It
is our opinion nothing is to be gained by pointing out errors.
They might improve the product.

Special Ageat in Charge

I

.- ;?os/*

vlu

REC-75
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6 1 - M . * D. Brennan
1 - ar,( C. Moore

- Mr. 6 L Shacke

cs~

O UTE IN ELi VELOPE

To: SACs, Baa Francisco (157-601)
NwtorAEC75

Froms Director, FB 0-448006) V "4

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
/DLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACE PANTRER PARTY (BPP)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
NEW LEFT
SECURITY MATTERS

ReSyairtel 10/21/70.

R'7FPT vil~t1r IM10 -,

I

Take the usual precautions to insure that the mailing
of this letter cannot be traced to the Bureau. Recipients
should be alert for any results from this operation.

ASrrd/c ~r TV
(14k .~flI:id'7:ofL. ?

600,

NOTE: ,
1. nUlyn n*August, 1970, Eldridge Cleaver, BPP Minister

of Information and thgitive from justice, lend an "anti-1 erialistdel atlon" of Ne o and whb its 9 including
to North Korean )'Senam. eaver, o course, not r turn to this country.,

C.. leaders have Indicated their annoyance as was more or--- b a the "star" of a New York City press confetpon the ;
up's return. San Francisco suggested that an anonymous letter- --- 1postarked in New York City be sent DPP leader Hue P. Newton

atm". complaining of the press coverage received by USuggestion rft5
approved as action could have a disrutive *fcausig a

TVo. s" cas or ri develop between supporters (The New Left)
AIL RTELETYPE UNIT=

0a4

Wk

, /,tF

New York Is authorized to send the anonymous letter

set out in referenced airtel. However, first paragraph should

be amended to include for the initial sentence the following:
"I have Just *w* * w York and have read in back news-
papers about d a 'party' returning."
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Date: 10/21/70

Tranittheolowing(Type in pla asezt or codel

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Prio---y)-- ---- --

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

0.SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

"New York City- date. ..--

Bureau (EM) . .C
(1 - 100-44698)

1 - Los Angeles (RM)
1--. New York (RM) At

2 - San Francisco ALL IFsrorsTO?1 *coTAIN 9e
(1 - 100-60968) BElEIN IS t!N"T4SSIFIED

LSB:1ci EXCEPT WHERE SHOWNI1
(7) OTH-ERWESE.

I
II

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

sent M Per

.£06 IRew.. 6.22-64)

d,.

I

1'1
t

I-

I
)

(r'

I

.4
a-

-I.

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
NEW LErT
SECURITY MATTERS

Re Bureau airtels dated 10/13/70, to Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

For the information of the New York Division,
the Bureau~queried San Francisco and Los Anaeles for Counter-
intelligence recommendations because of the differences that
might have arisen n he N ' af ack Panther.
Party (BPP) over set forth
in Ndew York airteand , q ated - , 7_q.captioned, "Travel
of U. S. Delegation to North Korea and North Vietnam" Julj- ,
August, 1970, Led by Eldridge Cleaver, IS - Miscellaneous,"
and Los Angeles airtel and LHM, dated 9/23/70, captioned, 1
"Black Panther Partys Los Angeles Division, Racial Matters. "

It is San Francisco's suggestion that the Bureau
authorize the New York Office to type on plain-paper and mail
to HUEY P. NEWTON the following note in a manner that c
not be traced to th J3,;'ug,* . t. A . / A

%low

0

it I (/V
rly 46

Al
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SF 157-601

(7 "Mr. Supreme Commander--I think you should
know and may be you do. These big pig establish-
ment newspapers in New York has sure forgot about
a lot of things.

"No body gets the word that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
and the Black Panthers ran that tour to China.
They all seem to think it was bossed by white
mother country radicals. When that white radical
got through talking in New York, no body heard of
the Black Panthers.

"Power to the people."

.J

. I'-1 q

. .

* A>
-I

* S

0

a . I -
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FBI

Date: 10/13/70

IowTmmwwns

I~.

Via U

- ) I (Prwisy)

DIRCTR.PU

FROM:J Ob ( SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

j

(OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
Rt4

San Francisco would recommend that the letter;to
NEWTON be as uncomplicated as possible in order that the cover
not be blown.

This office'has had BPP deserters in the past but we
know of no BPP deserters who have sought asylum in Europe. The
,San Francisco Office is not aware that Switzerland offers U.S.
deserters the same type o; asylum that are granted to Selective
"rvice fugitives in Swed /(I ). /*/ ().' --. 2 ?

- Bureau (RM) R-- Q
. - Detroit (157-3214) (RM)I 4 OC I IVU AMT IsaxASOCO
2 - San Francisco _ FY 111HEin is uNdl

*LSB/jr -~ 5AV5rI wn~ uvuq S

t'9,ffu wup aw

I

~AIRE
ED

sen . er

Transmit l loigi

I

(Type Lu ptameATs - ..d

AT vMAyT

' i -*c iT~ g ntin Chorge

Re Detroit airtel 9/30/70, discussing the on sition
of .* ous letter directed to HUEY NEWTON accusing

of stealing BPP funds and depositing them ina n ered

a* n Switzerland.

In the event the Bureau decides to approve the letter
'. San Francisco is of the opinion it should be directed to HUEY
\ NEWTON at 1046 Peralta,Oakland, California, the National Head-

quarters of the BPP. It is not likely that a person directing
a letter from abroad to NEWTON would be aware of another
address where NEWTON might receive mail. San Francisco has
already suggested the directing of another anonymous letter to
NEWTON through CHARLES GARRY, his attorney, and we feel that
a second anonymous communication directed to him at the same
address would cause undue suspicion..



r '17-601
Detroit should also bear in mind that the BPP has

representatives in the Scandinavian countries and might
possibly feel they should be aware of any BPP deserter pre-
sently residing in Switzerland.

San Francisco also wishes to point out that it is
not believed logical for the suspicion to be set fort
the letter that a homosexual may be in contact with
on a periodic basis as the homo ave
to obtaining BPP newspapers.
is not involved in the distribu ion o acran
and BPP sources in San Francisco are aware of the number and
the destination of "The Black Panther" newspaper being for-
warded to Eurone. San Frnco

C
-2-

1,61I
0~. .

ji.

San Francisco is unable to furnish the name or
location of any hangouts in the San Francisco area where BPP
members might contact deserters and homosexuals. The BPP
members in this area for the most part appear to limit their
activities around the party's pads and community centers.



RIUTE IN ENVEL19 E

11/3/70

1 -

EX-1l2
SAC, San Francisco (157e601)

Directm Z (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (EPP)

Reurlet 10/22/70.

Bureau authority granted to direct
±1 4neA4 In v*l1t* en twho

1 - 105-165706 (BPP)

NOTE:

an Francisco
ri p n rmation that would preclude the sending
of su anonymous letter. The proposed letter points out
to te the problems the BPP has caused in other premises
and -ithd~cates that the Panthers have plastered posters over
a nearby garag The anonymous letter is to be from 'k
c a - r ty owner."

raw" NOV ? 1970 ALL INFORMATION C TMED
ale, EREIN IS UNCIsA

ve"Comm-no ECEPT WHRS SH .I
.. V.1970o s.

Gol - I InI Fry
Siine_)PCadyMAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNTO

(*4

U

To:

From: ') I ..

I
'I,,,

0
. - . 0 ,Ot .

positive results.

ABF:drl
(6) G
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UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

uNJFzcr:

DATE: 10/22/70

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRA11
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE * BLACK PANTHER PARTY (EPP)

It has been ascertained that the BPP has recently
initiated a new Breakfast Program at 127 Downey Street in
the notorious Haight-Ashbury Dis i of Ran Trancis o.
Invest* +... -

r--vi- of uie 17 -outh can Francisco 0* ace would
indicate there was no reason not to forward an anony-
mous letter advising him of this fact. San r asco asks
permission re the following anonymous letter for
mailing to If permission is granted, care will be
taken to se* athe communication cannot be traced to
the Bureau:

"San Francisco, California, date

"Dear Fr.illlllin

"I would call and talk to you about this matter,
but I am not sure how you feel, and I do not wish to
become personally embroiled with neighbors. It seems
that the property owners on Dowmey Street Lave had
enough trouble in the past without bringing in Black
Panthers.

"Haybe you are not aware, but the riack Panthers
have taken over 127 Downey Street. Perhaps if you
drive up the street, you can see what they are goin
to dc to the property values. They have already
plastered a nearly garage with iir Black Panther
posters..

"A Concerned Property Owner."

GCr. '*
./

(2, Bureau (RM)I S: nFrancisco
SBalaj
3)

d. ~ .

~1 to OCT 26 1970

XAj' lT PAL. %* -

- 9-. .'.. . . - - d - -

'U.

A

4

I.

if-

.9

l1w
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 10/27/70

FROM :SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157m2371)

SmjJecr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE--PROGRAM-...
BLACK NATIONALIST-w-HATE GROUPS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RM

Re Philadelphiaairtel, 8/13/70; Bureau airtel, 8/19/7?.

On 8/24/70 an anonymous letter was mailed to HUEY
NEWTON criticizing organizing for the Revolutionary Peoples
Constitutional Convention, 9/5 - 7/70, Philadelphia.

S OU s reaso

It is felt that letter submitted under this
program helped to have nd the others expelled from
BPP.

REC-6 2

2'- Bureau (100-448006) :* OCT27 1970
1 - San Francisco
1 - Philadelphia (157-2371) -

EHC :de IORMAIrON COhrAINED
R :NI rs3UNCLASSIFIEDZZCEPT' 880##~o

U. d Re wno= -*: *1

ByU.S. Semixogs Bonds RgsAry as thes P sr aings Phs

I
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11/2/70

1 -

To: SAC, Norfolk (1.7-464)

From: Director, FBF (100-448006)-b2p

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - MATE GROUS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

TTer io to
cause removal

fom ( .D. - m i 1/

- -tv') -/U '.
______ ( I o mJ4F

v.44 ___ _ CMM 31 X'
GOA.. _ _ T

d~ay M I OOMTZLTIPE UIT=

LMI310..

I..

CI~iI'

**

& ~t

.Authority to granted to gend the anonymous letter as
outlined In referenced Norfolk letter. Appropriate precautions
are to be taken to avoid the possibility of the letter being
traced back to the Bureau. Advise Bureau it tangible results
observed as a result of this action.

WCP:1Ab /.IV4
(5)

11a. The purpose or sucabaFI
iqg NO! members and possiblyca

ofaimi"

c 0rw
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO RECTOR, FBI cATL:

FROM CgaC, NORFOLK (157-464) (P)

susjEcT-COUNTERINTELLIGEN CE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (NATION OF ISLAM)

Re Norfolk letters, 10/23/6

10/22/70

8 and 5/19/69; Chicago
letter, 6/3/69.

Enclosed herewith are two copies of an ano *us
e% I ' le" 1r . o nd to** WChS

. llinois. e e er wi contain e ographical
errors and misspelled words. It will be sent in an envelope.
to the indicated address with no return address. It will
be handwritten.

The purpose of the letter is to request

1nl * *etc. If investigation
were conduc e* *y '*Headquar , it is felt it could cause
dissension in the Hos ue "sh things up," and even possibly
cause the removal of

has suspended several members of the Mosque,
both male ianTemale, for fornication and has frequently told
the membership what a hig ndar ras healleedly has.
Following his marriage to , he
bragged how he never even oneorissethey
were married "because the Messenger wanted.me to be pure."

no TI-On was tak n ontne Dasis or tna
theirr atte pt should made at

REC IZ
Bureau (Enc. )A(

I-Norfolk r.ranTINC' S

HAW:gfh
(3)

Nt"F INis UCASSIID
ZXCEPlI WRES3OWII

- but"et1te r.I ielt
this time through .

I . .e ..

SflCT~~7fl :

4 --. __________ _____________

N

I'

1'

:

0 OCT 2r-s 119711 :aft

. I
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64

There is a small dissenting NOI group which meets
in Portsmouth, Virginia, consisting of four members.W "
*e * refuse to o o Mosque meetings as long as

Since removed

in ~he has I~enunable to find a suitable re laceMent -Tr
hi" e current ____________________has

,already incurred tnt Wra-Tw~IT-tne maiTe mer-Merowais he is
attempting to run the small Norfolk Mosque like the NOI runs
the New York Mosques. Membership growth in the Norfolk Mosque
has been at virtually a standstill during the last several
years and according 0 o nformants, new members quickly become
disenchanted with

About three months ago,
had a number members sign ar n as ang o
removal of on the grounds of incompetency; and

It is felt that an anonymous l
would be timely following in the wake ofj

~~Le~nn~c~4 orfolk letters coi
about
the Tidewater -osgue.

2

e at

in furt
who ar

this time
petition.

he~r background
e members of

- .o

;. W
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r
fiuiammiad's Mosque 02
5335 South Greenwood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Brother,

Greetings in the
write you complaning about
Messenger's Mosque in Norfdl

not uto--ut..$ ...
not put out too.

AS-SALAAM-ALAIKUII

[ Allah. We
!in the Holy

gives us the life-giving words of the
able Elijah Muhammad.

ute s rke . Mosque because
I ". i he ha sffo rnnni k ated t 0o0. Why is he

Some of the sisters have quit the Mosque but send
their donations to the Messe 'Iwill not go back to
the Mosque because they know ad. Every-
one know 01osave

pays no th g or the support o the
works hard and must pay donations too.

got married and bragged to everyone how he never done touc e
his wife before they gots married.

Since
other good Fruit officers.-
The brothers don't trust hi

lan't get no
is no good.

Please help us, oh captain. Get-us a Minister who
is truly a believer. Help us. Send someone to help us.

)

-1 j

*OW*

dwr

liq moomw
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10-23-70

rtel

To: SAC, Miami (157-2414)

From: Directo J (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Reurtel 10-20-70.

Bureau authority as requested in Miami teletype
to institute counterintelligence proposal denied.

You should continue your aggressive counter-
intelligence program in your efforts to discredit the black
extremists in your division.

erenced teletype submitted a
gestion that a cooperative
be furnished public source information
0 furnished information to the
the arrest of Angela Davis. It is noted
hed no information to the Bureau regarding

ureau
article regarding ould be an
ested elections in or a ts year and the
eat benefit from thi suggestion. O the
ted 10-20-70, the Director concurrediwith the
ght. H. 0

RAREI.IS4NCI.ASSIFIED

* OO.-THEISE. * .

M

(..

Iqq I. I

JOI:bad

NOTE:

9 Miami in ref
o counterintelligence s u

simply l

Government that led toI
thaturnIs

r Davi s

aut or i yen since
--- £wssue in the hotly cont

l~i.p .Ca.. bureau would reap no gre
, formative note submiti

_----_ bove and indicated "Rim

pelI s

. .

14) 9 0 Mi3
sm..o:9- on, aNooth E LErTYE UNIT[]

1 -0

**J/
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. , * *VfoMMUNICATION 'SECTION

Jill;. VoitL.....

TELETYPUg

MR 004 f

IS9PM ENT 10-20-70 TDB m
Mr. ters.

TO DIR TOR 1119044886 Pr.LfrS
Mr. L' s -

FROM IAMI 157*2414 3P hilva Gady-

QUNTERIATELLIGENCE PROGRAM, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE, DISRUPTIO

OF HATE GROUPS. c-

THE FOLLOWING COUNTERINTELLIGENCR PROPOSAL RELATING

TO THE APPREHENSION OF ANGELA DAVIS IS RECOMMENDED IN AN

.ATTEMPT TO DISCREDIT AS A LEADING BLACK

MILITANT IN THE MIAMI AREA.

. COVERTLY, HE HAS BEEN

LESS ACTIVE IN HIS BLACK NATIONALIST ACTIVITIES DURING THE

HOWEVER, AFTER

IT IS ANTICIPATED HIS OVERT ACTIVITIES WILL INCREASE.

IN THE PASTv ITHAS BEEN RUMORED AMONG BLACK NATIONALISTS

AND NEW LEFT GROUPS THAT MAY BE A "GOVERNMENT

AGENT*RE-15
NEWS ARTICLES RELATING TO THE ARREST OF DAVIS

REPORTED A YOUNG BLACK MILITANT PILOT WAS PREPARifdN 81#,.p 1 1

END PAC ONE
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
REREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDI
ECEPT? WHERE SHOWN .
OTHERWISE.

.. ... - **0IRE

Lo1

EE*

I



PAGE T

FLY DAVIS FROM MIAMI TO CUBA.

111 THERE APPEARS

TO BE O BASIS FOR SUCH A REPORT AND THIS APPEARS TYPICAL

OF A RUNOR MAY HAVE INITIATED HIMSELF TO ENHANCE

HIS POSITION IN THE MILITANT COMMUNITY.

BUREAU AUTHORITY IS REQUESTED FOR THE MIAMI OFFICE

1110 INITIATE CONTACT WITHggggggg iigggg

TO ENCOURAGE HIM TO PREPARE AN

ARTICLE USING ONLY PUBLIC SOURCE INFORMATION WHICH WOULD

IMPLY MAY HAVE BEEN THE GOVERNMENT INFORMANT

WNO FURNISHED INFORMATION LEADING TO THE APPREHENSION OF

I.DAVIS. THE BUREAU IS AWARE OF AND THE COOPERATION

HE HAS EXTENDED TO THE.BUREAU IN THE PAST. IT IS NOTED

THAT

a

U

0 o . .W . a

C

(7

THE PAST, H HAS COOPERATED WITH THE MIAMI DIVISION

AND HAS PROVEN TO BE VERY RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY. HE

END PAS(TWO

0W

I

I

I



MN157414
PAGE 1TEE
HAS NEVER DIVULGED THE BUREAU AS A SOURCE OF HIS INFORMATION.

* :IN THIS ARTICLE,

SSENTATIVES OF A MILITANT BLACK GROUP FROM OUTSIDE FLORIDA

ARE IN THE MIAMI AREA ATTEMPTING TO DETERMINE WHO WAS

RESPONSIBLE FOR FURNISHING INFORMATION TO THE FBI THAT

LED TO DAVIS' APPREHENSION.

IT IS NOTED THAT THERE NAVE BEEN NUMEROUS ARTICLES IN

MIAMI PAPERS AND THE NATIONAL PRESS WHICH REFLECT CONSIDERABLE

-INTEREST IN DETERMINING THE SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION THAT

LED TO DAVIS' ARREST. THIS WOULD INDICATE MEMBERS OF THE

PRESS ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH THE EXPLANATION THAT DAVIS*

ARREST RESULTED FROM EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION CONCERNING

THE AUTOMOBILE WHICH WAS IN HER POSSESSION.

MIAMI FEELS CONFIDENT THAT THIS PROGRAM VITH

VILL BE HANDLED ON A STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL BASIS AND WILL

NOT RESULT IN ANY EMBARRASSMENT TO THE BUREAU.

END
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

. October 20, 1970

Attached relates to Miami counter-
intelligence suggestion that a cooperative
staff writer for "Miami Herald" be
furnished public so re Information
implying that __ _ __ __furnished
information to Government that led to
arrest of Angela Davis.
furnished no information re vis.

If you agree, Miami being advised
Bureau authorit denied since article
regard uld be an issue
in the hot y contest elections in
Florida this year and Bureau would reap
no great benefit from this suggestion.

JOI:bad kL
/0000

AA
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S *nerk (100-40136)

3) (ector TO! (I004499)
l

COIXTrLPr.O -NEW LET

U

I Newark (100-49t354) ALL ro.1.1MRC(~rT?.hI '
I hEEIN 75 U1fCLASSVID V-

1JW 00m*448003 EXCEPT WHRE SHUJ-'N
OTHZ~kISE-46 U

JEK:Iitb 1!'''1- OhRWS.U

U !~(A 3J~jUL!PTE YELLCPVEIIT AO'i

, 1.')

1 1~G

t Ii
3.N.Zairtal 10/16/104

Bureau appreciatesyour efforts under the
Counterimtel1rewne Program. ffowver, Nwrk should

conx14ar nwetb log diftforest from the suggested Item
submitted in ref enced airtel. Your mubutasina by
eirtel cup tiono f-ountoriptelligone Prcran, Black
N2 ttions I Aqtmfla to-o4apaq. 3Aii.1lT6t6111encelBMuck

VAi0i1i59W. Party (3PP)g" In quit* similar sad uou'e applicable
for wav in the 13PP Counterintelli Some Props.. Bwevrau
aIrtel 10/20/70 approved SXvrk'e proposal x*t out In

NIartel 10/13/70,

Xowark reort datod 9A/18/0 euptlaod "Students
for a D~socratle Society, 18 - $03; Sedition" stated that
nmO DS activity Is reported to the Newrk, Now Jersey,
area. Wowaver, youir uubuissioa lareferenced airtel IndIcated
that the haadwrrl ttta letter to be mst to the UPP would be
signed by "Newark S.0 tweau fools that Maiswe Id bay@
little apat or camm no disuption Is UP? beadquartre,

Jerve C wJerseyl O -articlewir27 wineeon (Oateber IS,

4 il~p Nufw he Weathersan faction an4 that the Weatherman
faction had split Off fro MOBP.ouleo claimeed that
hils group wasn opposed to recent *Review of 8D3
report sent ioued above froe your office Indicatre that only
Worker Student Alliance chaptera are 1preent in the State
of Now Jersey*

Wevark should recouuxider a 5ubtalVetoU under
CaisteIrro aimed at disrupting present rzfn elepters of 8V-11

ILSA to the State of Nowv Jersey,,
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Letter to Newark
New Left

Newark submitted Cointelpro suggestion which was
based upon a cartoon In "The Black Panther," Previously
under Cointelpro of the Black Panther Party, Newark submitted
a similar suggestion. however, it was to be sent from
Jersey City,BPP headquarters to national VP headquarters,
Oakland, California. Suggestion subitted under Cointeipro-
New Left most likely would be discarded by SPP and have little
disruptive force against SDS.
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FD-38 (Rev. 622-04)

FBI

Dote: 10/7/70

Transmit i following an

Via AEL

(Type in ptmaiezciaer code)
I

5I -(Piortsy)if

--------- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- L-----

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

proposal.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SACS NEw YORK (1oo-1614o)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

419

yf( .
Enclosed herewith is the following counterintelligence

LO

's consi-

to inquire what was new.
saa e a een- arguing all night w wo :

eved referring to HUEY P. NEWTON an
mmented that he was try n to help
they" were trying to put up aga the wall.

retorted that 'toey" were ying to putt u
Winst the wall as 1. said the di *TW ed
night but it is still not eoly and wants to
discuss the matter fu tha with

(bureau (Ends. 2:
2 an Francisco (Ei
ifew York

If 'C:ems
(6)

)(RM)
1 OCT <WS

Agent in Charge
Sent M Per

a envLma.. namm. Ornvs .3se0 - sW4a ss)

'I
I
I
I

I
I

ible

all

LO~

0

deration and is set out as follows:

0101
I

1REC 2f
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.NY 100-1611140

Continuing that MMUE MONfwa~i C to thal Wraizy woman

ein bk. said "they eVep
ELDRIDGE's (CL ) a ude towards and other
party people. said he can never u t's on
ELDRIDGE's min because he nevers comes out with anything
"plain and simple". I

then stated that.BBY'(NEWTON) was uptight last
night be u e ELDRIDGE called and asked for him and it seemed
as if he was overriding HUEY's position and authority in the
Party. indicates that this, is one reason why HUEY has
not peii itled him to go over there (Algiers).

.n then said "I don't have no conspiracy going
. with ELRIDGE". retorted that someone has to straighten

out all this "ma s.
w.

The NY0 believes that the proposal may bear fruit
because it would appear that HUEY P. NEWTON is apparently
unstable and suffering some sort of complex. His instability
was set fnrth hv

4 r

cause NY
v-oy- -

Concerning the proposal the NYO believes that the
-1111A km khnvA wvend gb&n 4Pd@ man a n vA &adrmaA L..

Ist i hoped that if nothing more is accomplished the
peter writer would be thrown out of his sanctuary in

Algiers and possibly result in his apprehension.

C
-2- * *

'

S

Igoo

cip.inounu nuiu Io wason a parK uencn aU.L n:
Panthers did not show the proper rese *r
-Commander on a recent visit toMNY.



NY 1004161140

ituis suggested that the letter be mailed from
Aeiers through cooperation of CIA. F

* .The San Francisco Office is requested to advise the
most logical address for NEWTON in California. It is believed
that addressing the letter to NEWTON at National Headquarters
of the BPPm ight result in its being intercepted and not
given to NEWTON.

P

I:

-3-o
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i
PROPOSAL

H . Newton
Supreme Commander

Dear Brother,

It pains me to have to write about this conspiracy.
I know how you have suffered for the Party, your every
breathing moment is dedicated to all our brothers and sisters,
but there are renegades rampant dedicated to isolate you from
your rightful position as our beloved leader,Here abr ad
Eldridge and his close advisors in consort wit.

and others in Babylon are conspiring to se p,
W away your leadership and make you our "Impotent Commander".

Huey, we love you but fear, not for your life, but
fear what will happen in Babylon once they wrest from you all
your power.

Look out for and others who keep oinking
to Eldridge about you. * M rders be issued that any
correspondence to Eldridge be cleared through you.

Power to the People

Signed4

U

I'' *~'*i~

*qo9
coI6 .)'/,
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Aitelto Legat, Paris
ERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BCK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
(ACK PANTHER PARTY) F

1 _-448006

Legat, Paris, should advice the Burenu, Ne" York.
and San Francisco when the above has been accomplished. All
recipients should advise the Bureau of positive counter-
intelligence benefits derived from this action.

NOTE:

See memorandum G. C. Moore to C. D. BrennAn
dated 10/19/70, captioned as above, prepared by PEN:vk.

-2-
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FBI

Date: 10/12/70

Transmit e following an

Via IRTEL

(lpipa loiluci of- .e.

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) ,

I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.I1. U
I
I
i

FROM: ( $AN FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

RelYairtel proposing a letter directed to HUEY
NEWTON from Algiers, Algeria.

San Francisco- signed
b 14PP

mem ers In glier re in requen e ep onic con ac with
National Headquarters in particular is on the phone-
frequently. It is el -'* at it would be a simple matter
for NEWTON to ask directly if he had forwarded

, but he may ave to make such an inquiry of
through another person and might hesitate to o so.

San Francisco does not believe that either
would be in a position to know JEWDTON's residencP "

ey would'surely know of NEWTON's close association with
CHARLES GARRY, the BPP attorney. It is therefore suggested
that the proposed letter, if approved, be directed to #UEY
NEWTON, c/o CHARLES GARRY, 341 Market Street, San Francisco,
California 94111.

REG 23 I,()

Bureau (RM)
-New YOrk (100-16140) (RI N*

- San Francisco
B/jr

r ) ALL INFORMATION
NEREIN IS UNCLA

4 o'r IPJg10

I CONTAINED
S6IFIED n t

~~all

i ............

OTHER
. Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

WIewow

i t.r____
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Out wrn (a Opp) u..ms

. UNITED STATES Go*RNMENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI (loo-448oo6) DATE: 10/21/TO

( ) SAC, BOSTON (157-531)

UBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

The 10/10/70 edition of the Black Panther newspaper
on page two contained an unsigned article captioned, "Boston
Pig Killed During Bank Holdup."

The article referred to the fatal shooting of Patrolman
WALTER SCHROEDER, Boston Police Department, who was gunned down
when he responded to a bank robbery alarm at the State St. Bank

.. on 9/23/70. The above-mentioned article referred in glowing
terms to the death of the "criminal pig" by name, stating he

was nothing more than a lackey who stood in the way of the
oppressed during a justifiable act of reclaiming what was
theirs. This article was unsigned but was contributed by the
Boston Chapter, BPP.

The fatal shooting of Patrolman SCHROEDER received
voluminous publicity in the Boston area and throughout the
nation. Much sympathy for the patrolman's widow and nine
children was in evidence and several trust funds were set up
for them and contributions were noted from people throughout
the country and from all walks of life.

An article in the Boston Sunday Herald of 10/11/70
contained a reprint of the above BPP newspaper article.
Reaction to this latter article, according to Boston Office

$5 sources, has been very unfavorable to the BPP and there is
little doubt that the BPP article has incurred the wrath of
most citizens.

M 64In view of the above, it is suggested that as a
counterintelligence move in similar situations, friendly
news sources be contacted to disseminate similar BPP newspaper
articles on a selected basis which are certain to arouse
( isosity toward the BPP. It is contemplated that such

tions could result in the curtailment of BPP speaking -
gagements as well as a reduction in financial contributions

to the Party, thereby creating a serious problem for the BP

21 Bureau (RM) ' , -

1 Boston 14 OCT 23 1970 a*EH:maf

I 19VZ U.S. Sa;vings Bends Residari;e 571rffYl~f~a

O
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UNITED STATES 6 _ RNMENT

Memorandum
.4

To D R, FBI (100-448006) a :10/20/70

C. PHOENIX(105-2544) (P)

$U JEMCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

In connection with above-captioned program, the
following is set forth:

1. Operation Under Consideration

None,

2. Operations Being Effected

None.

I

i2,- Bureau (RM)
2 - Phoenix

RJM:gjk
(4) f!EC- 76 /

59NOV 31970

4OC[ .I41

ELCE-'T MOMEREo5IlI
OTHF2RW1sE,

(1 'LLT

BA~v U.S. savinrg, B~iedpla.7 exathe Poyvil Siviffs Pien

.1

I

~I(f

Pr

A

3. Tangible Results

None.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None,
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UNITED STAT9OVERNMENT

Memorandum

*SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, TBI (100-448006) DATm: 10/21/70

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157.601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS

RM INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau letter, dated 6/16/70 0 ng
this of se

f " osT o ousiny
on y con ra y mem ers of the Black Panther Party

(BPP).
I

2 - Bureau (Rif)
1 -San Francisco

:1cy:1

S T I I./ ..

~ -- -

* OCT ~ *

2
AV'

*1~ ~ 9.

9

paso advlsedrthaaETE rrFposters had been removed
rom the premises of 115 Westpoint Road in the Hunters

Point Housing authority, and at present it is his opinion
that the BPP Liberation School and breakfast Propram are
no longer in existence in that area, and the OPP is ap-
parently not utilizing any of the Hunters Point apartments
as a pad.

I

St

II

Li
mm I

op ALL 1IEFORMATIOP Cfl!TAISD#
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FBI

Date: 10/13/70

Transmit e following in
lo" (Type dA pliasess or eded

Via IRTEL AIR NAIL (REGISTERED)

TOo -------------------------------------

Ca &i% L*'qq-uDVVQI

FROM: FA SANPRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -IBLACK PANTHER PARTY
I

Re New Haven letter 10/8/70.

0

In the even SEALE suale to receive these

unications or in the event the Bureau feels that this type

Bureau (RM)

I- New Haven (157-685)(RM)AshanxAao uT1D

a74,kan Francisco WVEREI IuS UNSIFE* -. .Z t X -

Approved:

OTHERWISE.

SentMP

.4

* 4

90C

San Francisco agrees with New Haven that it would be

timely to mail an anonymous letter to SEALE but we have been

under the opinion that such a letter would not be delivered to

SEALE.

The letter proposed by New Haven and signed

isihardliannn mus iilasmuch as this ilhlllil-known alias

of He is also

quite 3LIterate.

It is suggested that New Haven contact State Jail at

Montville and ascertain if anonymous communications or letters

from correspondents not approved would be delivered to SEALE.

In the event SEALE could receive such material San Francisco

will make further specific recommendations.

Special Agent in Charge

610116 (flter, b*CP*64) -

&%# UP

-MEW--



f157-601

of harassment while incarcerated may jeopardize his prosecution
on State or Federal cliarges San Francisco will prepare an
anonymous letter to him and not mail it to SEALE but send a
copy to rid Oakland, California.

U
.9. . . . .. .

IT
I
4

.. .- g(l.w
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UNITED STATES O(9 RNMENT

Memorandum
D ,FBI (100-448006)

SEATTLE (157-721) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATEGROUPS
RACIAL INTeLLIGENCE
(BLACK PA4TIER PARTY - BPP)

s

DATR: 10/15)/70

47r
it.'*p

Re New Haven letter to Bureau, 9/30/70.
I

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

None.

i

')2e'. /'00e

- =m- mom

e Bureau (REG)
- Seattle
R:cMf

/

ALLI M1rJAT?,'C'TA1I1.S OCT 21 1970
HUEEN IS UNIASSJFUk
ZXCEPT WHERE SI1'dNq
0TERWlSI.

Bay U.S. Saving Bends Reglary on the Payrll Savings Plas

- I

TO(

1,

T 61-

A

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

Seattle has initiated the recommendation as
included in above referenced letter from New Havem
Anonymous mailings have been sent to several individuals
involved in racial matters in the Seattle area.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

The mailing as cited above was conducted
October 7, 1970, and there were no known tangible
results of this operation to date.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

The next monthly letter will be submitted by
November 15p 1970.

Ar

I

"r.o. A /a %J F-

af-, A, po/rj
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10/20/70

tel

To: SAC, Newa (100-49654)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtel 10/13/70.

Your counterintelligence suggestion is approved.
Insure that in the implementation of this suggestion the
material cannot be connected to the Bureau.

I
Advise the Bureau of any results of this counter-

intelligence operation.

CEG:amk a,
(6)

NOTEI

call I 10C1 2 019 701 AL
r~wd fAUl

Gat. Comm-n-

440d~v M I 30M= TELMPE UNT=

vI
TNFORMATION CONITAINIED
a is UCLASSLFIED, I
CPI WW SHOV#oi'~
RUISE.

.~II I.

A)

pa I

U

- - a I -

0 w

Newark noted that in one recent issue of "The
Black Panther" newspaper a woman, a boy and an old man
were depicted holdinglweapons. Newark proposes that it send
a letter to BPP Beadquarters in Oakland, California, signed
"BPP, Jersey City, New Jersey," criticizing the inference
that women, children and old men are leading the "liberation."
The Jersey City Chapt4r is having internal problems. Three
leading members recently deserted the chapter. The chapter
for months has boon baiting the police seeking a confrontaton.
This suggestion will help keep the dissension going.

IQ
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F B I

* FBI I.
Date: 10/13/70

Transmit following in
[ Type is plaintedi or codel

Via I FRTEL (Pria)

--------- ~-------------------------

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

f: SAC, NEWARK (100-49654)

UBJECT: 0UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

The following counterintelligence suggestion pertains
to cartoons in the 10/10/70 issue of "The Black Panther".

On page 3, columns 4 and 5, there is depicted a man
holding a child on his! knee, one at his feet, and behind a
screen door a woman holding an automatic weapon. On page 4,
columns 3-5, there is pictured a boy holding a weapon and a
"molotov cocktail". On page 5, column 5, a cartoon of an
elderly man, bald and smoking a corn-cob pipe, armed with an
automatic weapon and aiknife.

All three cartoons could be implied to indicate
* that women, children and old men are primarily responsible

for carrying on the fight of the BPP.

Nemrk proposes that the following letter be sent to
the BPP Ministry of Information in San Francisco. It will be
writtenin longhand by an agent, on 5"xl0"' type paper
purchased in a local stationary store and mailed in Jersey City.

"I just got done reading the last issue of our paper,
dated October 10 & I am bugged by the possibility there is a agen
provacature in your midst. Judging from the pictures on
page 3, page 4 & page 5,'Ittlooks like women, kids & old men
are fighting for the lumpen. Someone out there is either
real smart or sal stuped. BrothersA sisters in our area who
3- Bureau (RM) ... REC 17 /0>4./<V,104 6t7

San Francisco (157-1573).,(j fo) (RM)
Newark .
(1-100-49194) (BPP)
(1-8-2 Desk) I. 10 IFOCT 45's10

lIE3~~tI S UNLASSFILDRAC INRT"iY
F:Xc~p~rEimlVe nj -J0

Approved: a^OMaflU - auf~n

IL & OWSUUMV MW,, oV Qs : 800 0 - 04M fillSpecial Agent in Charge
I

P--rmq

I
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NE 100-49654

w have been tryin to let to oin the liberation army are
1 ugbing at us. Man, you really don't dig your people.

Black Panther Party
Jersey City, N.J."

Full precautions will be exercised to protect the
, Bureauasthe source of the letter.

I
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PROTEIN ENVELOP!
Ban Antonio I

Director, FBI

COMMUNITY UNITED FRONT (CUF)
RACIAL MATTERS
BAFILE: 157-734
B ILE8 157-10379
COUNTERINTELLIGENCEPROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
COMMUNITY UNITED FRONT (CUF)
RACIAL MATTERS
BUILE s100-4480001

Promptly submit In form suitable for
pertinent information contained in referenced

n& e activities of captioned group and

dissielaation

e to .o

I

U

NOTE:

ru Black Panther
to block ii obtaining
furnishinc source Int
Attempt was unsucceesful and
funds*

Art TVnnuarrn

hERIN IS U1iCLI
EXCEPT WRZUSH
oTimIsz.

I -

Party. San Antonio attempted
g permit to solicit funds by
o a on to responsible officials.

is now legally soliciting

I CONTAINED I".g
LSSIFE.D Uy r,-:
ON . 170 OCT 231970,.

J)UPICATE YELLOW

1O-11Prnmf

San Antonio should consider preparation of blind
memorandum from public source o be passed to friendly
local news media pointing out background, the
organization's Black Panther ai ted programs and his
solicitation of funds for such activities. No affirmative
action should be taken by Ban Antonio to disseminate such
information without prior Bureau approval.

OTT:bee/djw

. --- - - - - - . I O.P. -2

10

59 0 C T P, 7 1.970
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1 to Ban Francisco
- COUNTERINTELLIGENCElPROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS

--RACIAL INTELLIGENCEl
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
100-448006.

NOTCE:

Retel re. oed anticia * al in ork City
on 10-2-70 by 0

uto is a s t'*has contact * eaer *go eaver n
ers. etel suggested New York advise Immigration

authorities of her anticipated arrival In attempt to deny
her entrance into the United States and thereafter to leak
information through: Central Inte g eA enc sources
abroad to indicate BPP fugitiv was
responsible for U.S. authorities liTE TrT brmation
concerning her arrival. San Francisco suggested this
activity might result 11 expulsion from the Algerian
BPP organization ths fo C *in to seek asylum in some

. other country with a reciprocal extradition treaty with
the United States,

I2

II

I . .

I
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PAGE TWO

. 11115 SCHEDULED TO LEAVE NEW YORK ON AMERICAN
AIRLINES FLIGHT FIFTEEN AT SIX THIRTY P.oM. FOR SAN FRANCISCO,

ARRIVING AT NINE THIRTY P.M., OCTOBER SECOND, INSTANT.

REASON FOR TRAVEL AT THIS TIME oggART UNKNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

RE SF TEL CALL TO NEW YORK, THIS DATE.

IT APPEARS THAT l HAS PROBABLY TRAVELLED FROM

ALGIERS VIA ITALY TO GENEVA TO SECURE TRANSPORTATION AS SHE H4S

DONE-IN THE PAST., IN VIEW OF OUTSTANDING FRENCH.INTERDICTION ORDER.

IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT WAS DENIED ENTRY TO THE

U.S. SEVERAL DAYS AFTER HER LAST ARRIVAL HERE, DEPARTING BEFORE AN

IMMIGRATION HEARING WAS CONVENED IN HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT,

PEW YORK SHOULD ALERT APPROPRIATE IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES TO HER

EXPECTED ARRIVAL ABOARD THIS PLANE AND EFFORTS SHOULD BE MADE IF

POSSIBLE TO AGAIN DENY HER FNTRANCE INTO THE U.o.

END PAGE TWO

r
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